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7 Former Sea Lord

I

attacks Nott’s cuts

Admiral of the Fleet Sir Henry
Leach, the former First Sea Lord,
defen^^eview eofS\V8°lh a^ill!
conceived”
Sir Henry, who retired last year
after organizing the dispatch of
the Falklands task force said
measures to improve the Fleet’s
defences against Exocet-type sea-

and “a sharp war” to convince
“people
who
have known
|*tter” of
,theshould
impprtance
t0 the
™eet ofwarning planes.
7 CFtSs?. by0ffe editor of
sSnrtlwSf
Mb°Ut
^ gtJ? of the R°yaI Navy was
tIffled
by ^°rd
state for tii* 4UndeHr'recretary oi
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Navy) coupled with the declared
Endurance * fthe^K^n t°fl Hi!^
itbe- ;ce"patr°1 ship)
could only be interpreted as an
A^anft dlSmtent m the South
•, 4. .
.
that T?. «n!W y
emergent nations wanted shiny
new technology m their military
ZC^?nfLSyAlmS and can. aff0/d
{?.P3? r°r ll’ ^0Sje responsihle for
. defence need to bear this in
miud‘ jj j *i. . „•* •
,
He added that it is a sad
reflection that it took 16 years
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The Roval Naw : chine
since the Second World War have
traditionally been painted black
below the water-line, are to
become plum-coloured after the
introduction of a new type of
paint developed by International
paint 0f Newcastle upon Tyne,
The paint is described as being
self-polishing, and it contains a
compound which is toxic to
marine organisms. There should
be no loss of speed or range
resulting from the growth of the
organisms.
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Britain rejects junta’s
Falklands arms protest
By Anne McHardy
.
The British representative at
the United Nations, Sir John
Thomson yesterday rejected
Argentine accusations that Bntain is militarising the Falkland Islands and maintaining a
state of confrontation.
o:_ Tohn’s letter replies to
two letters from the Argentine
^ernmenAo the UN Secre
MX Writer thfs month
Tt if nnhlf^hed to coincide with
P^e ‘ffcuellar’s visit to
0Sir0J0hna said that Argontine's refusal to end host Uties
Recent ^incursions into the
Falklands exclusion zone by

Argentine military aircraft and
civilian ships showed that
there was a continuing need to
defend the islands.
§ir j0jin denied that mihtaiy
facilities being built on the
Faikiands were more extensive
than the Argentine threat
made necessary.
Britain’s position on ine
Falklands and the sovereignty
of the js ands w. l head the
Zetm Mary, Sir Geoffrey
Howe, meets Mr Perez de Cuel-
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/ UN chief in London for
Falklands talks
By Henry Stanhope, Diplomatic Correspondent

Senor Javier Pere de Cuellar,
the UN Secretary General,
arrived in London yesterday and
will have talks with Sir Geoffrey
Howe, the Foreign Secretary, on
the future of the Falkland Islands
when they meet today for the first
lime.
However Sefior Perez de
Cuellar is unlikely to get any
change out of Sir Geoffrey before
next month’s debate at the UN
General Assembly in New York.
The Secretary General has been
mandated by the General
—te from the UN General
Assembly to help to find a
Assemmy ^ ^
solution to the issue of
sovereignty. Argentina is eager for
him to intervene, according to
UN sources, and he is now
the Argentine letters in the
UJN.
\ exploring the British position.

The Foreign Office reacted
coolly to Argentina’s call for a
resumption of talks earlier this*
month and is likely to make a
similar response today, pointing
out that no negotiations can be
contemplated at least until
Argentina announces a formal
end to hostilities.
Officials expect no more than
an exchange of views rather than
an initiative from either side.
The meeting is at the suggestion
of Sir Geoffrey who is anxious to
hear details of the Secretary
General’s five-day visit to
southern Africa from which he
has just returned. During the visit
he tried to find ways towards a
settlement on the long-running
dispute over Namibia.
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SO THAT'S WHAT
YOU DID AFTER
T
Super levers of Task Force
retont to start baby boom
By LESLIE TOULSON

OH BABY! The battle for the Falklands sparked a
major lov© campaign on the home, front.
After saying a farewell to arms in the south Atlantic,
British troops couldn’t wait to get back into the arms of
their loved ones.
And their homecoming has caused a shock baby boom in
Devon—where many- of the veterans are stationed.
While the birthrate In
most of England and
Wales rose by only 1 per
cent, Devon notched up
20 per cent between April
and June this year—nine
months after the service
men’s return.
Arid, t he experts all
agree . . . the heroes were
set on being as successful
in love as they were in
war.
A
Defence
Ministry
spokesman said: “ It is
the only explanation—it
happened after the last
wair when the boys came
home.”

Danger
Professor
Philip
Rhodes of Southampton
University said: “ When
men are in danger they
are
starved
of their
normal sexual outlets and
so engulf their wives when
they get back.’*
And Meg Baxter, wife
of a Falkland colonel,
said: "I was a victim of
this sort of thing myself,
when my husband rereturned from quelling
riots in Swaziland. ’

ELAINE AGAIN
Policewoman Elaine
Bratt; 23, yesterday won
the annual police swim
between Blackpool’s Central and North piers for
the third year running.
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ARGENTINE
OIL MAPS
IMPOUNDED
By Our Business
Correspondent
Oil and gas maps and 4,000
brochures for an Argentine
stand at the World Petroleum
Congress in London this week
have,
been
impounded
at
Heathrow
on
Government
orders.
The 23-strong Argentine dele
gation is urging the Foreign
Office.
through
Congress
officials, to lift the ban.
But the Foreign Office said
the embargo will stay. “ There
is a total ban on imports from
the Argentine and this includes
literature," said a spokesman.

If the sun has
to set, don’t stand
©

4-1

Our Island Story - a History of
Britain for Boys and Girls and Our
Empire Story are nice, big fat books,
well written, in good print and full of
humane patriotism. Though first
published at the turn of the century,
they are still used to introduce
children to history, certainly in my
family.
author, H. E. Marshall, refers
ain in a preface as “the little
tc
island in the West”. Such ironicunderstatement relies on centuries
of success and security for its effect.
The last thing we have ever been is a
little island. True, today some would
like to cut us down to size, and edge
us eastwards (into the Baltic?), sans
Europe, sans defence, sans Nato,
sans pretty well everything. The
electorate has given its verdict on
the isolationist option. But insular
thinking takes many forms and is
not confined to the left.
The last edition of Our Island
Story finishes after the Second
World War, before decolonization.
Mercifully, the penitential breast
beating is at last subsiding.
But it is too soon for serenity,
both historically and because we still
have three major problems - three
islands, as it happens - to deal with:
the Falklands; Hongkong; and
(stretching the point to a peninsula),
Gibraltar.
F ng disposed of continents, it
wow be a pity to stumble over
these smaller entities and to finish
the course bruised, dusty and
disheartened. It is vital to take a
non-insular view of the last islands
°t empire. And that means applying
abroad the same burning sense of
priorities as we are, at last, at home.
Not for the first time, wet/dry
mamchaeism distorts the debate. If
it is dry (and in my view right) to
insist with relentless realism on
rectifying our economic short
comings, can it be wet to suggest that
we should keep a stern eye on what
really matters overseas? The AtlanAlliance, the construction of
fcurope, the Commonwealth, and
tne urgent exigencies of East/West
diplomacy, are neither new nor
exclusive concerns. But like Victo
rian values, they have a perennial
jpree of compulsion and attraction.
By comparison, the Falklands,
Hongkong and even Gibraltar seem
a little peripheral in relation to
priorities and resources (especially if
Spain enters the Nato military
structure). To concentrate on them

to the exclusion of the broader
picture is to nsk analogy with the
peevish provincialism which is the
hallmark of the left.
Clearly, we shall never get far on
the big issues if we lack principle or
purpose on the small. But symbols
must not outgrow substance. Islands
arc very symbolic, but are often
appended to large countries or
continents. “Every man is a piece of
the continent, a pari of the main” is
the less quoted corollary of “No
man is an island”.
Hongkong symbolizes much that
is best in the British colonial record
(once we draw a veil over how wc
came by it). Theoretically, part of it
is ours in perpetuity, though again
the substance intrudes, China being
a fairly substantial sort of place. Wc
have clear responsibilities towards
Hongkong. I lived there for two
years and admire the people as
much as anyone. But it would be
dangerously Quixotic to inflate our
obligations beyond our ultimate
ability to guarantee in practice the
welfare of its inhabitants.
Given realism and a sense of
proportion, there is no rearon why
we should not reach a settlement
combining British interests, rights
and duties with Chinese intentions.
Hongkong will eat deeply into our
diplomatic reserves. The Falklands
will swallow another big slice, not to
mention the troops and the cash.
What more can usefully be said at
this stage? It is always worth
recalling that it was Mrs Thatcher
herself who had the courage to put
lcase-back to the House of Com
mons in 1980. It was right to do so;
it was right to fight; and it is right to
sit tight now - which does not
preclude some sober reflection on
the long-term costs and on possible
solutions. Meanwhile, beyond the
Falklands, looms a whole continent
with all its agonies and opportunities.
Gibraltar, too, is appended to a
country of consequence. There is no
need to rehearse our obligations to
the people of the colony. What does
need emphasis arc our future
relations with Madrid during this
sensitive phase of its absorption into
the western democratic camp. One
way to avoid a choice between our
responsibilities towards Gibraltar
and a confrontation with renascent
Spain is not to fix our sights
unrealistically high in matters
concerning the Rock.
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The style of governments is
indivisible. Our revolution of
common sense at home must be
applied overseas. The parallels are
remorseless. Abroad, sound money
means a sound Europe, a sound
, ia.ncc and stable East-West
re ations.
sustain friendships and to
wear d°wn animosities overseas.
^°.u need persistence and a sense of
priorities-just as you do to build up
business confidence or erode inNation. And internationally, as at
b°mc. sacrifices and distasteful
compromises are sometimes unavoidable in pursuit of the greater
,,
°Vr threc ,sJand Problems are
perplexing and expensive, but

soluble - unless we approach them
in a spirit of insularity. If we do, wc
could be sucked into a centrifugal
preoccupation with the periphery,
with a proportionate decline in our
image and influence in the wider
world. Atalanta, fleet of foot, was
waylaid by just three apples ... So
we face something of a challenge,
But we have the leadership and the
professionalism to ensure that this
chapter of Our Island Story finishes
with neither a bang nor whimper,
but with a diplomatic grace note,

George Walden
The author is Conservative MP for
Buckingham and a former private
secretary to Lord Carrington.
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Boom in
6
war
babies’
A BABY boom has followed
the return to Britain of
servicemen involved in last
year’s Falklands war.
The birthrate in Devon
increased by 20 per cent. —
510 babies—between January
and June this year, accord
ing to official figures pub
lished yesterday.
It compared with a national
average increase of 2 7 per
cent.
A number of Army, Navy
and Air Force units are based
in Devon and the Registrar
General’s office in London
said : ‘Yes, it looks as though
the returning servicemen are
responsible for this rise.
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Re-scheduled liming

Heseltine has
Nato to use
as a shield
By Air Cdre G. S. COOPER
Defence Staff
JJRITAIN’S commitment
to plan to implemen<t
in full the Nato aim of real
increases in defence spend
ing of three per cent, a
year will be used by Mr
Heseltine, Defence Secre
tary, as a -shield against
any attack on the size of
the defence budget.
The pledge to Nalo covers
spending plans up to .1985-86.
Mr Hescllinc will try to per
suade his Cabinet colleagues
to extend it for at least another
year.
The Government has also
pledged that all the equipment
lost in the Falklands conflict
will be replaced and that these
costs, together with the costs of
the Falklands campaign and of
keeping a substantial garrison
in the islands, will be met out
of monies in addition to the
5 per cent, annual rale of
real growth.
The provision for the defence
budget includes £624m in 198584, £684m in 1984-85 and £552m
in 1985-86 to meet Falklands
costs.
These costs apart, the rising
allocation to defence of £15-7bn,
£17*5bjn, and £J8*5bn during
these three years provides in
full for real growth of 3 per
cent, a year.

Five days’ worth
The Chancellor’s July cut of
£240 million from the defence
budget was carefully judged to
trim a small surplus above the
level needed to achieve the 5
per cent, increase.
The savings are being made
by cutting £160 million from the
capital equipment programme
and £80 million from genera!
manpower costs.
The main cut of 2 per cent, in
equipment represents only five
days’ worth of capital spending.
This is not expected to affect
any current Ministry contracts,
nor result in another mora
torium.

Much of the saving may be
covered by unplanned under
spending.
The Ministry’s customary
caution in managing ,its huge
defence equipment programme,,
jo avoid an overspend, often !
leads to under-spending bv one
or two per cent, at the year-end.
Delays in the completion of
contracts can also lead to part
oi the budgetary allowance not
being taken up. •
Tf no underspend seems
likely, the adjustment could be
achieved by rescheduling the
timing of delivery and payment
for lesser priority equipment,
leaving the lop priorities unscathed.
Thc
newly-won
authority
from the Treasury to roll over
an underspend of up to five per
cent, of the capital equipment
programme—some £350m worth
—will have given the Defence
Ministry the flexibility it has
long sought to enable the bud
get to be managed more
effectively.
i

5,500 jobs

j
}
i
;

The one per cent, cut of
£80m on “ manpower associat
ed spending” represents some
5,500 jobs, but Mr Heseltine is
concentrating his efforts on
finding the bulk of the savings
by cuts in the cost of admini
stration.
The Defence Ministry is
already committed to a five
year plan to reduce the overall
strength of the armed forces
by about 18,000-20,000 by 1986.
Mr Hcscltine has pledged to
keep the elements intact, so
is looking for more efficient and
less costly ways of undertak
ing non-warlike supply and
support services, some of which
might be suitable for private
sector contracts.
The Defence Ministry con
siders it premature to com
ment on precisely how the
£80m cut will be achieved,
beyond saying the exercise is
not seen as presenting an
insuperable problem.
As to the prospect of further
cuts, the Treasury appears
determined to apply them to
what it regards as the most
profligate spending department
in Whitehall. But the rise in
defence spending has a long
way to go before it can catch
up with the long-term growth
in Britain’s spending on social
security
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will be sorry to see him go.
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New fields will be smaller

/O

British oil will last
at least 10 years
jt aars* •» sass trHrH
By Derek Harris

co“at‘least’unfilfhe Sdtf

Q

C^ory**"*

... at least 15 areas of
the century, Mr Alan Gregory.
There were
president of the |Pslllu^
expertize in which British techPetroleum, told the World n0i0gjsls were among world
Petroleum Congress yesterday.
ieaders. British companies had 70
But he added that new fields
cent of lhc equipment and
would be smaller and cost more to S(jpp|y orciers for North Sea,
develop.
drilling, bringing
work tor
Dr Wilhelm von Islemann, the 100,000 people.
Congress president, told its first
More oil gathering in and
technical session in London that arouncj Britain would allow
rising demand would mean f rther development of British
,
extracting oil in even harsher skills.
climates and deeper waters since
Britain was producing more oil
were
country except Saudi
\ further dramatic discoveries
unlikely. But he forecast that oil £
Mr Ion said. British
fields were unlikely to run dry in £ro°uclion had risen from 1.6
the next 30 years or so.
million tonnes in 1975 to more
A joint paper by Mr Gregoir than 100 million tonnes last year
and Mr Dan Ion, chairman of the
Revised forecasts of world
British national committee of the energy demand in the early part of
congress, described Britain as a the next century were given by Dr
country exceptionally well en- Sven Hultin, chairman of the
dowed both in actual and Internalj0nal Executive Cornpotential oil and gas reserves and miUce Qf the World Energy
well equipped as a source of long- conference.
standing and rapidly evolving
jn the year 2000 it is expected
petroleum technology.”
to be the equivalent of no more

ThehGrm«eand rS compared witl^carlier'^prcdictions
.

^I’nVutTnlheNonhSe^ ofup^billior^
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Explosives spotters still face
big task in Falklands

/D

By PATRICK WATTS
in Port Stanley
r\ WEEK’S work for 49
" Explosives Ordnance
Disposal reveals Ihe cnoimous task and danger
which still confronts this
skilled and brave bunch ot
men.
The unit, who had the mis-

Major Geoffrey Wa'dfthTcom-

§H RED AREAS - Known minefields
HI BLUE AREAS- Hay contain unexploded
—
bombs, missiles etc.

mmmm-
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MtLongdon
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manding Officer, who stepped Mt. Kent '■*.
*
Brook'' ~
on an anti-personnel mine and
lost his foot, diligently set
about clearing battlefield areas
Two7 ~ ^^.Sapper^J
week after week, even though
Sisters^STANLEY : ~ rz-T
the war ended 14 months ago.
^HtHarriet^m
Not only are they trying to
Mt. Challenger
clear areas in the mountains,
^BgfcPort Harriet=
they continually find a chal
lenge in the town of Stanley.
This week, a sharp-eyed lanceEMiles^Er^=10
corporal spotted two shells in a
:fo
chicken yard on Ross Road, the
town’s main street. They turned ------out to be naval 6-in. solid-shot
north-east of the air- thousands of pounds, but it
shells.
, ° ^,f [n an a?ca whichwas in terrible condition,” said
Almost in the same breath, field itsci n^an^ ^ ^ Major Ward.
several Argentine
trenches
d safe for hikers, a lib
Another impressive haul was
were discovered in a garden
, r j ^ j p]uS an Ameri- four 20mm anti-aircraft shells,
overgrown with grass and
igniter were found and two 81mm mortars, one M5
somehow missed in earlier
° d bv engineers from Argentine grenade, one M67
checks.Known minefields aie des
y
American grenade, one L2A2
referred to as red areas, and the
•
• lhe moun. British grenade and 5,000
possible danger sites as blue
A week^s
k ^ amazing assorted small arms rounds.
areasmixture5 of munitions On the
The work continues, often
Block Of TNT
south side of Mount Harriet, turning up an unexpected dandiuu ui
so g6mm anli.tank grenades, ger like the one which injured
Last week, a call to the
SMK2 Argentine grenades Major Ward last week. He and
military quarry close to the “
caps from Spanish others had walked the route
main airport revealed a booby- * ■. nrrsonnel mines were dis- many times and considered it
itrap wire between two posts, ant p
safe.
Qn this occasion his
Two American M67 grenades
•
a uve sergeant-major,
walking
in
were attached. A spokesman
Among t
P
check front, missed the anti-personnel
[from 49 EOD said they could detonator.
mine.
lave been lethal to a range of thoroughly co«lA^n^“‘
Every week, new challenges
(40 yards if anyone had tnppea m aS further away, a com- reach 49 EOD and as they
on the wire.
M;ian missile-firing post respond, slowly but surely the
Engineers had haPP'^Juar- P^cdi7 aJt,cd and blown up. hills and mountains are becomried stone nearby, unaware of was ^arnica
CQSt ing safer piaces to walk,
jthe danger they were in.
A tra&ea),
,

EAST FALKLAND

ARGENTINA AND
BRITAIN‘SHOULD
SEEK SOLUTION’
Argentina and Britain should
renew
diplomatic
relations
with a commitment to nego
tiate a solution to their dispute
over the sovereignty of the
Falklands, Senor Carlo* Ortiz
de Rozas. Argentina’s Ambas
sador to London, was quoted
as saying at the weekend.
The Buenos Aires daily La
Nacion said the diplomat told
a university seminar in Buenos
Aires that such a move would
help win over British public
opinion to Argentina’s case.
It would also shift the re
sponsibility for finding a solu
tion to Britain, he added.—
Reuter.
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UK has hand
from PETER PRINGLE in Washington

Q

THE OUTBREAK of the
Falklands war last year
caught Britain in the middle
of a strange and embarrass
ing nuclear deal with
Argentina.
Under British pressure, the
US was about to approve the
sale to Argentina of 143 tons of
heavy water for use in the ruling
junta's nuclear programme.
The deal, worth £75 million,
was hastily shelved when war
broke out.
But once the war was over,
Britain continued to play a
significant role in the complex
deal, which was finalised by the
Reagan Administration at the
beginning of this month
It has already been criticised
in Washington, because Argen
tina refuses to open all its
nuclear facilities to international
inspection. It wants the heavy
water to control the nuclear
chain reaction in a commercial
power plant, but critics say that
power reactors can be used as a
source of plutonium, which can
be used for making bombs.
Argentina has refused to sign
conventions
international
renouncing the building of
nuclear weapons and continues
to maintain its right to develop
so-called ‘ peaceful nucleai
explosives.

For these reasons, the Carter
Administration resisted sales of
nuclear materials to Argentina
The Reagan Administration
has a different policy, arguing
that export of some nuclear
materials will improve relations
between Argentina and the US,
strained by the Falklands war.
After the war, Britain ostens
ibly withdrew from the
proposed deal. The heavy water
was sold to West Germany —
where it was bought originally
— and West Germany is now
selling it to Argentina. Thus,
says the Foreign Office*, Britain
is not included in aiding Argen
tina’s nuclear programme. The
reality of the current West
German sale is somewhat dif
ferent, according to State
I Department and diplomatic
j sources in Washington.
The story is typical of the
intricate and often murky
wheeler-dealing of the nuclear
business. It begins in the late
1960’s when West Germany
built two reactors and needed
heavy water. The Germans

bought the 143 tons from tne
US, but found the reactors
inefficient and by the mid1970s decommissioned them.
At the time, Britain was
thinking of building reactors
using heavy water and the
Central Electricity Generating
Board purchased, for an un
known sum, a firm option to
buy the 143 tons from
Germany.
Britain later abandoned its
plans. By this time, Argentina
was anxious to buy heavy water
for its two power reactors.
In Argentina, Britain saw a
possible buyer for its 143 tons,
but before the deal could go
ahead, US approval of the sale
was required because the heavy
water had been produced in
America.
A joint request — from Bri
tain and Germany because the
heavy water had never physic
ally left Germany — was
received by the State Depart
ment at the end of 1981. On 24
February, 1982 — five weeks
before the Argentinians invaded
the Falklands — the State
Department sent a memo to
other US Government agencies
seeking their comments.
The war interrupted the
negotiations and afterwards
Britain officially sold the
options back to the Germans—
on the unofficial understanding
that the heavy water would still
be sold to Argentina if and when
the US gave its approval.
In a controversial move, the
Reagan Administration gave
that approval on 2 August but
without informing the US
nuclear regulatory commission.
Congressional hearings will
undoubtedly be held on the
deal.
Britain’s role in the final
stages of the affair is still
unclear. Some sources say that
the ‘ pragmatic ’ deal with Ger
many was only concluded on the
condition that Britain helped to
facilitate Reagan Administra
tion approval. Nucleonics Week,
an authoritative nuclear indu
stry journal, quotes a State
Department source in. its 18
August issue as saying ‘ foreign
policy considerations ’ entered
into the approval of the transac
tion . The remark is interpreted
as meaning * the US received
pressure from Britain and West
Germany to act.’
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What doomed the Belgrano?
,JSriirfS“ SSf* “f5'" s>”ss,s£s,s

<

Downing Street and the Peruvian Government (News, last
week) asserts that ptoTfor a
negotiated settlement ‘ fell
apart when the cruiser General
Belgrano was sunk.'

ings’carried Cn' Procee^‘
Malvi^ d
^pieC?0nthe
Rotrt
TT8" b? °r
American exre^with 1^“""
ArTentTman ^L ^ kn0W"
topdevel contactT"
and

petuates that persisted in by*Mr
Tam Dalyell and others to the
point where it stands a*chance
of being enshrined ala fact
1.1. odd, Wild Atgenluuan

on fMavThe^l f 0440 hQu^
The Belgrano was sunk 36
ihl;,
7 ,h!
ra<hoed hours later, long after the
ted
lfk f°rce..which intentions of the Argentinian
TEZ^aiSTA^6 ** NaVy ^ beCOme ^«■
SSffi"E
John Coote
Midhurst.

n

I.I*jWTr
Falklands
shipping row

SEAMEN’S leader Jim Slater
(left) is considering industrial
action against Cunard which
has hired foreign ratings for a
tanker heading for the Falk
lands. Crewing the 40,000-ton
Lucerna with low-wage Indian
seamen is ‘ highly provoca
tive,’ claims the National
Union of Seamen chief. Action
is being discussed against Cunard’s QE2 when it docks at
Southampton this week. The
seamen’s union wants all ships
used in the Falklands to be
British manned.

'

Argentinian high command that
Pntlsh aircraft had attacked the
^field ^ Port Stanley,
e ,,Wlth this attack>’
Dr
StChema states>
hope
e°nded -ne80tlated Sett'ement
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‘Dead’ Argentine
escapes captors

THE TIMES
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Q

No surrender
Where is the instrument of surren
der signed by Major-General Jeremy
Moore and General Menendez in
the Falklands? Ian Kerr, who is
marketing framed reproductions of a
contemporary photocopy at £ 19.90
each, says no one can tell him the
whereabouts of the original. It is
officially denied that Moore has it,
though the late Lord Montgomery
certainly kept for the rest of his life
the surrender signed at Luneburg
Heath. That document passed to the
War Museum, with
> Imperial
Monty’s caravan and other papers,
after his death. “Is the Falklands
surrender on Maggie’s loo door? .
Kerr asks irreverently. My PHSnoop
in Downing Street sneaked a look,
and it's not.

'

■

’

Buenos Aires (Reuter, AP) Senor Patricio Kelly, a key
witness in several human rights
court cases who was kidnapped
in Buenos Aires on Wednesday,
is alive and well after escaping
from his captors.
Earlier reports said he had
been found dead outside the
capital.
Senor Kelly told the police
he got away by jumping out of a
car. His wife Irma told the
independent news agency Noti
ces Argentinas that he escaped
near the Buenos Aires suburb
of Ingeniero Maschwitz.
“Patricio is very hurt be
Senor Kelly: Political
cause he jumped out from the
crusades led to jail
moving car,” she said.
An eyewitness reported that and cut, he said he had
Senor • Kelly, running and Promised a criminal court judge
shouting, “I’m Kelly, I’m Kelly, “not
to talk” about his
tell the police and Buenos experience.
Aires”, appeared at an ArgenBut in a subsequent interview
tine Automobile club station. A
with a Buenos Aires radio
police car took him to a police station he identified his captors
station.
as a man “distinguished as an
Seflor Kelly, a maverick army colonel and
a dozen
figure in Argentine politics, psychopaths, old professionals
was kidnapped by a group of from the union gangs, paid
armed men in the capital
bodyguards”.
shortly after leaving his home
At the press conference he
by car for the city centre.
sald his abduction was deA police car was on the spot signed to pressure him. He
but did not intervene to help denied planning his own kidhim. Seflor Kelly was beaten up napping to draw attetion to
and driven off in his own car, charges he has made against
eye witnesses said.
former officials.
A police statement said one
Senor Kelly once described
of the kidnappers was a man himself as “an independent
dressed in the uniform of an nationalist sharp shooter.” He
army colonel. He told the is a colourful figure who began
policemen that only a minor his political career as the
traffic accident had taken place leader of a pro-Peronist strongand they drove off.
arm group in the 1950s.
A clandestine group calling
Since then he has launched
J1r«c Argentina claimed several
political
crusades
IrnLi
h,dnapPed *nd against powerful Argentine
killed Seiior Kelly.
political leaders which have
In a brief news conference in landed him in jail on seven
front of his suburbabn home occasions. In 1957 he made a
Senor Kelly refused to say now spectacular escape from prison
he escaped. His face bruised disguised as a woman.
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Argentine kidnapping victim
survives to tel! the tale
From Jeremy Morgan
in Buenos Aires
M,T PatSPICellviCiS v“
day he knew the identity of
ffi1
Aires home on Wednesday" He
declined to identify them but
dismissed suggestions that they
were from the security forces.
He would not explain exactly
how he got away, but his wife
reportedly said he had thrown
himself out of the kidnappers’
oar.
Mr Kelly was earlier reported to have been murdered
by his abductors.
Covered in blood and untidy,
Mr KeIIjr, aged 61, reappeared
shortly after midnight, asking
for help at a petrol station in
Greater Buenos Aires.
He spent the remainder of
the night answering questions
at a local police station, where

he is said to have told officers police officers in a patrol car
he spent most of his 16 hours who saw the kidnapping has
abduction" wa^p^Intly ^
^ld3?aPplr?^ waf,a stunt organ‘ by a man dressed in the uni"y was still mis- f0m °f an a™y C0l0neI'
The failure
the police as
to
^^o^peo^they
intervene
wasof defended
be responsible for the kidnlppinK Tbe jist
headed bv a
^cdonerMateos” dlsciibed as
an intelligence officer working
™ lhe Tasa Rosa da which
]l0uses uie interior Ministry
ancJ the office of President
Bignone.
The list also named 10
alleged members of SIDE, the
Interior Ministry’s intelligence
service, and a mysterious
“ Anibal Gordon,” who is said
to have threatened Mr Kelly
by telephone some days before
the kidnapping.
Apart from the motives of
whoever it was that abducted
Mr Kelly, the inaction of

daily express
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Falkland hopes dashed
FOUR HUNDRED families who have applied to emigrate
to the Falkland islands have virtually no chance of a
Hfw life there at present. There is a desperate shortage
of homes on the islands and most new ones are being
allocated to Service families.
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“Perfectly normal” by metropohtan police chief Mr Francisco Satej. “Upon seeing a
uniformed man at the scene of
a" apparent traffic accident,
the patrolman asked the coloneI be needed any help and
continued to go about his
duties when he indicated he
did not>” said Mr Satej.
Eyewitnesses had earlier said
three men jumped into Mr
Kelly’s car, hit him and threw
him in the back and then
drove off.
Elections are set for October
30 and Argentina’s ruling military junta has promised to
hand over power in January.
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KIDNAPPED
WITNESS
ESCAPES
By MARY SPECK
in Buenos Aires
QU1LLERM0
Patricio
Kelly, a key witness
in cases against Argen
tina’s military leaders, re
appeared
yesterday
looking beaten and bloody
15 hours after being kid
napped by armed men.
Kelly toirl reporters at his
home in Buenos Aires that his
abductors w -re “ a man dis
guised as a c ionel and a dozen
psychopaths, irofcssional body
guards from union gangs.”
He accused his kidnappers of
trying to “ pressure me ” but
refused to detail his treatment
or escape, saying the judge I
investigating the case had
ordered him to remain silent.1
Kelly’s wife later said her
husband was “ badly hurl
because he threw himself out
of the kidnappers’ car.”

‘ Can name assassin ’
Kelly recently gained, notori
ety by claiming he could name
the assassin of diplomat Elena
Holmberg, publicist Marcelo
Dupont,
and
businessman
Fernando Branco. All three were
allegedly murderd at the request
of former Navy C.-in-C., Emilio
Massera.
The former leader of the
Right-wing Nationalist Alliance
also said he could name mili
tary leaders involved in the
secret masonic lodge known as
Propaganda 2. “ Argentina is
the prisoner of a Mafia,” he
said on radio shortly before his
kidnapping.
Witnesses said Kelly had just
driven from his home when
two cars forced him to stop.
He tried to escape but men
wearing military uniforms and
carrying machine guns forced
him back into his car and then
drove oft at speed.
A police patrol in the. area
tried to question the kidnap
pers but withdrew when a man
in an Army officer’s uniform
told them it was only a traffic
incident,” the witnesses added.

JURISTS’ ATTACK
Amnesty for forces
The International Commisof Jurists yesterday
accused Argentina’s military
rulers of trying to sweep under
the carpet the disappearance of
thousands of people by giving
amnesty to members of the
armed forces accused of human
rights abuses.
Under the planned amnesty,
which would also benefit some
former guerrillas, Argentina
was “ seeking to preclude the
investigation of torture, murder
and other serious crimes com
mitted by agents of the military
junta,” the commission said in
Geneva.—Reuter.

,

665 TONS OF
AMMUNITION
DESTROYED
By Our Port Stanley
Correspondent
Maj.-Gen. Keith Spade, Officer
Commanding British Forces
Falkland Islands, triggered off
the final detonation of unwanted
Argentine ammunition when 60
4-7-inch mortars and 12 highexplosive shells of 105mm were
destroyed by members of the
Logistics Ordnance Battalion.
This was the final ton of
about 665 tons of ammunition
which the Argentines took to
the Falklands during their 10'
weeks of occupation last year.
It was enough to have kept I
them going for at least three >
years, said one British officer. I
Since clearance of stockpiled
Argentine ammunition began
last year, more than 76,000
items have been destroyed,
including guided missiles, mines,
shells, mortars, rockets, gren
ades and pistol ammunition.
Other items, considered useful,
have been retained.
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Navy gambles
with flag show
in Far East
oro$

By HARVEY ELLIOTT, Defence Correspondent

A BIG display of British sea
power in the Far East could
leave dangerous gaps in
Nato’s maritime defences
this winter.
The Royal Navy
already
stretched by having to keep a
permanent force in the South
Atlantic — is taking a calculated
gamble by sending the carrier
Invincible and six escort warships, plus five supply ships, on a
‘show the flag’ tour of the Far
East and Australia.

iuv
I as,

I

The admiral in charge will get twicedaily intelligence briefings on Soviet
activities in the North Atlantic, and is
drawing up contingency plans to turn
his fleet round if a crisis develops.
The 7^-month Far East tour is to
prove Britain has the capacity to send
a large naval task force anywhere in
the world, and to show off British arms

and equipment in the hope of clinching
nev/ export deals.
But it will strip the Navy of a major
part of its fleet of destroyers and
frigates, leaving the defence of British
sea lanes largely in the hands of the
Dutch, Belgian and German navies.
Invincible will sail next week. All 12
ships will be in the Far East around
Christmas.
News of the deployment comes days
after a row between naval experts and
the Defence Ministry over the ability of
the Navy to meet its commitments at
home and abroad following years of
defence cuts.
At least 12 ships are constantly
involved in maintaining cover around the
Falkland Islands ; about 15 are always
in port for repairs and maintenance,
three will spend much of the winter in
the Caribbean on exercise, and others
will be deployed in the Mediterranean
and the Persian Gulf.
The pressure on the Navy, both in
manpower and ships, has never been
greater. It is bound to raise once again
the whole argument about the future
role of the Royal Navy.
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Sea Harrier to get
new missile and
better radar
7?v DESMOND WETTERN Naval Correspondent

1V/TAJOR improvement, including the fitting
0f a much longer range missile to counter
supersonic Backfire bombers of the Russian
Navy, are being planned for the Navy’s Sea
Harrier fighters.
|
The modernisation is con
sidered so important that if
/-jvs expected to take priority
Jo^ven over the equipment
programme for the R A F’s
Tornadoes.
The new missile is the
designed
American
A M R A A M (Air-launched
Medium Range Air-to-Air
Missile).
Production is expected to
begin next year and to con
tinue into the 1990s lor almost
all the Nato air forces.
‘ Formidable weapon ’
It is claimed that with the
new missile, improved radar,
longer range and a more power
ful engine the Sea Harrier,
although its performance is just
subsonic, will prove a formid
able weapon against Russian
Backfire bombers.
The Backfire, with its ability
to launch anti-ship missiles at
ranges of hundreds of miles,
w . far beyond that of ships’ own
defensive missiles, is regarded
I as one of the most serious

threats facing Allied navies
today.
Few details of the AMRAAM
have been released, although its
speed is clearly much greater
than that of sound, while its
range will also be considerably
more than the 15,000 yards of!
the AIM-9L Sidewinder air-to- j
air missiles with which the Sea
Harriers
arc
at
present
equipped.
Three British companies are
competing for the contract for
an improved radar for the Sea
Harriers.

Sea Eagle missile
The Sea Harriers arc also to
get the 60-mile range Sea Eagle
anti-ship missile in the late
1980s, as well as the British de
veloped Alarm anti - radar
weapon.
Sea Harrier pilots are critical
of the Government’s decision
last month to buy Alarm in pre
ference to the rival AngloAmerican Harm weapon be
cause they fear that it will take
longer to get the British system
into service, although Alarm’s
development was delayed for
two years by indecision in
Whitehall.
The obsolescent American
Shrike missiles used against
Argentine radars in the Falklands were not very successful
and the need for a replacement
is urgent.'
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Aircraft carriers
conversion
From Sir PATRICK WALL, .1/ P (Con.)
CJIR — Mr Desmond Wettern
£3 (article, Aug. 19) is wholly
correct in his appreciation of
maritime air power. At the same
time it is, as he states, impossible
for economic reasons for this
country to build conventional air
craft carriers.
However the Invincible class could
fill this vital gap.
This will be especially so when the
AV8B (the replacement of the Sea
Harrier) and early air warning short
range aircraft or helicopters are pro
duced.
However two of these vessels in
operation, with one in dockyard hands,
is insufficient. While more of this class '
may prove too expensive at a time of
economic stringency, at least two con
tainer ships or oil tankers (of which
many are laid up), should be converted
into naval manned auxiliary aircraft
carriers.
However, unlike the ill-fated Atlantic
Conveyor in the Falkland Islands, they
must carry adequate electronic counter
measures and the lightweight Sea Wolf
anti-aircraft missile.
The Arapaho principle is now well
established and the Falkland Islands
campaign has shown what can be
achieved in an emergency. Peacetime
use and experiments are, however,
essential.
PATRICK WALL
House of Commons.

Armed kidnap
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HESELTINE FOR U.S.
By Our Defence Staff
Mr Heseltine, Defence Secre
tary, is to visit America on
Sept 12. He will meet Mr
Weinberger, American Defence
Secretary, and Mr Shultz, Sec
retary of State, before return
ing to London on Sept. 15.

By Our Buenos Aires
Correspondent
Uniformed men
machine-guns yesterday kid” a,P P e d Guillermo Patricio
Kelly a Right-wing politician
who has played a key role in
human rights court cases
against military leaders in
Argentina.
Eater an unidentified man
called the newspaper Chronica
and ^said that “ Free Argen
tina had executed Senor Kelly
the caller said the next victim
would be Dr Oscar Mario Salvi
the judge who ordered the
imprisonment of Adml Mar
Masscra.

!

1
Whitehall
studying
‘junta for
trial’ claim

/

By Our Diplomatic Staff
Western diplomats were last
night studying a report that
leading members of the Argen
tine Government during last
year’s Falklands conflict are
likely to face trial.
The report, in the Buenos
Aires Eronist newspaper La
Vo?, said this was the main
recommendation of an official
. military inquiry set up after the
Argentine defeat. t.
The-first reaction' of diplo
mats in Buenos Aires was to
accept the report as genuine, but
tb>^e was no confirmation last
rr / in Whitehall, whose only
contact with the Buenos Aires
government is through a small
interests section in the Swiss
Embassy.
Not ony General Leopoldo
Galtieri and the other two
members of the military junta,
but also Senor Nicanor Costa
Mendez, the former Foreign
Minister, and Generla Mario
Bengamin Menendez, who was
appointed governor of the
Falklands after the Argentine
invasion, have been recomended for trial by the inquiry,
according to the newspaper.
• BUENOS AIRES: Military
sources said recently that the
inquiry had concluded that
Argentina handled the conflict
badly from the start to finish
(Reuter reports).
Although the alleged report
placed prime responsibility for
conduct of Argentina’s
I i imacy on the junta, it
| severely criticized Senor Costa
Medez for being short-sighted
and rigid.
Fte was informed of the
junta’s intention to use force as
an option for gaining control of
the Falklands when he was
appointed in December 1981.
He was told on March 23,
1982, 10 days in advance, that
an invasion was going ahead,
and he agreed to the plan on
condition that Argentina’s
seizure of the islands should be
used as the basis for a
subsequent negotiated settle
ment with Britain.
He did not make the junta
understand that Britain might
well refuse to negotiate when
faced with the completed
military action
It also blamed Senr £psta
Mendez for failing to see that
the United States would side
with Britain in the conflict and
for being too rigid in his
interpretation of Argentine
sovereignty in negotiations to
try to avert a military clash with
Britain.

Man in the news

Britain to lose a Senate friend

From Nicholas Ashford
Washington
The decision by Senator
John
Tower
(Republican,
Texas) not to seek reelection
next year not only removes
from the Senate an outspoken
conservative and an ardent
campaigner for increased mili
tary spending, but will also
deprive Britain of one of its
leading champions in the US
Congress.
_
During the Falklands crisis
last year Senator Tower was
the first prominent figure in the
United States to speak up
openly in support of Britain.
At.a time when the US was '
still trying to act as a mediator
between Britain and Argentina,
Senator Tower reminder the
Reagan Administration of its
obligations towards its closest
ally if American peace, efforts
failed. In the event, the US did
come out in open support of
Britain once the fighting
started.
“Congress could have made
life very difficult for us if it had
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than the son of an itinerant
preacher who grew up in the
lumber towns of eastern Texas.
He favours pinstripe suits and
British-made cigarettes and
attributes his “global views” to
the two years he spent as a
graduate student at the London
School of Economics in the
early 1950s when, he notes,
Britain still had an empire.

Mr Tower: Pinstripe suits
and British cigarettes

Senator Tower, who took
over London Johnson’s seat in
the Senate 22 years ago, is the
second most senior Republican
in the Upper House and
chairman of the Senate’s key
armed services commitee. In
this latter capacity he has
fought hard to push through
President Reagan’s defence
programme, particulary the
controversial MX missile. .-t»

wanted to,” a British diplomat
commented yesterday, referring
to the military assistance the
United States gave to Britain
during the fighting. “Fortur
nately, American sentiment j h His decision not : to stand
was heavily in our favour, again next1 year came a£">
thanks to the influence of, surprise, although it has been
_I noted that he faced a particu
people like John Tower.”
larly tough' fight'’to a state
Senator Tower, w ho is 57, which by' tradition is over
looks more like an Englishman whelmingly Democratic.
■
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Kidnappers hold
critic of admiral

^Former president ‘to return
from exile in two weeks’

Peroe party
expected to
pick lawyer
as leader

r''

Buenos Aires: Mr Italy
Luder, a former Senator and
once provisional President of
Argentina, has become the
clear favourite to win the Peronist party presidential candidacy when his only significant
rival for the nomination decided to pursue a lesser post.
The development left the
road clear for Mr Luder, a 63vear-old lawyer, to be formally
selected as the Peronist candidate at the partv convention
on September 3-4. The Per
onists are the country’s largest
party.
The former Economy Mini,
ter, Mr Antonio Cafiero. who
trailed Mr Luder in provincial
party elections of delegates to
the convention, accepted the
nomination of his supporters
for the candidacy of governor
"*)f the province of Buenos
Aires.
The national convention is
expected to name the party’s
vice-president. Deolindo Bittel,
as Mr Luder’s running mate in
the general elections on Oclober 30.
The armed forces, which
took power in a coup on
March. 1976. have promised (0
transfer power to elected authorities next year.
The Radical Party is con_________________'
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• ‘ Isabel ’ Peron :
Brief visit

sidered the only party capable
of challenging the Peronists.
who have dominated Argentine
politics since General Juan
Peron was elected President in
1946. The Radical candidate is
a lawyer. Mr Raul Alfonsin.—
AP.
Reuter adds: The former
Argentine President, Maria
L-stela Martinez de Peron, is
expected to return from exile
in the next two weeks to be
acclaimed as the natural lader
of the Peronists.
Although many
Peronist
leaders privately criticise her
^974""
none would
......
hare openly to dispute her
right to lead the party founded
by her late husband,
Her return from exile in
Spain has not been officially
confirmed, but Peronist sources
say it is almost certain that
she will attend the party s
national
the
_
. congress
.
.. to ...choose
.
,.
Peronists presidential candidale.
,
,
Isabel, as she is known, is
not expected to make a second
bid for the presidency, but the
sources say her support for the
Peronists’ candidate will be
crucial to his success,
The 53-year-old widow is
widely expected to assume only
formal leadership of the Peronist movement, leaving, decision-making in the hands of
established party leaders.
The sources say that she will
probably stay in Argentina
only until mid-October, return
ing’ to Spain shortly before the
elections.
The last main event on her
political agenda is likely to be
the traditional Loyalty Day
rallv on October 17, to cele
brate the birth of the Peronist
movement in 1945.
Despite these calculations, no
one knows for sure exactly
when Isabel will come to
Argentina or what political
attitude she will adopt on arrival.

\

Admiral Massera has report
From our Correspondent
edly advised the judge leading
in Buenos Aires
.
the probe to call other senior
A nationalist politician who 0fficers who also played a big
first denounced Admiral Emilio part in the regime’s “ dirty
Massera, the former head of war»
against
leftwing
the Argentina navy, as a mem- opponents in the 1970s.
ber of the international P-l
The officerS( he suggested,
Masonic Lodge, was kidnapped
enllv
included
the
in Buenos Aires early >estersenl ‘|iead 0f the navy,
day.
_ A
Admiral Ruben Oscar Franco,
Mr Guillermo Patricio Kell> and the chief 0f staff, Vicewas seized by heavily armed A(lmiral Carios Carpinteros.
men
homeainUthe00BayrdoSofrONunez
Mr Kelly also used the pages
in the north of the capital.
of Quorum to ^accusations
Witnesses said lhat s^ve^1 powerful union leader on the
men involved wore green uni- • htwing 0f Argentina’s Per
forms and carried submachine ^ [-dominated labour moveguns. At least two cars were
Kelly said he was
used, and it was claimed that a
. d | the aneged murder
police patrol car was nearoy.
of a union official some years
Mr Kelly has emerged as an ag0
important witness in several
^jr belly's wife said he had
judicial
investigations
as left home l0 make a recording
human rights groups step up a al television studios. Police later
campaign in the courts.
Said they bad found three cars
Regarded as one of the which m*ight have been used in
wilder elements on the side- the kidnapping outside the
.lines of Argentina politicians capital.
for several years, Mr Kelly re
turned to prominence with an
all-out attack on Admiral Massera through the pages of the
magazine, Quorum.
Apart from saying the retired head of the navy
belonged to the P-2 Masonic
Lodge, Mr Kelly claimed that
Admiral Massera also covered
up the disappearance in 1977
of a business associate, Mr
Fernando Branca.
The admiral is now being
held by the authorities in con
nection with the Branca case
and is also at the centre of an
investigation into the disap
pearance of 23 people who
were held at the navy’s mech
© Admiral Massera:
anic
school
while
he
Attacked
in magazine
commanded the force.
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Falklands pool
THE largest landowner
in the Falklands, the
Derbyshire-based Coalite
group, is to give £20.000
to a fund for a swimming
pool in Port Stanley.

Daily Mail
24.8.83

!es £!t@ ellteratis&fla ? Ifw®
THE Falklands conflict con
tinues to claim casualties.
The Ministry of Defence said
last night that bomb disposal
expert Major Geoff V/ard, 36, of
the Royal Engineers, had his
right foot blown off when he
stepped on an Argentine mine
on Stanley Common near the
island’s airfield.
The major- who is married

injured

with a son and lives in Glasgow,
was checking fences around a
minefield. Another serviceman,
Sergeant Major John Devine, was
also slightly injured.

The mine is believed to have
been a plastic type with very
little metal, making it practically
impossible to detect.

The Ministry said that Major
Ward, who commands the 49
Explosives Ordnance Disposal
Squadron, was standing inside a
British safety fence.

In January, the same squad
ron’s commanding officer of the
time, Major Stephen Hambrook,
lost a foot and injured both
legs in a similar accident at Fox
Bay, West Falkland.

■I
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NAVY MUST CHOOSE I Daily
24 8 83
BETWEEN ROLES,
SAYS NOTT
■

!

:
i

By DESMOND WETTER* Naval Correspondent

Navy must decide whether they want a
Fleet to meet the Russian threat in the
North Atlantic, or try to fulfil some of the
more widespread traditional maritime tasks,
Sn; John Nett, former Defence Secretary,
said yesterday.
’

r\

I

Ths Falklands operation was included in the tradi
tional tasks, and “ if they can’t decide, the decision
:
must be made for them,” he said on B B C Radio’s
“ World at One.”
He
. , . was
replying
to I

SEA HARRIER
ORDERING
ATTACKED

criticisms by Gaptain John I
Moore, editor of Jane’s
Fighting Ships.
Capt Moore said that Sir
John’s 1.931 Defence Review
Tr>rT
„
White Paper not only demonjjjLLIVERY
of
Sea strated “an intention to reduce
Harriers,
urgently tjje Royal Navy’s capabilities in
needed by the Navy to ll?e norlh-east Atlantic, but
■replace Falklands losses, is fi?,0 sthowcd a lamentable

Defence Wfe,

”*".3

mg to Admiral Sir Ray- ships, rather than on carriers
mond
Lygo.
managing and other big ships,
director of British Aero^

space.

o

Last December, seven Sea
Harriers were ordered to make
good losses in the conflict and
a further seven were ordered
as part of a batch of 10 which
the Navy had been seeking to
buy since 1979.
The first of the 14 new Sea
Harriers will not be in service
un.td i?985 and Sir Rayraond
sam that had it not been for
tne Falklands the production
une would have been closed.
^ Joint -production
lhe Kingston, Surrey, and
trough, Yorkshire, factories of
urii'-sa Aerospace are now
largely occupied with work on
tn£ AV8B, the Mark II Harrier,
yvnich the company is producmg jointly with McDonnell
Douglas of St Louis, Missouri,
lor the American Marines.
By the latter part of the
clccade the company expects to
c? kiyPlved in building at least
5 Harriers for the RAF.
Meanwhile, five GR3 Harriers
tFa ping produced for the
F A * to replace Falklands
losses and six Sea Harriers and
two two-seat Harrier T2s are
nemg completed for the Indian
t
■
_
,
beginning of this
month only three of the Indian
bea Harriers had been deilnci5dL™2?gh a11 ,six were SUPai- v. , hen i° ^ave arriyed
air r Jt0D’ Somerset, naval
a,r stat,on

Caused surprise

.. The Navy were spending too
httle on weapons and too much
®n ships, he claimed, and he
denied that he had cut back
the nuclear-powered hunterkuler submarine programme as
Capt Moore said.
Sir John’s assertion that the
ships needed to counter the
Russians in the Atlantic could
not also perform a wider role
outside the- Nato area caused
surprise in Naval circles since
it has always been the Admirany Board’s policy to build
ships to meet a worldwide task,
His comment that too little
was being spent on warship
equipment is regarded as
curious, since planned improvements to the Sea Dart missile
were cancelled and modifications to the Sea Wolf missile, I
to enable it to cope with seaskimming missiles and lowflying aircraft, were seriously
delayed during his tenure at the
Defence Ministry.
When questioned in Parliament during the Falklands conflict about delays with Sea Wolf
improvements, he said that
until recently there had been
no great urgency, as the Russians had not long acquired
sea-skimming missiles,
But Capt Moore has pointed
out that the Russians have had
such weapons for 15 years,
More money was being spent
in real terms on the Navy than
in the 1950s, said Sir John.
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/f'alklands ‘accelerated
slide towards total war

By Victor Keegan,
Economics Editor
THE
FALKLANDS
war
accelerated the slide towards
total destruction, according
to Professor Kenneth Boulding, of the Institute of Beha
vioral
Science
at
The
University of Colorado. An
economic analysis of the war
revealed the very heavy
burden of justification which
those who made such deci
sions had to carry, he said.
Professor iBoulding added :
“ War is a matter of the
breaking of taboos of peace
against organised detruction
of life and property. Once
* the taboo is broken it
becomes easier to break in
the future. I have no doubt
Mrs Thatcher acted with the
best of intentions, but I
think she brought the des
truction of the human race a
little closer. Economics by
itself- cannot save us, but I
cannot help thinking that
compared with much ideo
logy of all kinds, economics
is a substantial asset which
we can justly criticise but of
which we should not be
ashamed.”
. Economic
.,
., growth
has
brought considerable benefits

Falklands
mine blasts
A British army officer lost a
foot and another was slightly
*n a mine explosion in
tb| Falkland Islands, Defence
officials said yesterday in Port
Stanley.
Major Geoff Ward, aged 36,
stepped on a mine left by
Argentine troops during their
orief occupation of the South
h
*slan^s last year. He
♦ 4 jhad his lower leg amputated, the Defence Ministry
Sergeant-Major John Devine,
Jged 36, sustained cuts and
bruises in the explosion, the
officials said. Clearance of un
mapped mines was suspended
in January after another
officer, Major Steve Hambrook,
lost a foot when a mine
exploded. Britain says that
many Argentine mines left in
the Falklands were uncharted.

FALKLANDS WAR]/ FALKLAND'S GIFT
The Derbyshire-based Coalite
‘TOOK WORLD croup,
largest landowner and
employer
. . . in the Falklands
NEARER END ’ .Islands,
is to give £20.000 to a

9

to the working classes, often
at the expense of the middle
classes, according to a paper
delivered by Dr J. Gershuny
of Sussex University Science
Policy Research Unit. Growth
m expenditure on goods —
m effect, equipment for self
servicing — reduced the unpaid workload on working
class households, and im
proved their conditions. But
the same set of changes lost
the middle class their servants, and reduced the well
being of middle calss women.
In the 1930s middle class
housewives appear to have
done about half the amount
of housework done by the
working class housewives. By
1961 the difference between
the two classes was insignifi
cant. Middle class housewives
increased their housework
much faster than the work
ing class.
Between 1937 and 1961
middle class women’s average
daily leisure time fell from
346 to 272 minutes. There
was a substantial increase be
tween 1961 and 1975, but this
still left them about half an
hour less daily leisure than
in 1937.

; Fund for a swimming pool in
i Port Stanley.
:

.

'
.
;

ihatchers decision to go to
hrn £Yer*uthe Falklands had
brought the world one step
nearer to destruction.
“War ?reaks the taboo of
peace against organised destruc
tion of
t . life. and
-- Property. Once
that taboo is broken it becomes
easier to break in future.” Prof.
Boulding, of the University of
Jvas "ivin£ bis presidential address to the economic
ts?cntlon of the British Associa-
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Talkland victim
Major Geoff Ward, aged 36. had
a leg amputated below the knee
alter stepping on a mine left by
Argentine troops in the Falk
lands. Sergeant-Major John
Devme was cut and bruised

.•
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Junta criticised
An Argentine military com
mission report on the Falkland
Islands war found incompetence
throughout and recommended
that
the
three-man junta
_
v'sponsible should face courts
filial.

/ UN Secretary-General
starts Namibia talks info

/

BY J. D. F. JONES IN JOHANNESBURG

DR JAVIER
PEREZ DE
CUELLAR, the United Nations
Secretary-General,

S&Sfras
The UN partv met Mr p \\r

Although Dr Perez de Cuellar

«f Asa

sceptlclsm that he will find an

SM'StrsKj SSF-

Mr Fik Botha, the Foreign
Minister, and General Magnus
Malan, the Defence Minister.
Earlier Dr Perez de Cuellar
spoke of the “ inordinate delay ”
in reaching a settlement on the
independence of Namibia. Tomorrow he is due to fly to
Windhoek, where he will
probably meet some of the
“ internal ” party leaders in the
territory. He then moves on to

.
Fa,T
of
the
SecretarvGenerals problem Is that the
basic. obstacle to a settlement
remains the insistence of the
?outh
African
Government
(suPPorted
by
the
US
Administration) that a settiement be “ linked ” to the withdrawal of Cuban troops from
Angola,
Thic ic
u- .
is

the South-West African PeoDls mpnt£,£!5S’lblS fo m no1 t0 be
Organisation (Swa'pc)* Pe°P‘S
in the

1
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Falklands junta
nay face trial
w

BE

Mail Ccr.espondent in Buenos Aires
#UiE

RULING junta who led Argen
tina into war over the Falklands
should be court martialled for incom
petence, says a military commission.
It claims that the invasion of the islands

was ill-advised, with a series of diplomatic

and military blunders.

Argentina’s
war inquiry
puts blame
on leaders

The Supreme Council of the country’s armed
forces are now being urged to formulate charges
under military justice against the deposed threeman junta of the time—President and Army
commander General Leopoldo Galtieri, Admiral
Jorge Anaya and Air Force General Basilio Laml
Dozo.
lished by La Voz, Argentina lost
All were removed from their
out diplomatically because oi a
posts following the Argentine
reputation
for widespread human
surrender to Britain.
rights abuses, and because
An abbreviated version of the
Britain is a permanent member
investigative commission report
of the UN Security Council,
published yesterday by the
which was bound to consider the
Buenos Aires newspaper La Voz
outbreak of hostilities.
— The Voice — also says that
The commission also recalled
there should be punishment for
that, as signatory to the UN
high-ranking civilians such as
Charter. Argentina was commit
former Foreign Minister Nicanor
ted to abstain from the use of
-dfeCosta Mendez.
force in resolving territorial
Argentina Is now ruled by
disputes.
Reynaldo
President General
Bignone, who has scheduled
Condemns
elections for October.
There was a wave of national
The
Commission reportedly
popularity for the Galtieri
chastises the junta and Costa
regime when Argentine forces
Mendez for under-estimating
invaded and occupied the islands
British determination to retake
in April 1982.
the
islands, and for assuming
Britain’s task force recon
that the United States would re
quered them 74 days later.
main neutral in the conflict.
Last December, the current
The U.S. threw its moral and
ruling junta formed a commis
material support behind Britain
sion of six retired generals and
after failing to negotiate peace.
admirals—two each from the
in the section of the report
army, navy and air force — to
titled ‘strategic responsibilities,’
determine ‘political and strategic
the commission condemns the
responsibilities’ for the war. The
junta for its ‘disordered and im
panel is headed by retired army
provised’ leadership.
general Benjamin Rattenbach.
The panel said logistical mcomAccording to the version pub-

ACCUSED : Galtieri

petence made for ‘hardship and
suffering’
among
Argentine
troops on the islands. It also said
inter-branch rivalries hindered
professional performance.
Operational faults included
the virtual withdrawal of the
Argentine surface fleet from the
conflict for fear of British sub
marines, and squabbling among
generals commanding land forces
in the islands.
The panel reportedly criticises
the junta for mistakes in its
‘psychological action’ toward the
Argentine people. The major
fault was the encouragement of
a •triumphal’ attitude that made
any eventual softening of the
Argentine position in negotia
tions virtually impossible.
The report said the Supreme
Council of the Armed Forces, a
tribunal comprised of retired
generals and admirals, should
consider the commission’s report
a legal brief for the formulation
of specific charges.
La Voz said the current junta
Is studving the Rattenbach com
mission’s report, which has been
distributed to various civilian
political leaders.

ACCUSED * Land Doio

ACCUSED : Anaya

luai. vciciana.
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UK satisfied with
safeguards on heavy
water for Argentina
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BY DAVID FISHLOCK, SCIENCE EDITOR

o

THE British Government is
satisfied with the safeguards
placed on the sale to Aigentina of 143 tons of heavy water,
a nuclear material which can
^be used both in power plants
)nd in the manufacture of
liuclear weapons, even though
Buenos Aires has refused to
sign
the
Non-Proliferation
Treaty' forswearing nuclear
weapons.
The heavy water, worth
SlOOm (£66m) was made in
the U.S. but is owned by West
Germany. Until recently, an
option to buy it was held by
the British Central Electricity
Generating Board.
The U.S. Government has a
veto on the transfer of the
heavy water to countries which
refuse to accept international
nuclear safeguards, but ap
proved the sale to Argentina
early this month. The deal is
under
bilateral
safeguards
between West Germany and
Argentina, which the U.S.
Government believes will dis
courage Argentina from divert
ing it into a nuclear weapons
programme. U.S. officials say
that President Ronald Reagan
has received personal assur
ances that the heavy water will
not be misused.
Britain’s involvement came
about because, in the mid-1970s,
when government policy was to

4

build a series of heavy water
reactors, the CEGB took an
option to buy 100 tonnes of
heavy water, then in a German
research reactor. The reactor
was scheduled to be decommis
sioned by the time the CEGB
expected to need it.
Britain abandoned its plans
for heavy water reactors in the
late 1970s but the CEGB
retained its option until early
last year when it was asked to
relinquish it. British Ministers
agreed that the CEGB should
relinquish the option but formal
approval was delayed by the
Falkland Islands conflict be
tween Britain and Argentina.
Since the German reactor, at
Karlsruhe, is now to be dis
mantled, the options for Britain
were either to approve the sale
or to take up the option itself,
which would require construc
tion of a special store for a
material for which Britain had
no use in such quantities in the
foreseeable future.
The Foreign Office said it was
satisfied with the safeguards
terms signed by the U.S., West
Germany and Argentina, despite
the fact that the recipient is not
a signatory of the NPT.
Argentina requires the heavy
water as the moderator in a
new nuclear power plant under
West
construction
with
German help.
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/taking stock
budgerigars are to travel
/ TWENTY
to the Falklands, courtesy of the

Ministry of Defence, in the comfort
of the wardroom of the Andalusia
Star which leaves Portsmouth on
Monday.
Elsewhere on the same boat will
be five tabby cats, chosen for their
pretty faces and reared for life on
the islands by the Cats Protection
Leagu'e at Crawley Down in Sussex.
Destined, apparently, for private
homes and a life of breeding, they
are vanguard of a veritable arrnj
of animals being sent by the talklands Appeal to„ boost stock and
replace those lost in last years
conflict.
As the Andalusia Star docks in
three weeks’ time, a “ Noah s Ark
will be leaving Southampton wiln
300 cows, pigs, sheep and dogs, ana
four goats.

o
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4 Betrayal’

protest
on the Falklands

The general secretary of the
National Union of Seamen has
written to Mr Michael Heseltine, the Defence Secretary, to
protest “ in the strongest possible terms ” at the gross
betrayal of British seamen who
volunteered for the Falklands
conflict.
Mr Jim Slater said that
those now home from the
South Atlantic had complained
bitterly that Port Stanley was
full of foreign vessels —
Danish, Dutch and Norwegian
_ chartered by the British
Government. They were particularly angry because it is only
a year since their contribution

Mr Jim Slater:

to the Falklands campaign was
praised by the task force commander, Admiral Sir John
Fieldhouse.
a
Ministry of Defence
spokesman later confirmed that
they had chartered foreign vessels for the transport of goods
to the Falklands garrison. 'But
he said it would not be proper
to comment further until Mr
Heseltine had read and con
sidered the
t letter. . .. . ..
Mr Slater says in his letter:
“ Our information is that at
least 12 such foreign vessels
are currently on charter to the
Ministry of Defence. Meanwhile 1,600 seamen were with
out work on the merchant
navy shipping register, many
of whom served as volunteers
with the Falklands task force
last year.
“ In addition, according to
the latest figures produced by
the General Council of British
Shipping, there are no fewer
than 74 British ships laid up.”
Mr Slater says that 74 Bri
tish ships — 19 per cent of the
total fleet tonnage — are laid
up : “I can only assume that
crudely expedient consider
ations are overriding the
wider national interest, or the
interests of unemployed British
seamen, many of them task
force veterans.”
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FALKLAND
FORESTRY
PROJECT
By GODFREY BROWN
Agriculture Correspondent
Al TOP timber expert is
to leave Britain for
the Falklands early next
month to advise on the
prospects
for
growing
trees on the chilly and
wind-swept islands.
Dr Alan Low, principal silvi
culturist att he Forestry Com
mission’s northern .research
station, at Roslin, near Edin
burgh, is expected to spend
three weeks on the islands
visiting existing small plan
tations.
The Falklands have no native
tree species, and sporadic
attempts at planting over the
last 140 years have frequently
failed, due to the windy
climate, poor soils and faulty
techniques, the Forestry Com
mission said yesterday.
They hoped the expertise
developed
in
establishing
forests in the difficult terrain
of the Scottish Highlands and
islands would help in setting
a tree planting programme
^ror the South Atlantic islands.

Investigation stage

names
foreign ships

rRAINS HALTED
IN ARGENTINA
An estimated 100.000 Argen
tine railway workers - began a
2<thour
strike
yesterday
demanding wage increases and
halting trains throughout the
country.
The unions demand that the
current minimum monthly wage
be raised from around £80 to
£125. The strike was called fol
lowing a breakdown in talks
and tne men said they would
walk out again if no agreement
was reached.—A P.
|

in Falklands
By JOHN PETTY
Shipping Correspondent
3XR
HESELTINE,
Defence Secretary, is
to look into the number of
foreign ships being used
on Government, service in
the Falklands after a complaint that it is “ a spit in
the eye to the Merchant
Navy.”
The complaint comes from
Mr Jim Slater, general secretarv of the National Union of
Seamen, in a follow-up to a
protest letter sent to Mr Heseltine. Port Stanley, said a union
spokesman, is “ full of foreign
ships.”
The union detailed a dozen
foreign vessels which it said
are currently on charter to the
Government for use in the Falk
lands. Seven are Danish, four
Dutch and one Norwegian.
This is about half of the mer
chant ships currently being used
to supply the Falklands. The
Defence Department and the
Transport Department maintain
they always try to hire British
ships, but sometimes it is a
question of making use of a
foreign ship that is in the right
spot or which has specialised
equipment.

All small
Two of the foreign-flag ships,
for instance, are currently car
rying water from New Zealand
to Port Stanley.
The union said all the foreign
ships are small ones. The
Danish are all general cargo
ships including five of only 499
gross tons each: The Sigrid S.
•the Kraka, the Bravo Sif, the
Annette S, and the AEs. The
other Danish ships are the Ann
Sif, 599 tons, and the Erik Sif,
1,279 tons.
The Dutch vessels, four of
1,599 gross tons each, are the
Marinus Smits, the Kirsten
Smits, the . Ida Smits and the
Herman Bode was.

“This is very much the in
vestigation stage.” a Forestry
Commission spokesman said
’ yesterday. Dr Low would pre
sumably make recommenda
tions on his return as to the
kind of action needed.
Dr Low will try to determine
the sites, and species of trees,
which in the long term would
provide shelter, belts, amenity,
and even small-scale timber
production.
,
His visit has been arranged
by the Overseas Development
Administration, and follows a
request from the Falklands
Single voyage
Islands Government.
All were apparently booked
Dr Low said yesterday that
after 20 years in forestry mar , for a single voyage. The only
keting and research, this was a foreign ship on regular service
to the Falklands is the Nor
new experience for him.
“But I hope our experience, wegian roll-on-roll-off vessel
particularly in the west of Scot Sand Shore, 2,847 tons.
The Defence Department said
land, will help lay down guide
lines for an offorestation pro it is still awaiting delivery of
gramme that could eventually the formal protest posted to it
Mr
benefit the island’s economy, by the seamen’s union.
and the amenities of those who Heseltine will study it and
make a reply.
live there.”
Some foreign ships were.used
even during the sailing of the
Task Force to the Falklands.
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MoD keeps quiet
over ‘betrayal’ claim

By Patrick Wintour,
Labour Staff
The Ministry of Defence has
refused to comment on an
accusation by Mr Jim Slater
the General Secretary of the
National Union of Seamen,
that the British Government is
using 12 foreign-flag cargo
l ships in the South Atlantic. Mr
Slater’s accusation came in a
i letter to Mr Michael Heseltine,
the Secretary of State for Defence. But the MoD said yesterday that it had not yet
received the letter, which was
posted on Friday.
mi,. >tttc
r
The NUS claimed that forc?nfLSA*?S f°n c^artfr ,in the
South Atlantic comprised seven
Danish, four Dutch and one
Norwegian vessel. Mr Slater’s
attention was drawn to the
issue by members of his union
back from the Falklands, who
had been compiling lists of for
eign ships they had seen in the
South Atlantic. In Mr Slater’s
letter to Mr Heseltine he
claimed: “ It. is a gross act of
betrayal of the 5,000 seafarers
who served as volunteers in
the South Atlantic.”
„ . . ..
..
,
Most of the 12 ships named
by Mr Slater have quite small
tonnage and the NUS admitted
iha H heunU.mbeur of Jobs lost
by the MoD s chartering policy

in the South Atlantic might
not be much more than 100.
However, the NUS feels that
??e controversy highlights what
lt seea as t'ie. Government’s
?enerj lackadaisical attitude
toward the merchant fleet,
The number of ratings
among the federated merchant
nayy has fallen from 26,535 in
Jnne 1982 to 23,573 a year
^ter. In June 1975 the figure
was 39,501. The NUS has repeatedly called for greater protection of the merchant navy
fleet and feels that the Govemment is not giving a lead at a
time when 1,6CD seamen on the
merchant navy shipping register are without work.
Mr qiatOT.
rnvJrnnlpifrc Clai?l?*d ^that the
SSSTSSw!
tuWas
werpk74’there
19 per cent of teetotal flee*
tonnage. Since the Conserva
tives came to power in 1979
the British fleet has fallen in
size by a third to a few more
than 800 ships.. Britain has also
fallen from fourth to seventh
in the world league table.
It is thought that when
ministers have had a chance to
consider Mr Slater’s letter they
will argue that there were insufficient suitable British ships
available to deal with the
cargo in thft South Atlantic
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Defence cuts ‘have
left Navy weak’
By Rodney Cowton, Defence Correspondent

<§

The Royal Navy has been so
badly cut back that it no longer
has the balance needed for
general maritime operations, it
is claimed today.
The damage done by the
1981 review of defence spending was so great that “even with
the recantations forced on the
Government” by the Falklands
conflict, the fleet shows severe
defects in many kinds of
operation.
Because of the Navy’s weakness, only two major ports
could be kept open in the face of
a sustained minclaying campaign by an enemy country.
Present policies might mean
that the UK could not meet its
committments to the North
Atlantic alliance.
These claims are made by the
editor of Jane's Fighting Ships
in the forward to the latest
edition of the definitive study of
world navies, published today.
Captain John Moore, in a
wide-ranging attack on the
j policies imposed on the Navy in
j recent years says that the 1981
Defence Review conducted by
Sir John Nott Showed “a
lamentable failure to appreciate
the role of scapower in affairs of
state”. He accused the Government of “the emasculation of
the Royal Navy’s ships and
support”.
Among to 'SPMoorc ?n'the
foreword to the 1983-84 edition
are:
(1) The effectiveness of the
nuclear-powered
submarine
force may be inhibited in the
future by lack of numbers and
?2) Thf desfgn of?he planned
new diesel-powered submarihe,
the 2400, “lags behind those of
other European builders”.

(3) There is a lack of airborne
early warning based on board
ships “although ingenuity in the
use of a helicopter with longrange radar may help
(4) There are insufficient “flatdecks” which can provide
Harrier aircraft with effective
take-off.
(5) The continuance of orders
for large frigates may be
necessary, but is an expensive
approach and may mean that
the numbers needed may never
be achieved. He notes that the
Type 22 frigate costs £135m,
and the planned new, “cheap”,
Type 23 will be between £110m
and £120m. He adds “perhaps
the adoption of new designs
which could provide very nearly
two ships for the price of one
may one day come to pass”,
(6) Perhaps the largest gap in
British defence lies in the same
area as that of the United
Slates, namely the capacity to
deal with mines laid at sea. “It
still remains unlikely that more
than two major ports could be
kept open during a determined
mining campaign.
Captain Moore elaborated on
SOme of these criticisms to The
Times. He said that the
reduction in the planned num5er 0f nuclear-powered fleet
submarines from 20 to 17
would probably mean that in

i
1
i
I

^‘^f^^Britain
could afford more aircraft
carriers, but there were designs
available for adapting basically
merchant ship hulls, such as
and container shipSj to
provide platforms for Harrier
aircrait.
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SEAMEN ‘BETRAYED
AS FOREIGNERS GET
FALKLANDS TRADE’
ORITISH seamen who served as volunteers
in the Falklands have been grossly be
trayed by the Government in its use of foreign
vessels to supply the islands, their leader Mr
Jim Slater said yesterday.
He said men now home from the South Atlantic
had complained bitterly that Port Stanley is full of
foreign ships — Danish, Dutch and Norwegian —
chartered by the British
Government.
They were particularly
angry because it is only a
year since their contribution
to the Falklands campaign
was praised by the Task
Force commander, Admiral
Sir John Fieldhouse.
Mr Slater, general secretary
By DESMOND WETTERN
of the National Union of Sea
Naval Correspondent
men, who met returning mer
rpHE Admiralty Board’s
chant navy men at South
Shields, Tyneside, said : “ It is
proposal to Mr Heselshocking, absolutely shocking.”
tine, Defence Secretary, to
the
carrier
He has written to the Defence
mothball
Secretary, Mr Michael Hesel^Lermes, 28,500 tons, at the
tine, calling it “ a gross act of
flPid of the year, two years
betrayal ” of the 5,000 men who
earlier than planned, is
volunteered for service in the
arousing sharp controversy
South Atlantic.
in .the Navy.
1,600 jobless
It is being widely argued
that carriers proved again last
He protested to Mr Heselyear that they were the key
tine “ in the strongest possible
ships in the Fleet, and to ease
terms at the chartering of
the present manpower prob foreign fleet merchant ships to
lems some frigates should be
carry supplies and equipment
paid off instead.
to the Faiklands garrison.
“Our information is that at
But the Board, having con
least 12 such foreign vessels
vinced Mr Heseltine of the
need to keep more frigates in
are currently on charter to the
Ministry of Defence.
commission, is reluctant to
seek a further round of tough
“Meanwhile 1,600 seamen
talks to reduce the number are without work on the Mer
chant
Navy shipping register,
now.
At the same time it is recog many of whom served as volunnised that with a crew of nearly teers with the Falklands Task
1,500, half as many again as in Force.
“In addition, according to
the Invincible, the Hermes is
manpower intensive, particu the latest figures produced by
larly for engineering staff as the General Council of British
she is powered by steam instead Shipping, there are no fewer
than 74 British ships laid up.”
of gas turbines.
M>r Eric Ncvin, general secre
tary of the Merchant Navy and
Airline Officers’ Association,
said last night that the British
merchant fleet was declining
by three sh’ips a week, and any
use of foreign ships by the
Government was a cause of con
cern.
______

‘Scrap frigates’
to save Hermes
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JUNTA
FREEZE
GOES ON
By MARY SPECK
in Buenos Aires
TJRITISH executives in
Buenos Aires say it is
still far from business as
usual in Argentina despite
the junta’s decision last
week to lift the freeze on
assets and end the financial
sanctions against British
firms.
While British businessmen
said they would be happy to
begin remitting profits accumu
lated since last year’s war with
Argentina over the Falkland
Islands, “ Sanctions are as firm
ly in place today as they were a
year ago,” said a British banker.
“ Anything we want to do
with our assets is still subject
to the approval of the govern
ment’s oversight commission.
To sell a car, we’ve got to ask
permission.”
Under heavy pressure from
the international banking com
munity, the Argentine govern
ment informed British compan
ies this month that they could
begin to remit all pending divi
dends, profits or royalties.

Go-ahead for loan
Satisfied that Argentina had
effectively lifted economic sanctions against British firms, the
International Monetary Fund re
turned the favour last week by
approving a $1*5 billion (£988
million) loan to help refinance
billion
the
country’s
$39
(£25-7 billion) foreign debt.
But British businessmen say
their activities are still governed
by a decree imposed at the
height of the Falkland’s war.
Government-appointed overseers
in about 130 British-controlled
companies have the final word
on the remittance of profits
abroad, or the sale of assets in
Argentina.
“We just don’t know if the
sanctions have really been
lifted or not,” said one
businessman. “We can remit
profits for now, but we have
no guarantees for the future.”
The junta allowed British
firms to begin remitting funds
under a modification of the
sanctions published in June—
shortly before Senor Jorge
Continued on Back P, Col 5

Wehbe, Economics Minister,
began a tour of the United
States and Europe to press for
approval of the $1-5 billion
loan.
The June regulations allowed
the government’s oversight
committee to repeal restrictions
temporarily,
“ taking
into
account the general interest
and equal treatment given to
the Argentine Republic ” by
Britain.
To appease international
creditors, Argentina
began
allowing British banks to repat
riate funds, but all other British
companies were still held under
the Junta’s restrictions.
“ They thought all they had
to do was keep us happy and
they’d have no trouble getting
the loan,” said a banker* “but,
of course, the other companies
went up in arms.’
On Aug. 10, all other British
firms were finally informed
they could begin remitting
funds accumulated since the
Falldands war. Although the
sanctions and overseers were
still in place, international
creditors decided Argentina
had shown enough “ good
faith” to deserve the loan.
British businessmen in Bue
nos Aires say that for the most
part overseers have played a
“ benign ” role in their com
panies, avoiding any interfer
ence in day-to-day activities.

Files scoured
But in a few cases, the over
seers have scoured company
files, obtaining information
that could be valuable to
Argentine State enterprises.
“They were delighted to see
how the factory worked,” said
one businessman. “They went
into every drawer, cupboard
and safe, obtaining records for
the past 30 years.”
The presence of overseers is
an annoyance that the British
business community is resigned
to face for some time. No-one
believes that the junta, or their
civilian successors, will lift sanc
tions completely while mem
ories of the Falklands War are
1 still fresh.
“Anyone who stood up and
suggested that the sanctions be
lifted would be immediately
branded a traitor,” said a busi
nessman. ' “ I’m afraid we’re
going to have to live with the
overseers for some months to
come.’’

IMF ruling
Our New York Staff writes:
When the IMF agreed last
week to release an additional
$300 million (£198 million) of
Argentina’s standby credit, the
Fund's board imposed the con
dition that there must be no
further interference bv Buenos
Aires in the repatriation of
profits and dividends by British
subsidiaries in Argentina.
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THE British government, the
Argentinian government and
the denizens of the Interna
tional Monetary Fund have in
dulged in a well-staged
political charade over the
past 10 days. Olivier would
be
envious
and
even
Saatchi & Saatchi could not
have done much better.
The outcome is that UK
public opinion is appeased,
Argentinian public opinion is
appeased and the inter
national monetary author
ities, not to mention the
Reagan Administration, can
breathe easily again.
Ten
days
ago,
Mrs
Thatcher, casting a watchful
eye on possible impact on
public sentiment, told the
UK clearing banks — with,
that all sanctions against the
UK would be lifted.
Mrs
Thatcher,
having
learned a lesson from the
clearing banks, was now
quickly able to claim credit
for having forced Argentina
to rescind sanctions while at
the same time passing the
buck to the IMF.
A special board meeting of
the fund met last Monday
with the Argentinian assur
ances on the table and was
able to l'1!! the world that it
was satisfied no sanctions were
to be deployed against the
UK. If new sanctions were
ever imposed the IMF added
then it. would reconsider its
Puling.
Armed with the IMF back
ing, the UK government was
able to give the go-ahead to
British banks’ participation
in the five-year loan. Of
course, Mrs Thatcher re
tained the wonderful fallback
of having the right to claim,
should anything go amiss,
that she had accepted the
judgment of the IMF. It is
difficult to call the most in
fluential monetary authority
in the world a Mai*.
Window-dressing is one of
the most skilful art forms of
the 20th Century and over
the past 10 days, the UK, US
and
Argentinian
govern
ments, not to mention the
IMF, have all shown them
selves to be dab hands at it.
Once the UK block had
been withdrawn, the new
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of course, a first considerate
word in the ear of the IMF
and the US State Department
— that she could not allow
the UK clearing banks to
particular in a new $1.5 bil
lion loan for Argentina.
First, the lady insisted, dis
criminatory economic sanc
tions against UK companies
must be renounced by the
Bignone regime
The Prime Minister is not
oblivious to the public outcry
which burst at the turn of
the year when it was re
vealed that the UK banks
were putting up 10 per cent
of an emergency $1.1 billion
short-term loan to Argentina,
not to mention preparing
themselves to participate in
the new $1.5 billion five-year
loan.
Public opinion, not to men
tion those areas of the media
so strongly supportive of the
Conservatives’ policies, was
quick to question British
banks funding a regime
which has not abandoned its
claims to the Falklands, or
indeed,
possibly
funding
Argentinian purchases of
Exocet missiles and Super
Etendards.
Last December, the clear
ing banks, faced with this cri
ticism, effectively said " nuts
to this,” phrased of course in
the appropriate City terms.
“ We’re getting all this
public stick for fulfilling our
international financial respon
sibilities,” they told the
$1.5 billion commercial bank
ing loan was quickly signed.
Only then did the Argen
tinian government, conscious
of its own domestic needs,
gently leak the fact that
sanctions against the UIC are
still firmly in place.
While the June 6 decree
has been lifted, a far tougher
decree, introduced on May
10. 1982 at the height of the
Falklands war, is still very
much in existence. This for
mally bans the transfer of
assets owned by the UK
Crown, companies or resi
dents although exceptions
can be made at the discre
tion of the Argentinian
National Vigilance Committee.
The Bignone regime, after
all, is more sensitive to its
local equivalent of MORI and
Marplan than is even Mrs T.
If the UK economy is in a
mess, Argentina’s is 20 times
worse, and one of the few
props the junta retains to
unite public opinion behind
it is its unwavering claim to
sovereign rights over the
Falklands.
In the same breath, the
last thing the US Slate De
partment wants is revolution
in a stable corner of South
America, and there is little
reason to think that the UK
government differs with this
viewpoint.
So sanctions remain, al
though it is unlikely they
will be enforced, and those

Treasury. “ You know damn
well that the US would come
down on you like a ton of
bricks if we pulled out of
these loans, so you can jolly
well stand up in public and
be counted."
With reluctance, the Gov
ernment took the unique step
of giving its formal blessing
to the clearers and the $1.1
billion bridging loan went
through as the preliminary to
the
larger
SI.5
billion
medium-term credit.
Matters rumbled on but
the
Conservative
govern
ment's perception of public
reaction to further Argen
tinian loans was noticeably
keener. On June 6, three
days before the election, the
Bignone junta introduced a
new decree. 228/20.
At the lime, this was inter
preted as a relaxation of
Argentinian economic sanc
tions against the UK and to
some degree, this was true.
The form economic sanc
tions have taken in a simple
freeze on assets held by UK
companies, or the Crown, in
Argentina. The June 6 dec
ree opened the way for Bri
tish banks to repatriate
Argentinian
held
assets
which
they
were
duly
allowed to do, and with this
barrier removed, the paper
work for the $1.5 billion loan
was able to proceed.
But the ban on remitting
assets continued. It had little
UK corporations which so de
sire, will be able to remit
Argentina-based assets with
out problem. But it must be
said that our politicians prac
tised a rather unacceptable
deception when they claimed
that formal sanctions had
been scrapped.
And it was most definitely
a deception, for both the
IMF and the UK government,
when they approved the
Argentinian loans on Mon
day, were completely aware
of the true stale of play. The
results may be the same but
the facts, as projected to the
world, were far wide of the
truth.
Why then, should it be so
vital for the UK to partici
pate in loans to Argentina ?
Well, in the first place, if
British banks want to be re
paid loans already due by
Argentina, new loans must
be made.
Of the British banks con
tribution to the $1.5 billion
five-year loan, some 65 per
cent of the $150 million the
clearing banks are putting up
will be used to repay their
part of the $1.1 billion emer
gency bridging loan made
earlier this year. In other
words, the UK banks — or
indeed the Americans or Gcrmans
are not so much
putting up new cash as res
tructuring loans which have
already been made.
Secondly, on the above
basis, it would be too much

effect. With the banks’
moneys cleared, it is esti
mated that some 80 UK com
panies have assets worth a
fairly meagre $10 million
still in Argentina, a drop in
the ocean in real terms, even
sho.uld the companies con
cerned wish to remit their
funds.
As the new Parliament sat
and the summer wore on, the
question of British financial
backing for a country still
employing some form of
economic sanctions against
the UK refused to go away.
Thus, 10 days ago, just 48
hours before the new Argen
tinian loan was scheduled for
signing, Mrs Thatcher dug
her heels in. Inevitably, ,
there was panic at the IMF !
and the US State Depart
ment, not to mention in the
breast of Argentina’s econ
omic minister, Mr Jorge
Weh be.
But politicians are politi
cians and • a solution was
quickly found. The IMF,
itself lending $1.5 billion to
Argentina, was called upon
to point out that its code in
sisted that one member coun
try
could
not
operate
discriminatory economic sanc
tions against another as
Argentina was doing.
Late on Thursday .August
11, the vice-president of the
Argentinian central bank Mr
Luis Key, let it be known
with the minimum of fanfare
to expect that had the Bri
tish banks withdrawn from
the loan, American, German
or Japanese banks, untrou
bled by similar political
nuances, would have stepped
forward to take their place.
Why, after all, should
other international banks put
up hard cash just to allow
outstanding debts to British
banks to be paid off ?
But if the British banks
were not paid, the dreadful
spectre of default, the 1982
flavour of hoary chestnut,
would loom large. And an
awful lot of Western, banker?
and governments would be
rather cross indeed with the
UK government.
In the end, the IMF
manoeuverings consisted of a
great deal of hot air expelled '
purely to provide a handy
smokescreen for the Conserv
ative Government. There was
never any real danger of a
British refusal to join the
Argentinian loan.
After all, Mrs Thatcher has
just as great an interest in
preserving the international
capitalist structure, not to
mention export benefits, a?
Ronald Reagan or Helmut
Kohl, and providing finance
or not for Argentinian arms
purchases pales into insignifir
cance in comparison. But if
you can pick up a few per
sonal political points in the.
process, so much the better. -

David Simpson
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Seamen protest
at foreign 4ark’
HE CHOICE of a 26-yearT
old cattle boat from
Qatar, in the Gulf, as a

p------- --------------- ---------- By DAVID BROWN
Agriculture Correspondent
_____
.
is 3,1 a matter of size, capacity
and cost. YVc could have hired
b0me marvellous ships at huge
expense, but we simply could
not get a better ship of that
size for the price in Britain,
The budget is very tight.”
The Dina Khalaf is due to
sail from Poole Harbour, Dorset, on September 20 with a
cargo of horses, ponies, cattle,
sheep, pigs, goats and, possibly
dogs if the vessel passes strict
checks by the Ministry of Agriculture.

“ Noah s Ark
to carry
Animals from Britain to the
Falklands to replace losses
during the war with Argenlina ha*; hronohi strnno
Lina has Diou^nt suo
protests from the National
TI ^Bh of Seamen.
^c Dina Khalaf (557 tons).
which is lying in the port of
Suez, has been picked by the.
Crown Agents because they
could not find a suitable British
vessel.
Mr Jim Slater, general secretary of the union, will protest
formally to Mr Heseltine,
Defence Secretary, on Wednes
day of the use of foreign ships UnUSUul Step
by Britain in the Falklands.
The union said yesterday:
The Ministry has taken the
“The ark sounds like another unusual step of flying Captain J.
example.
Collin, its senior marine superintendent, to Suez tomorrow to
Crown Agents
inspect the Dina Khalaf.
„.T
rnnrt „ ... ,
He will check that the ship
■ More than o.OOO
British complies with British re°iilaseamen volunteered for service tions safeguarding the . health
during the Falklands
crisis, and safety of all livestock
Now, with many of our mem- exported from Britain. Everybers out of work, we feel that
1
.• ,
the Government and other
organisations arc not looking
hard enough for British ships
and crews.
^■VVe know of several ships
Vwm a number of countries
which are out in the Fa'klands,”
The animals shipment is being
handled by the Crown Agents
on behalf of the Falk'lands
Appeal Fund which has raised
£640.000 to help to restore life
to normal for the islanders.
More than £100.000 is being
spent on the “ ark.”
The Crown Agents said: “ It
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thing possible is being done to
speed up the process so that
the animals can leave on
schedule.
The ship was built in Germany in 1957 and was known
until last year as the Iris
Clausen. She is run by a joint
Danish-Arab venture, flics the
Qatar flag and is managed by
the C. Clausen shipping company in Denmark,
She is a specially refitted
livestock carrier which has been
strengthened to cope with ice
and normally carries a Danish
captain and nine crew. When
she sails from Poole she will
also carry two British vets and
several animal handlers.
The ship has been operating
south of Suez and the owners
have been asked not to discuss
the Falklands venture.
The Navy has come to the aid
of the “ Noah’s Ark ” project,
It has agreed to carry five cats
and 20 budgerigars free of
charge in a support ship lcavmg Portsmouth this week,
The cats will be used to in
crease
the Falklands cat
population,

Argentines used
Russian missiles
By DESMOND WETTERN, Naval Correspondent
T) USSIAN-MADE anti-air- to . have the same Russian
At craft missiles are now weapons,
known to have- been used
The SA-7.missiles, which have
against British aircraft by the Nato code-name Grail, were
the'Argentine forces in the
wk«
Falklands conflict.
. be instructed in their use when
The Argentines attempted to the missiles arrived in the Falkbury or dump the missiles in lands, according to an Argentine i
the sea when thev surrendered' account received in London la£t
but at one site in West Falk- week.
land they were found by British
they appear to ha*e been
forces when they were un- fircd in conflict for the-first :
covered at low tide.
time on May 27 last . year
During the conflict the. against either Royal Navy Sea
Argentines strongly denied. Harriers or RAF Harriers
suggestions that they were attacking targets to the north,receiving help from the Rus- cast of Port Stanley but results
sians; something \Vhicli vould were not known,
have seriously alarmed Wash
They also formed part of the
ington which, long regarded
b«
tbe junta in fluent* Aires as a «rc(°f
n South America Goramiinis,n there is no indication if they
in South America.
Were used then, although - on
It is likely that the six-mile- another occasion one provided
range missiles were among wea- anti-aircraft cover for. the
pons supplied to Argentina by patrol boat Rio Iguaru which
Israel from equipment captured was being used to ferry field
fronr the Syrians in the Middle artillery weapons around the
East whose forces are known islands.
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Falklands
secret
revealed
By our Political Staff
LORD THOMAS, Hugh
1 nomas the historian, acted
as a secret diplomatic link
between Mrs Thatcher and
the Peruvian Government at
a vital stage of the Falklands
war, according to Peruvian
sources.
He is said to have had lengthy
telephone conversations with
key figures in Lima about the
Peruvian peace proposals—the
plan for a negotiated settlement
which fell apart when the
cruiser General Belgrano was
sunk on 2 May, 1982.
""

4

The role of Lord Thomas is
said to have infuriated Mr
Francis Pym, the then Foreign
Secretary, who was engaged in
delicate diplomacy at official
Ievel in co-operation with Mr
Alexander Haig, the then US
Secretary of State. Mr Pym and
Lord Thomas, who is in Italy,
were not available for comment
yesterday.
Downing
Street
sources
,.
r.
?ould not confirm that the
"lstor,an> who is close to Mrs
Thatcher and frequently acts as
an unofficial adviser, was invol
ved in the Peruvian discussions.
---------------- The Prime Minister has denied
knowledge of a viable peace plan
when the decision to sink the
Belgrano was taken at
Chequers.
|
She told the Commons on 12.
May: 4 News of Peruvian
proposals did not reach London
until after the attack. ’
However, in a recent inter
view in Lima, the former
Peruvian Prime Minister Man
uel Ulloa revealed that the
Peruvians were so confident of
agreement on their peace plan
on Sunday 2 May that they were
planning ‘ a solemn ceremony ’
to announce it that evening in
the Salon de la Paz in the capi tal.
He claims that during the
discussions on the plan, drawn ,
up by President Fernando j
Belaunde Terry, Lord Thomas
was among those acting as a link
with Downing Street. ‘I ass
umed we were talking with
responsible people,’ he said.
Mrs Thatcher has always
denied that the Peruvian plan |
for a settlement with Argentina
offered a realistic opportunity
for peace. Earlier this year, Mr
Pym said it amounted to 4 the
barest outline ’ and there was no
question of a final agreement.
The Peruvians have insisted,
however, that they were con
fident of a settlement.
^ Mr Haig told The Observer in

Observer
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June that he believed peace was
possible on the weekend of i/21
May ‘We did think we had a
formulation that provided hope
that settlement could be
reached,’ he said.
It now appears that in addition
to conventional diplomatic!
channels and the link between l
Mr Pym and Mr Haig, Mrs
i hatcher established her own
source of information which,
according to one Whitehall
spokesman, was not immOfficey 3VaiJable t0 the Foreign
Lord Thomas, chairman of
the Centre for Policy Studies,
has been close to Mrs Thatcher
since he declared himself a Tory
convert in 1977. Her wellknown suspicion of Foreign
Office advice has led her to rely
on external advice, and she has i
turned to Lord Thomas on!
many occasions.
His role has aroused sus-!
picions among Mrs Thatcher’s :
critics before. With the growing i
posse of special advisers in?
Downing Street —now num
bering eight—and the strong
influence of outside figures like
Lord Thomas her opponents
rnside the Government as well as
in the Opposition have accused
her of bypassing the Whitehall
machine.
• Argentine forces failed to
hand over all maps of Falkland
minefields after their defeat and
some were found months later
among other documents, British
defence officials said yesterday.
They were commenting on a
report that Buenos Aires blame
current mine-clearing difficul
ties on the British having lost
maps received from an Argen
tine officer.

Secret police unit bea
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ARGENTINE
REACTOR
ASSURANCE
By DAVID ADAMSON
Diplomatic Corespondent
JgRITlSH. West German
4BT and American officials
^Spressed confidence yes
terday that heavy water
being sold to Argentina
would not be used in the
manufacture of nuclear
weapons.
It is believed to be intended
for the Atucha 11 reactor, built
by West Germany, which should
be on stream by the middle of
the decade.
This, tike the Atucha 1
j reactor and the Canadian-built
Embalse reactor (which also
uses heavy water) is covered by 1
safeguards agreements adminis
tered by the inspectorate of the
International Atomic Energy
Agency.
The only Argentine nuclear
establishment not covered by
safeguards is the Ezeiza repro
cessing plant built domestically
with Argentine resources. It
does not use heavy water.

^Subject to agreement
'^^hc West German sale of
heavy water is subject to agree
ment by the United States, the
producer of the material.
Concern about the sale has
arisen because Argentina has
signed neither the Nuclear NonProliferation Treatv nor the
19(>7 Treaty of Tlatelolco, a
Lalin-American regional nonproliferation pact.
The transaction would not
have been possible under the
Carter Administration, which
barred all sales to countries
which had not signed the
Nuclear
Non - Proliferation
Treaty.
Under
an
International
Atomic Energy Agency safe
guards agreement plants which
use nuclear materials ?re
checked at regular intervals to
ensure there has been no diver
sion to military uses. Sealed
monitoring devices including
cameras are left in place.
Where danger lies
The safeguards themselves
are satisfactory. The danger
lies in a country breaking the
agreements when its industry is
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sufficiently sophisticated to en
able it to make explosives with
plutonium or weapons-gradc
uranium.
The C I A estimates that
Argentina will have the
capacity t o make nuclear
weapons by the second half of
this decade. Whether it will
actually do so is another matter.
The Israelis, who have their
own secret supply of nuclear
weapons, claimed that they were
justified in bombing Iraq's
Tamuz reactor in 1.981 because
it had flouted an International
Atomic Energy Agency safe
guards agreement.
There was never any evidence
that the claim was true and the
Israeli action appears to have
been pre-emptive. Israel wanted
to be certain that Iraq never
had the capacity to become a
nuclear threat.

Sunday Telegraph
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Mines still
litter islands
Sunday Telegraph Reporter
The Royal Engineers are still
striving to clear the Falkland
Islands of mines after indiscri
minate mine-laying by Argen
tine troops. Their hazardous
task may well continue for
many years to come.
'1 lie Ministry of Defence has
denied attempts by Argentine
military sources in Buenos
Aires to shuffle the blame
off with claims that the
British lost minefield maps they
were given. The Ministry
pointed out that, far from
handing over maps, Argentine
officers left a number of them
mixed up with other documents,
to be found by chance months
later. As a result several
soldiers were blown up long
after hostilities ended.
So far about 70 per cent of
the danger areas have been
cleared of mines, live ammuni
tion and booby traps. But the
most dangerous tasks, clearing
mines from shifting sands and
peat bogs, still lie ahead, and
clearance is at present being
slowed down by the Antarctic
winter.
Falklands “ ark,” P3
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taken up from trade the
operation could not have been
undertaken, and I hope this
message is clearly understood
by the British nation.”
Mr Slater said in his letter: “I
must therefore demand an
assurance that in future your
ministry will abide by the
principle which was followed
| during the Falklands campaign,
that only British ships manned
by British seamen should be
British seamen who served as
chartered for the South Atlan
voluteers in the Falklands
tic.”
conflict have been grossly
The Ministry of Defence
betrayed by theGovernment,Mr confirmed
that the ministry was
Jim Slater, leader of their trade
chartering foreign vessels for the
union, said yesterday.
transport of goods to the
He said that those now home
Falklands garrison. But he said
from the South Atlantic had
it would not be proper to
complained bitterly that Port
comment further until Mr
Stanley was full of foreign
Heseltine had read and con
vessels - Danish, Dutch and
sidered
Mr Slater’s letter.
Norwegian - chartered by the
British Government.
They were particularly angry
because it is only a year since
their contribution to the Falk
lands campaign was praised by
Observer
Admiral Sir John Fieldhouse,
21 8 83
men
Commander-in-Chief,
Fleet, now Chief of Naval Staff.
Mr Slater, who met returning
seamen at South Shields,
Tyneside, said he has written to i
Mr Michael Heseltine, Secretary
of Slate for Defence, calling the
Government’s
action “a gross
~ ,
THE Argies are up to their tricks
act of betrayal” of the 5,000
again. Having failed to wrest the
seafarers who served as volun
.Falklands from us they are now
teers in the South Atlantic.
fixing their gaze on Hong Kong.
Mr Slater said in his letter
that he protested “in the
I can reveal that the Argentine
strongest possible terms at the
Government has recently set up
chartering of foreign flag r.;_.
mer• two bureaux in the Crown Colony
chant ships to carry supplies
offering a tempting deal to
and equipment to the Falklands
‘ Chinese * residents who are
garrison.”
unable to settle in the UK when
“Our information is that at
our lease runs out in 1997 because
least 12 such foreign vessels are
they don’t have the £150,000 that
on charter to the Ministry of
Defence. Meanwhile, 1,600
the immigration authorities deem
seamen were without work on
necessary to stop them sponging
the merchant navy shipping
off the state.
register, many of whom served
For £7,000 however they can
as volunteers with the Falklands
settle on the pampas. The
Task Force last year.
Government will set them up with
“In addition, according to the
a plot of land and after five years
latest figures produced by the
General Council of British
they will be guaranteed the full
Shipping, there are no fewer
rights of citizenship. The offer
than 74 British ships laid up.”
that is being made to professionals
He told Mr Heseltine that
is even more attractive.
since the Conservatives came to
Nevertheless the Chinese should
power in 1979 the British
look into this properly before
merchant fleet had shrunk from
doing anything hasty. Presumably
1,200 to 820 ships, and slipped
citizenship brings with it the
from fourth to seventh in the
honour of serving with the
world “league table”.
country’s armed forces. It could
■ . He quoted Admiral Sir John
just be that the generals have plans
Fieldhouse as saying: “I cannot
for a new, Oriental battalion.
say too often or too clearly how
Something to deal with the
important has been the mcrGurkhas.
chant navy’s contribution to
I
our efforts. Without the ships

Falklands
sailors
betrayed,
union says

Noodle boodle
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BIG FOUR LOANS FOR SHAREHOLDERS TO CRY OVER
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THE British banks are
throwing good share
holders money after bad
loans with their contri
butions to the 1,500
million dollar deal to
bail out Argentina.
Between them the Big Four
clearers are putting up over
100 million dollars for the
Argie iumbo—money which
they nave precious little
hope of ever seeing back.
Even with charging interest
of 2i% over their bench
mark cost of money, no
banker could, with his hand
on his heart, claim this was
a commercially sensible
loan.
So what are each of the Big
Four letting themselves in
for ?

DESTROY
I can reveal that Midland are
top of this sorry league,
thanks to their creeping
ownership of Crocker Bank
of the U.S. Midland put up
19 million dollars, but
Crocker's own share takes
their total to 46 million.
Next comes Lloyds, through
LBI, who are in for 35
million, and Barclays with
31 million. NatWest com
plete the quartet with a 21
million dollar contribution.
Other British banks are
involved, and the next
biggest lump comes from
Grindlays, putting up
, 7,000,000 dollars.
I These are quite hefty sums,
even by the standards of the
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release other funds to be
big banks, and represent
used instead) this is only
only the latest in a long
line of advances to Argen
one of th_ banks’ problem
tina, whose total external
countries in South America
debt is now over 30 billion
likely to cost their share
dollars. The chances of
holders dear.
repayment of a serious part Worst of the bunch seems to
of that sum are tiny.
be Brazil. Brazil needs to
borrow 3000 million dollars
If the UK banks are worried
by the end of this year
about default then they can
simply to pay the interest
cheer themselves up only
on
the deot already ' out
by looking at the plight of
standing.
the U.S. banks. Manufac
turers Hanover have put up
74 million dollars towards
the Argie jumbo, followed
by Citicorp with 68 million,
Chase Manhattan with 58 It is a hopeless task, and the
million and Morgan Guar
experts can see no prospect
anty with 47 million.
of them finding the money.
A technical default seems
It is impossible to check these
unavoidable, and a fullfigures, but I am confident
blooded
formal
default
they are near the mark.
probable.
Quite apart from the uses to With the debt continuing to
rise despite the govern
which this money will be put
ment’s attempts to impose
by the Argentinians (even if
none of it goes to replace . austerity, there’s a limit to
how long the poor of Brazil
the ships and planes we
will put up with working
destroyed last year, it will

SHAM

solely for the rich Western
bankers. The point where
default seems the easier
option is not far away, and
the thought of it should
liven up next month's IMF
meeting in Washington con
siderably.
Default will expose the
sham of the banks’ loans to
Brazil. They will never get
their money back, and the
more far-sighted among
them know it.
Some modest provisions have
already been made against
the bad debts, but if there
was a free market in them.
I doubt whether they would
stand far above 50 cents on
the dollar. «
The banks have been remark
ably lucky in getting so
little stick from their sh areholders for these ill-judged
investments, which are on a
scale to make the secondary
banking crisis seem like a
little local difficulty. I won
der how long their luck will
hold.
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Argentinians
angered
by amnesty
for military
By Jimmy Bums in Buenos Aires
THOUSANDS OF Argen
tinians are expected to take
to the streets of Buenos
Aires today to protest against
a planned amnesty law for
military officers guilty of
human
rights
violations
The law was being dis
cussed at the junta’s weekly
rn^pg
yesterday,
after
wev.,9/ o£ intense argument
within the armed forces.
The army has let it be
known that it is broadly in
favour of extending the first
amnesty in Argentina since
May 1973 to some political
prisoners and exiles in ex
change for letting hundreds
of military officers and their
commanders off the hook.
The navy, however, which
under Gen Emilio Massera,
the former junta member,
was at the forefront of the
repression before and after
the 1976 military coup,
believes an amnesty would
be tantamount to admitting
I publicly
the
military’s
responsibility
in
human
! rights violations.
Many young junior and
middle-ranking naval officers
involved in the kidnapping,
toi^re and summary execu*
tir^^f the bulk of the esti
mated
15,000 to 30,000
Argentinians who disappeared
after the coup believe their
actions were carried out in
tiie line of military duty and
were perfectly legitimate.
Some members of the
military also believe that an
amnesty
for
political
prisoners could lead' to a
fresh outbreak of terrorist
activity similar to that which
occurred during the last
period of Peronist rule (197376). The last amnesty law was
passed by Sr Hector Campora,
the Peronist President, a few
weeks before the return to
Argentina from exile of
General Juan Peron.
The new law would not
cover
pending cases
of
financial corruption and con
spiracy, such as the activities
in Argentina of the outlawed
Masonic -Lodge Propaganda
Due (P2).
Today’s march has the
hacking of eight local human
rights
organisations
and
representatives of the major
political
parties.
It
is
expected to be one of the
largest in a series of demon
strations which have taken
place over the last year.

Guardian
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Argentinians withdrew.
Chile and Argentina both
claim sovereignty over Picton
and the neighbouring islands
of Lennox and Nueva, which
are at the centre of a dispute
about territorial rights at the
eastern entrance to the Beagle
Channel. In addition to the
possibility of oil. the channel,
to the south of Tierra del
I'uego. provides a sheltered
waterway between the Pacific
and Atlantic oceans at the tip
of South America.—Reuter.

Nuclear ■
sale to
Argentina
From our Correspondent
in Washington
The Reagan Administration
has cleared the way for the
sale of 143 tons of “ heavy
water ” to Argentina for use in
electricity generating reactors
— a decision bound to anger
London.
The Administration approved
the $100 million sale of the
water from West Germany to
Argentina. Although the water
is West German property, US
approval was needed because
the material was produced in
the US.
Because Argentina has re
fused to allow international in
spection of its atomic facilities,
has not signed the Nuclear
Nonproliferation Treaty, and
has reserved the right to stage
“ peaceful ” nuclear explosions,
the
Carter
Administration
attempted to block transfers of
nuclear-related items.
Reagan Administration offi
cials said that the deal was
approved
after
Argentina
assured the US that the water
would be used in safeguarded
electric power reactors and
“ there would be no use of any
items exported to Argentina in
nuclear explosives.” Nuclear
Regulatory Commission offi
cials agreed that the heavy
water “ has no use in a nuclear
weapon,” but they were un
happy that the Administration
did not seek their advice
before approving the sale.
Since the sale was not a
“ direct export ” from the US
to another country, an NRC
licence was not required, but
officials said the NRC had been
consulted on previous third
party transfers and should
have been consulted on the
Argentinian matter as well.
“ Some people here feel
something didn’t go quite
right,” said one NRC official,
noting that the commission is
studying the manner in which
the sale was approved. “We’re
going to take a good hard look
at the deal.”
© An Argentine naval patrol
launch briefly landed troops on
a Chilean-controlled island in
the Beagle Channel on Tues
day, but withdrew them after
Chilean helicopters flew over
the area, diplomatic sources
said yesterday in Buenos Aires.
Several Argentine troops
landed on the small uninhaof Hermanos,
bited islet
separated from the Chileancontrolled island of Picton by
only 30 yards of water, they
added. Shortly afterwards, Chi
lean military helicopters began
overflying the area and the

Daily Telegraph
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ARGENTINE MOVE
.
IN BEAGLE
By Our Santiago Correspondent
An Argentinian navy launch
put a group of militia on a
Chilean island in the Beagle
Channel on Tuesday but withdrew after 20 minutes when a
, ^ helicopter
arrived.'
Whiles Defence Ministry said
yesterday.
The incident occurred on the
uninhabited island of Los Her.manos,
. ,
„near th6 disputed
islands of Picton Lennox and
Nueva over which Chile and
Argentina almost went to war
in 1978.

The Times
19 August 1983
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US approves nuclear
sale to Argentina
From Nicholas Ashford, Washington
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The Reagan Administration
has approved the sale of 143
tons of “heavy water” to
Argentina for its nuclear reactors despite the fact that the
Buenos Aires Government has
not signed the nuclear non-pro1 iteration treaty and refuses to
open its atomic facilities to
international inspection.
Although American officials
insist the heavy water could not
be used for the production of
nuclear weapons, the decision
coincides with growing speculation in the US and Western
Europe that Argentina may
soon be in a position to explode
a nuclear device.
The heavy water is owned by
West Germany, but US approval of the $100m (£66m)
sale was necessary because it
was produced by the United
States. Until recently West
Germany owned the water
jointly with Britain, but Britain
sold its share to Germany

before the present deal was
approved,
According to US officials, no
attempt was made to obtain
approval for the sale by the
Nuclear
Regulatory
Commission (NRC) as has generally
been the case in the past. NCR’s
approval was not required
under US law because the heavy
water is owned by another
c?untry- However, NRC officials havc Privately expressed
concern about.the deal,
Argentina has one of the
most advanced nuclear industries in the Third World and has
insisted on its right to stage
peaceful nuclear explosions,
although it has consistently
denied any intention of producin8 nuclear weapons,
It is currently in the process
of building an unsafeguarded
reprocessing plant that could
produce weapons-grade plutonium, but that plant will not
use heavy water.
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Loans to Argentina

Peppered with politics
For only the second time in 20 years, the
board of the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) was recalled from its short
summer recess this week. Had some
dreadful monetary crisis blown up to
blight the directors’ holiday a week be
fore it was due to end? No, it had not.
The IMF was being used as a pawn in the
political games between Britain and Ar
gentina, 14 months after the end of the
Falklands war.
Ostensibly the IMF board met to re
view Argentina’s “exchange system” and
^ consider whether Argentina qualified
the next tranche (worth about $315m)
of its SDR1.5 billion ($1.6 billion) stand
by loan approved in January. The meet
ing had been scheduled to take place later
this month. It was brought forward a few
days because, as so often with troubled
debtors, IMF approval is the kindling
that sets other things alight. Those other
things, it seems, could not wait.
Top of the list was the signing of a $1.5
billion five-year loan to Argentina from
more than 300 international banks. Of
these. 33 were British who were going to
fork out about $150m between them.
The loan was already long overdue.
Intended to be signed in May, it had been
held up for a variety of reasons: some
were technical ones like what to do about
Argentina’s existing payments arrears;
others were non-technical, like the insis
tence that Argentina remove sanctions on
e remittance of British companies’
ofits and dividends. Economic sanc
tions were supposed to have been lifted
last September.
After much haggling, the loan was due
to be signed on Friday, August 12th, in
New York. Argentina’s arrears were to
be met out of the last $300m dollop of a
$1.1 billion one-year bridging loan that
international banks (including the big
four British clearing banks) had granted
Argentina last winter. The banks (and
the IMF) had an assurance from the
respected Argentine central bank gover
nor, Mr Gonzalez del Solar, that British
companies would not be discriminated
against in remitting profits. The banks
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were not concerned that they were jump-1
ing the IMF’s green light, since the first of
the three equal $500m instalments of the
loan would not be paid over until after
the IMF’s scheduled meeting.
All was going smoothly until the politi
cians came in. Just before the signing, Mr
William Rhodes of Citibank, the co
ordinator of the deal, sent a telex to all
the banks saying that Lloyds Bank, the
British representative on the small nego
tiating committee, could not sign “until it
has been established that such action
would have the support of the British
government: currently such support is
being withheld”.
The big British banks, stung by press
reports earlier in the year that they were
Wehbe had to rush

financing Argentina’s purchases of Exocet missiles, decided then that they would
not join in any more Argentine loans
without political support from the
Thatcher government. They got political
support to participate in the $1.1 billion
bridging loan. When they looked for
support for the $1.5 billion five-year loan,
all they saw was flashing red lights. The
British government, concerned about Ar
gentine fishing-boat manoeuvres in the
south Atlantic, saw a way to retaliate. It
found a financial reason for British banks
to stall: discrimination against British
companies’ remittances was against the
IMF rules.
The story then moves to Buenos Aires,
where Argentina’s economy minister, Mr
Jorge Wehbe, had an ultimatum from the
country’s hardliners: get us the new mon
ey soon or else we’ll think again about a
debt moratorium and about your future.
In desperation he asked for the special
IMF board meeting.
On Monday, the IMF approved Argen
tina’s exchange system—ie, the measures
Argentina had already taken to stop
discriminating against British companies’
remittances. Soon after, Mr Rhodes te
lexed the banks again, this time saying
“we have been advised by competent
British government authorities that as far
as they are concerned the way is now
clear for UK banks to sign the $1.5 billion
loan agreement”. On Tuesday, in New
York, Mr Wehbe and Mr Rhodes signed
the loan. Lloyds Bank’s Mr Guy Huntrods joined them.
What did the three days’ delay and the

interruption of the IMF directors’ holi
days achieve? A lot of cold international
irritation with Britain, but in financial
terms apparently nought:
• Disbursement of the loans from the
IMF and the banks still depends on the
report of an IMF mission now in Buenos
Aires. It will report back to Washington
on whether the country is meeting its
economic-performance targets, but not
until next week at the earliest.
• There is little evidence that British
companies were complaining about non
remittance of profits from Argentina. If
any were, then nothing happened between the middle of last week and the
signing of the loan to indicate to them
that their complaints were now no longer
justified.
• Big British banks are left committed
to lending Argentina money which they
have already lent. Their share of the $1.1
billion bridging loan will simply be rolled
over to become their share of the $1.5
billion medium-term loan. Did they really need government approval when there
was hardly any new money involved in
granting the new loan?
In May, a bunch of banks rolled over a
$250m loan to the Banco de la Provincia
de Buenos Aires for a further three years.
That was the only other big Euroloan to
Argentina since the Falklands crisis.
Among the bunch of banks were National
Westminster (Britain’s biggest), its whol
ly-owned American subsidiary (National
Bank of North America) and Midland
Bank’s wholly-owned Scottish subsidiary
(Clydesdale Bank). Did they ask the
British government’s permission to make
profits out of lending non-British deposi
tors’ dollars to Argentina? No, they did
not. Wise guys.
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Falklands order
means 30 new
Goodwin Barsby jobs
A £1.7 million order to supply
plant for the Falkland Airport
project has led to 30 new jobs at
Goodwin Barsby’s Leicester fac
tory. The total workforce is now
more than 200.
The contract represents one of
the biggest ever for the company,
which recently returned to
private ownership after a
management buy-out from BL.
But finding the right
tradesmen for the job — platers
— has proved difficult. The
order for six, high capacity
mobile crushing and screening
plants, has meant recruiting men
from as far afield as the North

N

East and Scotland.
They will now be working
around the clock — the main
plants have to be shipped out by
the end of this month and the
rest by the end of November .
Another company winning a
valuable order is CompAir. The
firm has taken a £1 million order
for compressors and drilling
equipment needed for site
clearance, aggregate quarrying
and construction of new runway
and airport buildings.
The first shipment will leave
for Port Stanley this week to be
followed by further con
signments in the next two months.
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Falklanders
‘unfriendly’
Royal Marines who returned
from a five-months tour of the
Falklands yesterday criticized
islanders for being “arrogant
and unfriendly”.
The 113 men of the 40
Commando Delta Company
returned to HMS Ranelagh in
Plymouth. Some said the
Falkland islanders had made
them feel unwelcome. “The
islanders are arrogant and not !
very nice people at all. The did
not appreciate us being there”,
one marine said.

18 8 83

Row looms over labour
for Falklands project
By PATRICK WATTS in Pori Stanley
ROW is brewing in the most 30 applications within 48
Falklands over the hours. This represents 10 per
employment of local labour cent, of the farming community
and Mr Clarke said he was
when construction of the expecting
further enquiries.
new £215 million airport at
He
opposed
employers’ criti
Mount Pleasant gets under
cism. saying it would be one
way.
of the few opportunities for
Five representatives of the any 0f the £215 million to stay
consortium which will build the jn the colony and that local
airport arrive in the islands government
would
benefit
today. Their first task will be through taxation. He also felt
to quell the dispute between that the working population
Mr Fred Clarke, their agent in should have a free choice of
Stanley, and local employers employment,
who fear that the high rates of
Compared with the local
pay being offered will entice salary
of £1-37 an hour, Mr
many shepherds to the airport Clarke said he was offering
site.
“about £2*30 an hour, with
the opportunity oF attractive
Overtime rates
.
overtime rates.” He stressed,
Sir Rex Hunt, Falklands Civil however, that locals would have
Commissioner, has spoken of to be prepared to work for 21the damage to the islands’ day periods non-stop before
economy if large numbers of returning to their homes, for a
farm workers desert their pre- few days’ break,
sent employment for the more
Several employees of conlucrative salaries offered by the struction firms already operatconsortium of Mowlem, Laing ing in the Falklands are re
and Amy Roadstone.
ported to have applied for work
A recent advertisement on at the airfield,
local radio by Mr Clarke, asking The representatives who arrive
for drivers with knowledge of today will supervise the unloadlocal tracks, mechanics and ing in Stanley of vehicles ex
laundry workers, brought al- pected by sea next -week.
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Falklands
airport
jobs row
/frof

PORT STANLEY: A row
has flared in the Falklands
over the employment of
local labour when construc
tion of the new £215 mil
lion airport gets underway.
Representatives of the con
sortium who will build the
airport arrive in the islands
today and their first task will
be to quell the dispute be
tween their agent in Stanley
and local employers who fear
that the high rates of pay
being offered will entice shep
herds from farms
An advert on local radio
asking for drivers, mechanics
and laundry workers brought
almost 30 applications in 48
hours—representing 10 per
cent, of the farming com
munity.
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will take over as director of . A? f°r Eberle’s plans for the
the Royal Institute of Inter- institute, “ we shall wait and
national Affairs next January see w£at he does in the
from journalist David Watt.
saddle,
comments Harlech.
Eberle, who lists his out.,
uniform activities as tennis, issues have come to the fore
squash and hunting, was seen receritly and “ we probably
as a surprise choice by some ought
concentrate more on
observers of Chatham House, the Farto East.”
which has never been headed
by a military person before.
Previous directors have been
academics and writers.
How much intellectual fire
power will he bring to the
post ? Lord Harlech, chairman
of the Council at Chatham
*ouse, described him as “ a very
trovert personality.” He is
also an effective administrator
/
and “ a number of people said
to us that among military //
people he was one of the most
academic and intellectual they
had come across.”
Eberle retired from the Navy ARGENTINA signed a $1.5bn
this year as Commander-in- commercial bank loan. Citibank,
Chief naval home command. the agent for the loan, said
Much of his early career was yesterday. Reuter reports from
spent in the Far East. In 1970- New York.
71 he spent a year at Oxford on
The signing follows formal
a defence fellowship and has approval of Argentina’s eco
co-authored a book on defence nomic policies on Monday by
management.
the International Monetary
Whatever his intellectual Fund’s executive board.
qualities, his back-slapping
The IMF’s approval, which
abilities will also be much included ratification that Argen
needed. The new job will be tina has lifted financial sana
as much about fund-raising as tions against the UK, paved the
administration and research, way for British banks to partici
since the institute needs to net pate in the much-delayer loan
some £400,000 a year to keep and for the credit to be signed,
itself going.
banking officials said.
Eberle’s Washington connec
ts will come in useful here,
.ext year, Chatham House goes
on a funding drive in the U.S.
where it now has a charitable
status. Among its U.S. trustees
are Averell Karri man and
Elliot Richardson, both inter-

The Royal Navy may have to
take a number of ships out of
service because of shortage of
manpower (our Defence Corre
spondent writes).
Among
the
possibilities
understood to be under consideration are putting the
carrier, Hermes, into mothballs,
or alternatively taking two or
more escort ships out of service.
The difficulty has arisen
partly because of the experience
of the Falklands conflict. More
ships have been retained in
service than were planned in Sir
John Nott’s defence review of
June, 1981.
The projected cut in naval
manpower of between 8,000
and 10,000 by 1986 will not be
accomplished, but, neverthe
less, a mismatch has arisen
between the number of ships
and the men available.

r

Argentina signs
$1.5bo loan

Daily Telegraph

/# I see from the Royal Engineers’
/ Journal that recent additions to the
■ RE Museum include an ”RAF
inflight/transit meal offered during
flight from Falklands ”, presented by
Major S. C. L. Hobden. I suppose he
did not fancy it.

Peking gives Hongkong
breather until 1997

17 8 83

/Panels of lime
A MAN whose memories extend from
the relief of Mafeking to last year’s
Falklands campaign, cut a birthday
cake with 95 candles on it last night,
at a dinner given him by his col
leagues.
Percy Bradley, oldest member of
the Sand and Gravel Association,
spent the day failing to see “ what all
the fuss was about ” at his London
office.
His quarry, near Colchester, pro
duces the special sand recently sent
to Port Stanley for a water filtration
plant. For the same purpose, regular
shipments go to Saudi Arabia!

17 8 83

i

Peking (Reuter) - Mr Hu
Yaobang, the Communist Party
leader, . has made it clear that
China is prepared to wait until
1991 to recover sovereignty
over Hongkong.
He told a Japanese newspaper delegation yesterday that
China did not recognize the
treaties under which Britain
governs the territory, but he
said Peking intended to recover
sovereignty on July 1, 1997, the
day after one of the Anglo-Chinese agreements expires.
“The recovery will be no
sooner or later than that date, a
day after the 1898 treaty will
expire. (This is the treaty under
which Britain leased Hongkong’s New Territories for 99
years).
We simply respect consequences of history, although we
cannot^ approve the unfair
treal/"
Western diplomats said this
was the strongest sign so far that
Pekmg does not propose to

regain control of Hongkong
before 1997
, The delegation was from the
Japanese daily Mainichi Shimbun, which quoted Mr Hu as
saying the Sino-British talks on
the future of the colony were
“confined to the ways of
preserving Hongkong’s prosperity and stability after 1997
and what should be done from
now to 1997.”
Referring to the Shenzhen
special economic zone on the
Hongkong border, Mr Hu said*
“We will build up experiences
to achieve a model prosperity in
the zone in the next 14 years so
that we can maintain Hongkong’s prosperity.”
However, many Western
businessmen regard Shenzhen
as only a qualified success. Mr
Hu also said that “local and
foreign residents in Hongkong
should feel at ease because
China had a systematic policy
to maintain Hongkong’s prosperity.”
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Stuck on a
one-way
escalator

r"

“ Argentina yields to Britain,” proclaims
the Daily Telegraph in its largest type. Oh
rapture; oh frabjous joy; oh, come on. . . .
The yielding — in the smaller type of all
newspapers — is something less than a
triumph. Buenos Aires will be getting an
other $1.5 billion loan from the Inter
national Monetary Fund. Britain, after a
little footstamping, has secured the lifting
of sanctions against British-owned assets in
Argentina. But the total sum involved —
mousetrap bits, perhaps totalling $10 million
— is relatively trivial. And General
Bignone, pocketing his billion-and-a-half, can
afford a wee grin. Of course the cash, by
sacred undertaking, will not go on the
dramatic rebuilding of Argentina’s military
arsenal. But it certainly helps — at the
very, unsacred least — to free other funds
for the task. And that
build-upproceeds
apace : new submarines, new missiles, new
jets.
That does not mean that any Argen
tinian resumption of hostilities may be anti
cipated. Almost certainly not. To the
contrary, there will be endless toing-andfroing at the UN. The General Assembly
will once more this autumn call for negotia
tions. America, on present indications, will
once more land up on the Argentine side.
Mrs Thatcher will once again throw a fit.
And the long, long trail will go a’winding at
even greater cost to the British Exchequer.
The bill, on current estimates, looks some
where in the region of £6 to £7 billion over
10 years; but that estimate is based on an
already frail assessment of the weaponry
Argentina can command. Every time, over
the coming decade, the generals buy some
thing better so, every time, the necessary
British defence response will rise. The Falk
lands are a one-way escalator.
Two events in recent days, meanwhile,
help shape the context. One is the growing
rumble of Treasury discontent and Mr Nigel
Lawson’s entirely logical conclusion that he
is never going to get public spending under
control until he can take an axe to the De
fence budget. Mr Michael Heseltine, it is
said, prepares himself for bruising conflict
this autumn — but already the options for
cuts are under review. The trouble, of
course, given Mrs Thatcher’s personal
attachment to Falklands’ victory, is that the
millions will come from our European sec
tor land, air and sea capability. But if the
MoD and the Treasury are in a damaging
bind about Port Stanley, surely it’s time to
call for the diplomats ?

17 8 83
By chance the junior Foreign Office
minister minding the talking shop this
August is Mr Ray Whitney; the same Mr
Whitney who, from the backbenches, pro
duced a memorably wet and worried speech
on the Saturday when the Task Force was
ordered to sail south. The new, ministerial
Mr Whitney has been sounding duly Churchillian about trawler or aircraft incursions
within the Total Exclusion Zone. But the
old Mr Whitney knew a thing or two too;
particularly since he’d served as an FO offi
cial in Buenos Aires, handling the then
peaceful Falklands issue, and had a bad
conscience about the endless obfuscations
and failures of nerve in London (so graphi
cally documented in the pages of Franks).
We’d strung along the Argentinians for far
too long. The matter—pre-invasion—was
exceedingly negotiable if Britain had the
courage to negotiate. And now, Minister ?
The problem, of course, is that there is
nothing to negotiate about. Britain won’t
talk until Buenos Aires declares an end to
undeclared hostilities. Buenos Aires—
whether led by a general or any of the
likely politicians
has absolutely no
vested interest in tossing out that meaning
less promise when the reward is talks in
which Britain declares Falklands’ sover
eignty utterly un-negotiable. Better by far,
on any calculation, to let the cost escalator
buzz away—especially since trade between
the countries, sanctions or no sanctions, has
become infinitesimally irrelevant.
If there is any escape from the escala
tor, it will have to be one of Britain’s own
contriving. In fact just such an opening was
promised in clear terms by Mr Pym and
Mrs Thatcher last year—a full blown con
sultation with the islanders when they’d re
covered from their ordeal; a proper
referendum within twelve months. We are
fourteen months on now and the inertia is
deadening. Bulldozers may be flattening
tracts of moorland, pouring more millions
into roads and runways. But the promised
referendum—the freedom of future choice
which was the point of the whole exercise—
has faded into the peat bogs. The point
about a referendum is that the country that
pays the bills—this country—has first to de
cide what options it can tolerably put to the
islanders. To frame an Argentinian option,
it must first find a way of talking to the
Argentinians. To frame a UN option, it
must talk to Mr Perez de Cuellar. And to
offer the Fortress and the endless expendi
ture it must ask the House of Commons.
After fourteen months it is not the
islanders who have failed to recover their
nerve: it is the British government. Per
haps the ebullient Mr Lawson, posing nasty
choices, is the last, best hope of an end to
the mindl^s3Jiop^lessJWhitehalljTance,.
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A softer

By JOHN DICKIE
Diplomatic Correspondent

ftb

A SUDDEN softening of
British Government policy
towards Argentina caught
international bankers by
surprise yesterday.
Treasury advice has consis
tently discouraged British
banks from signing into a
£1,000 million IMF loan to
Argentina at this stage.
The rest of the international
banks decided to go ahead
with their commitment
regardless of the British ones
stalling over their 10 per cent,
share—£100 million.
But as the IMF board met
yesterday there was a surprise
switch in Treasury advice.
The banks were told that it
was up to them to decide
whether to go ahead with
their part of the loan.
In the City there were sighs
of relief, for the banks are
eager to be seen taking part
in the IMF rescue operation
if only to strengthen thenhand for getting some repay
ment of outstanding debts
one day.
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IMF says key restriction lifted

UK banks clear Argentine loan
By Peter Wilson-Smith
Banking Correspondent
Argentine
debt
repayments* ($bn) at end 1982
The Government gave Brit
ish banks the all-clear to sign a
13.94
$l.5bn commercial bank loan
2 years
for Argentina yesterday after the 0ver2years
International Monetary Fund Unallocated
1.01
___
board confirmed that Argentina
25
69
compling
with
the
terms
ol
Total
was
.its loan programme.
—
The loan was due to be signed ’loans due to banks in Group of
last Friday. But the Govern- Ten countries, Switzerland Austria,
•'—"m made it clear to British Denmark and Ireland.
i tlfks that it would not approve Source Bank for International
it until there was firm evidence Settlements.
that Argentina was no longer
discriminating
financially start in New York today and
against British companies.
continue tomorrow if necessary.
The IMF had told Argentina
Although Argentina’s lifting
that it had to end such of financial discrimination
discrimination by the end ol means British companies can
last month as a condition for now remit dividends from the
other
restrictions
country,
receiving further loans.
The favourable verdict from remain on British companies.
the IMF executive board has
These include having to have
satisfied the British Govern- an Argentine overseer and being
ment. The Treasury said that forbidden to sell assets or
proceeding with the loan was a property. Shell, one of the
commercial decision for the British companies recently
banks.
given permission to take money
The loan signing is due to out of Argentina, said yesterday

that there was no real indication
that such restrictions would be
lifted in the short term.
These restrictions were not a
concern of the IMF, which
considers them domestic matters.
Argentina is still in arrears on
»nleresl payments on its debts
although, rbankers say, it is not
desperate tor tne money,
Argentina owes $25.69bn to
banks in the Group of Ten
countries and to Switzerland,
Denmark and Ireland, but its
lol?l hard-currency debts are
estimated at $39m.
The IMF verdict means that
l^e country can now draw the
nexl tranche of its $2.2bn IMF
l°an package, due towards the
end of this month.
^ should also be able to draw
l^c rest of a $1.1 bn commercial
bank bridging loan needed to
bring arrears up-to-date,
Commercial bankers are now
far more concerned with the
plight of Brazil, which recently
completed another round of
negotiations with the IMF.

Party awaits Isabel’s return

Peronist battle for power
From Our Correspondent, Buenos Aires
The return of Senora Isabel
General Stroessner was a general election in October_ this
Peron to Argentina, which is personal
friend of the late ycar cannot be considered free,
expected later this
month or General
Peron, and many
Speculation about her politiearly in September in time for observers believe that Senora cal ro*e ,n Argentina revolves
the Peronist Party congress, is Peron could make Asuncion her around the current battle within
likely to have important impli- first port of call on her way back lhe Party Tor the presidential
cations for the battle for the |o Buenos Aires.
nomination. In the past, candiPeronist Party’s presidential
Last April the ruling military dacies within the party were
nomination.
junla restored Senora Peron’s decided from on top
and
Senora Peron, isthe former political rights, which had been some Peronists suggest that the
Argentine President and widow removed by an institutional Act
President s endorsement
of General Juan Peron. Re- after the
1976 coup which W1U be vital to clinch the battle
peated rumours of her plans to deposed
her government.
ther candidates,
return have been supported by However, as a result of court
Many of these reports have
the fact that the Peronist Party ^ntences arising out of accusectors of the party
leadership has formally de- sations of misappropriation of which have been doing badly m
manded that the Government public funds, the former Presi- the primaries so far. The front
lift the remaining legal obstacles dent’s legal position is still runners, who include Senor Itao
preventing her from exercising undear
*;ui?er lnd Senor Aunl°T
her political rights and by the
'
. . . Cafiero however, say that the
action of Sehora Deolindo
The Peronist Party, which former President wants internal
Bittel, the party’s first vice- has always rejected the charges democracy to run its course,
president, in holding talks in against Senora Peron, has said and will simply rainy the
Paraguay with President Alfredo that if her political rights are not decisions taken by the party
i Stroessner.
fully restored the planned congress.

Coconut men
leave quietly
The Foreign Office said that a
group of Mauritian coconutpickers who landed illegally on
a British island dependency in
the Indian Ocean last month
had left without provoking a
confrontation (Reuter reports).
The incident on an atoll in
the Chagos islands had been
watched closely by Britain,
because Mauritius claims the
Chagos, and by the United
Stales, which has a military base
in the group on the island of
Diego Garcia, leased from
Britain.

Kx-BL firm wins
Falklands order
A £l.7m order for stone
crushing and screening plants
for the Falklands has created 30
new jobs at Goodwin Barsby,
the Leicester construction plant
manufacturers. Bringing the
workforce to just over 200. The
order is one of the biggest
received by Goodwin Barsby,
which recently returned to
private ownership after the
management bought it from BL.
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IMF approves Argentine policies

SUB ms mm mm
BY ANATOLE KALET5KY IN WASHINGTON AND ALAN FRIEDM AN IN LONDON

British rompaSes;
^Thp1 fund’s decision at an
T
Uhnarri mpptin* which
r~ n hastily summoned in
thpmirlrilp of the IMF’s summer
uiiiSiv alcn ripars the wav for
Rrhanks to participate in
p S1%bn (£lbn) commercial
hank ’ loan which Argentina
"-piv needs It also means the
IMF will nrobablv release next
month the third tranche of its
ci
stand-by credit for
Argentina (part of a $2 15bn
loan package), this should mean
a disbursement of about 8300m.
The British
Government,
which told British banks last
Thursday not to sign up for the
SI 5bn bank credit said last
night it was satisfied that financial sanctions against UK companles would be lifted.
The
Treasury said there were no
further. objections to British

vi

Huntrods. of UK-agent bank
Llovds Bank International, is in
New York.
The IMFboard meeting
was
to have been held later this
month
but was convened
specially as a result of the
decision by Mrs Margaret
Thatcher, the British Prime
Minister, to delay clearance for
UK banks to participate in the
$1.5bn loan until the IMF had
formally approved at board
level of Argentina’s economic
policies.
Argentina
had
come up
against the IMF’s long-standing
insistence that no member shall
discriminate against another. In
this case, that meant that
Argentina could not receive
fund approval until that country had ended its ban on British
companies remitting funds from
Argentina, or had applied that

for Mrs Thatcher.
They pointed out that Buenos
Now that the IMF board has Aires had taken a year to live
given formal approval to the up to its agreement to end
Argentine economic adjustment financial restrictions vis-^-vis
programme, the only remaining London. It had only done so
pre-conditions for disbursement after pressure from the IMF
of the fund's next $300m forced it to allow the transfer
tranche are that Argentina 0f blocked funds. Argentina
clear up its existing arrears and was responding this week to
continue
to
satisfy
the British approaches through the
numerical criteria on domestic EEC to put trade relations on
credit and other economic indi- a normal footing, by demanding
cators.
that Britain accept United
which
The approval of the IMF and Nations
resolutions
signature of the S1.5bn bank recognise Argentine sovereignty
loan will be welcome news to over the Falkland Islands. It
Sr Jorge Whebe, the Argentine haci failed to respond to British
Economy Minister, who was told offers t0 renew the air landing
last week privately bv the agreement . between
the
ruling Argentine military junta countries which expired on
that he had eight days in which July 30, the British officials
to return to Buenos Aires with say.
loan assurances. If Sr Whebe Argentina wins breathing
had been unsuccessful, his posispace, Page 4
tion in the Government would

r>)

Imports slip through Falklands embargo
BY CHRISTIAN TYLER, WORLD TRADE EDITOR

GOVERNMENT
departments
were yesterday trying to discover how £241.000 worth of
Argentine goods got into Britain
at a time when all imports
from
that
country
were
officially banned.
According to Department of
Trade figures. Britain took
delivery of £69.000 worth of
office and data processing
equipment. £116.000 worth of
machinery and transport equipment and £30,000 worth of
textile yarns in the first six
months of this year.
At the start of the Falklands
conflict in April 1982, the Goveminent banned all imports
| from Argentina. The only
| exceptions were goods in transit
and personal effects.
The Department of Trade
i said yesterday
there might have

export to
been “a clerical error” and and ^e, ^ovided
no military
seemed to P°mt a fin^
th ^ipment is involved,
Department of Custom
qn,Fp
evnlanation offered
Excise. A „^okes™a" f ^. ye°terday was that Customs and
lattei said. Lneie s 1
frptlp Excise had wrongly listed as
ahon we can 0 fer at
from Argentina goods
moment. We aie 1
g
originating in Brazil, Paraguay,
it. _ . ,
Awpntinp and Uruguay.
Britain s ban 01
®
There might have been
exports is still in.torce ana
t
er clericai errors” in the •
ikelj-to.reman^so.u»U Aren Jurtnerofficial
tina decides formally to declare
compi a
d .
the
an end to hostilitf®s,T n period Department of Trade.
.
In the Januaryto.Juneperiod
- or
perhaps
this year, Bntair e P^ted additionally _
goods might
goods woith
. ririnks have been destined for onward
Una The total m^ed^dnnks, ^^been desttnedt
machinery and transport equ p s P
j
s which case they
ment. chemicals and scienum. oes
’hav0 been affected
instruments.
rprioro- bv the UK embargo.
Although Argentm
yAnother possibility is that
cated with a ban pn
P was
goods were brought in
from
Britain,
iIK
firms
were
illegally,
never complete. UK firms were, megauy, with
wiui Customs officers

forgetting the Government’s
edict of April 6 1982. In that
case importers, if traced, would
be liable to prosecution and
penalties.
Offenders could face sentences of up to two years im*
prisonment and/or fines which
could include forfeiture of the
ship or lorry in which the illegal
imports had been carried,
Trade between the two coun
tries was worth nearly £300m in
1980. Last year the figure
dropped below £100m. with
£37m exported from Britain
and £59m imported. All bul
£lm of that two-way trade was
conducted in the first six
months of 1982 — and presumably most of it before the
. invasion of the Falklands at
the’beginning of April.
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Harvesting hope is all
that’s left for Argentina
Jeremy Morgan
reports from
Buenos Aires on
the problems over
falling revenues
from grain exports
IT HAS been a long, hard
winter for Argentina and its
overseas creditors and it pro
mises to get worse. Nobody
is at all sure what will
happen when grain exports
slow sharply
as
spring
beckons in September.
Faced with mountainous
foreign debts now estimated
at close to $40 billion, Argen
tina needs the revenue from
its main source of foreign ex
change as never before. De
spite a gathering air of
crisis, the government seems
almost as far away as ever
from reaching agreement on
rescheduling a large part of
jthe $18 billion debt falling
due for repayment before the
•end of this year.
But grain sales next month
start falling to about a
quarter of the level seen for
most of the year, and will
not even start to recover
until the new wheat crop
gets under way in midDecember. Officials conceded
some time ago that the
second half of this year
would be * difficult” on the
debt front As the 1983 ship
ments season reaches its
peak, Several ominous signs
loom on the horizon.
As the world’s third larg
est grain-exporting ^ nation,
Argentina had high hopes
that a record crop approach
ing 40 million tonnes would
fuel huge grain sales to
cover a good portion of the

tfebt.

A forecast trade surplus of
$3.4 billion and international
credits worth $3.8 billion was
expected to cover $4.6 billion
In interest charges, wipe out
arrears totalling $2.4 billion,
and encourage relieved credi
tors to reschedule other obli
gations over; five or, seven
years.
But although the harvest
materialised,
the
export
Orders have not, in a highly
competitive world market
offering buyers the sort of
credit
terms
Argentina
cannot meet. Sales totalling
15-million tonnes, in thq firs_t

half of this year fell far
short of the projections
drawn up in official circles in
late 1982, when debt renego
tiations began in earnest.
Instead, the forecast trade
surplus has been slashed to
between $2.5 billion and $2
billion. Some private sector
bankers think Argentina will
be lucky to achieve much
over the lower figure.
Failure to hit trade targets
implies more of the debt will
necessarily have to be re
financed by ever more reluc
tant banks. More worrying
still for them are signs that
the government is missing
crucial “guidelines” attached
to the $2.18 billion standby
credit agreement with the
International
Monetary
Fund.
Dr Jorge Wehbe, Argen
tina’s
economy
minister,
warned early last month that
the 160 per cent inflation
goal set for this year was not
going to be met. The official
index shows a 12.5 per cent
rise in July alone, taking the
increase on a year before to
325 per cent. Private esti
mates put the figure nearer
500 per cent.
Bankers dismiss endemic
inflation as “ an Argentinian
problem,” but statistics also
suggest things are awry in
fiscal and monetary policy,
subjects much closer to their.
heart. According to one analysis, the full 1983 budget
deficit allowance may have
been used up by the end of
June. Since the government
says tax revenue has dropped
18 per cent on a year ago,
the fear is that perhaps no
more than 50 per cent of
state spending is being met
from •* real resources.”
The third $324.5 million
standby tranche, and hence
the final $300 million of last
year’s $1.1 bBlion “bridge
loan” from the banks, are
expected to go through since
Argentina appears to have
kept more or less to the
guidelines up to the middle
of the year.
But bankers warn that the1
Government may now be
“marching in the opposite
direction” of the IMF accord*
particularly after a big jump
in the monetary base in July
and a package of economic
measures last week that in
cluded official ceilings on in
terest rates and tough price
controls.
Seen as an: attempt to
present a 6< fait accompli ” to

IMF officials due in Buenos
Aires later this month, the
package prompted sugges
tions that the Government
would seek a virtual reneg
otiation of the 15-month
agreement with the Fund
before the next tranche falls
due in December.
The IMF has already
turned a blind eye to Argen
tina’s failure to eliminate all
debt arrears by mid-year, and
not all bankers here believe
later official claims that de
layed debts
have
been
cleared up to July 10.
The scope for further aus
terity to reinforce the ori
ginal accord is severely
limited by the extent of
Argentina’s worst-ever eco
nomic crisis. Gross domestic
product suffered a cumula
tive fall of over 10 per cent
in 1981 and 1982 and now
seems to be stagnating, with
many companies working at
little more than half capa
city.
It has been a long time
since
the
government
updated a claim that unem
ployment dropped to 400,000
late last year. Other esti
mates suggest a jobless total
near one million out of an
8.5 million workforce. Wages
dropped a real 9 per cent in
the last year on the official
index and by around 20 per
cent on other estimates,
Gathering gloom reflects
not oniy the delay over the
iong-awaited $1.5 billion fiveyear syndicated loan from
Argentina’s 236 international
ba°k creditors.
Even with that credit,
without which
Argentina
cannot meet all the obliga
tions it still hopes to repay
this year, neither side will be
put of the woods.
Terms have not yet been
reached on more than $1 bil
lion in outstanding foreign
Exchange forward contracts
originally, raised as 180-day,
** swaps.”
Worse, there is no accord
on rescheduling over $5 bil
lion in debts foolishly, given
an official exchange rate
guarantee when they; were
first rolled over two years
ago, just as the peso’s mas
sive devaluation got under
way.
The details of refinancing
public sector debts accoun
ting for about half of this
year’s scheduled obligations
continues to make painfully
slow progress at; negotiations
in, New yprk<
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Banning
PROBLEMS
HIT NAVY
By DESMOND WBTTERN
Naval Correspondent
mothballing
of
rpHE
several Royal Navy
ships because of manpower
problems
is
to
be
announced by Mr Hesel*
tine, Defence Secretary,
shortly after Parliament
resumes in October.
Admiral Sir John Fieldhouse,
First Sea Lord, presented the
Naval Staff’s proposals to him
just before the House rose for
the summer recess.
But Mr Heseltine refused to
order their implementation
until M Ps had had a chance
to study and question them.
The three-month delay will
inevitably exacerbate
man
power problems. These have
arisen not so much because of a
shortage of men, but because
of the “harmony rules”
under which each sailor is
guaranteed a period ashore with
his family after a long spell of
sea service.
Last year's Falklands conflict
and the need to maintain five
or six more frigates overseas
in the South Atlantic than had
been planned two years ago
have all but eliminated the
“ pool ” of men ashore.
The manpower planners now
face problems arising both from
a deliberate reduction in recruit
ing over the past two years,
because of uncertainties about
the size of the future fleet, and
doubts about the number of
] men who can bp recruited—and,
more importantly, retained, par
ticularly if the economy begins
to improve.
This spring the planners had
trouble finding 1.000 men to
man four old frigates for a
further year’s service. Tt had
originally been intended that 1

they would be commissioned
only for a year when thev were
brought forward for operational
service.
Hermes ‘to go ’
The' Navy’s largest warship,
the 28,500-ton carrier Hermes,
is high on the list of ships
which Admiral Fieldhouse pro
poses to pay off into reserve this
year.
While this would add her crew
of 1,350 to the manpower
“ pool,” there are many in the
Navy who argue that since the
carriers are the most important
ships in the surface fleet three
or four frigates should be paid
off instead.
In recruiting, officers have
been particularly hard hit, with
onlv 259 ioining between April
and December last year com
pared with 685 for a full year
.in 1980-81.
| The reason is largely a lack
of confidence among wouia-oe
candidates in the light of the
plan of Sir John Nott, Mr
Heseltine’s predecessor, to cut
the Navy’s manpower by almost
a third from 64,000 to about
45,000 by 1992. The first oOO
redundancy notices had already
been handed out before the start
of the Falklands conflict.
Similarly, only 1.406 sailors
joined between April and Dec
ember last year compared with
7 445 in 1980-81, while the total
of officers and men leaving the
Service last year was o,018.

Rugby Union

argentine
BAN ON NZ
TOUR
-jVTEW ZEALAND’S rugby
Union tour of Argen
tina, planned for October
and November, has been
postponed indefinitely.
Government
refuse
visas to;*.
team. Relations between New
Zealand and ■ Argentina na\e
been strained since
I Zealand broke diplomatic ties
during the Falklands crisis.
Negotiations for a replacement
lS indent
a week
regret

ton? SSH*

Newahzllaanndd
M ^chafrmam
go
1 "aid- “Although the decision
was not unexpected, it wasi very
disappointing that
JL
the decision by the
of Argentina a tour to winch
both the New Zealand and
Argentine Rugby Unions and
their players had looked forward
to with keen anticipation could
not take place for reasons which
were completely beyond the
control of both Rugby Unions.

LANDING SHIP
FOR FALKLANDS
The landing ship Sir Bedivere,
sister ship to the ill-fated Sir
Tristram and Sir Galahad,
sailed to the Falklands yester
day fully equipped to counter
air attack, unlike the vessels
caught at Bluff Cove.

l
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IMF TO RULE
ON LOAN FOR
ARGENTINA
By IAN BALL in New York
rpHE INTERNATIONAL
Monetary Fund is to
decide
today
whether
Argentina
should
be
allowed more than $300
million (£202 millionj of
the stand-by credit the
Junta obtained from the
IMF last January.
At an earlier-lhan-expeclcd
meeting the fund’s executive
committee will be looking at
Argentina’s second - quarter
economic performance to check
that Buenos Aires has been
adhering to the austerity pro
gramme drawn up by the IMF.
The gathering of the IM F
board to review Argentina’s
debt problems, and its latest
cd'orts to solve them, is directly
linked to the Thatcher Govern
ment’s lough stand last week
on the question of participation
by British banks in a $1-5 bil
lion (£1-01 billion) five-yearcommercial loan.
Since October, Buenos Aires
has been discussing this vast
borrowing operation with 263
British, American, Canadian,
European and Japanese com
mercial banks.
Sciior Jorge Wehbe, Argen
tine Economy Minister, flew to
New York on Thursday expect
ing to participate in the loan
signing ceremony the next day.
His Ministry was in the
process of sending written mes
sages to all British companies
operating in Argentina, assur
ing them that all financial
sanctions against them had
been lifted

Unexpected setback
The Argentines had assumed
that this would remove the
objections raised by British
banks participating in the inter
national loan consortium. The
proposed British share is $147
million (about £100 million), or
9-8 per cent, of the total loan.
But despite these assurances
from the Argentine regime —
a step not widely publicised in
Argentina itself for obvious poli
tical reasons—the Thatcher Gov“ advised”
British
ernment
banks that they should not sign
the loan documentsu ntil Buenos
Aires had lived up to its word.
Whitehall was saying, in
effect, that it wanted to see con
vertible cash actually turned
over to such firms as Shell, I C I
and British American Tobacco
before more private British loan
money was pledged to Argen
tina.
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Ex-MPs join
the dole queue
•

Scandal

TT is beyond belief that
-*-naval pilots who risked
their lives fighting in the
Falklands war should
•ft/TORE than two months
now be out of pocket
1VI after the general elecbecause of bureaucratic
lion many of the MPs,
penny-pinching at the
Falkland pen
almost 80 in number, who
Ministry of Defence.
lost their seats at the polls
friends marry
The three pilots
or because of the new conTwo servicemen who served
involved in this appall
slituency boundaries are still
in the Falklands married them
ing case were on
Some are
without jobs
pen friends yesterday. Ian Bar
exchange postings
drawing unemployment pay.
nett, 24, of the Royal Engineers,
abroad when the Falk
Mr Eric Ogden, former
lands crisis erupted.
Social Democrat MP lor Liver
!
who received letters for six
pool West Derby, said grimly :
Naturally the men
months from Karen Woods, also
“There’s nobody more ex than
were ordered home
24. of Leyton, East London, mar
an cx-MP.”
immediately. Trained
ried her at St Mary’s, Chigwell,
Mr Ogden is drawing £40-30
pilots in those grim days
Essex.
a week in unemployment pay—
But the couple may have to
were beyond price.
“ £25 for myself. £15 for m.v
be pen friends again. Ian
Nobody at the time
wife and 30p for my 17-year-old
returns to the islands for an
6ft Sin son.”
quibbled about money.
other five months stint in
A “reasonably good” amateur
What mattered was the
January.
photographer, he is hoping to
skill and bravery of our
r
o
m
a
nee
The
second
attract commissions to photo
stemmed from the friendship
fighting men.
graph houses, cottages and the
of two mothers in Rochester.
But the fighting is over
like. He has also set up a small
Kent. Haigh Ashover, 22, a
now. And the bureau
consultancy to provide informa
sailor on the Invincible began
tion about the Falkland Islands
crats are back in com
writing to 19-year-old Adele
and the South Atlantic gen
Neeves at the instigation of
mand.
erally.
their respective mothers. They
The Ministry of
married yesterday at St Pauls,
He has visited the Falklands
Defence is now refusing
Lymsted, Kent.
twice on fact-finding missions
to pay more than a mere
and hopes the knowledge he
fraction of the expenses
acquired may be useful to
others. “ At the moment, we
incurred by those three
arc surviving.” he said.
pilots when they dashed
Mr Ogden is in exalted com
back to Britain.
pany. Lord Carmichael, for"Those expenses involve
Labour MP for Glasgow ’
overseas rents, removal
grove,; who was *'
costs, and the price of
peerage in
Honor"air tickets home for the
cmen’s wives. Each of the
pilots could be out of
pocket by more than
£1,000.
Ministers are now said
to be studying the case.
Not before time.
Their first duty is to
Mail on Sunday
Sunday Telegraph Reporter
ensure that the pilots get
14 8 83
every penny of their
yOUNG
British explorers ancient
expenses paid. This weekA chosen to take Pait m d
d
die island.
Their second duty is to
Operation Raleigh will stop ■*.
off at the Falkland Islands to
operation Raleigh will take
find out the names of the
TAM DALY ELL, the
seek out
sunken trading 4,000 young people, including
smug little pen-pushers
Labour MP who would be
ships off Goose Green and 1,500 fromBritain, to 51 coun
who brought about this
sunk
without
the
Belgrano,
tries
in
three-month
phases
to
Port
scandal. And kick their
_ Stanley.
.
. . , ,
• perform research and comhas found a new hobby
Operation Raleigh begins m 1 unily work jn destinations as
horse. Metal detectors, he
pinstriped pos t e r i o r s
November next year and will ™ ie(1y as Antarctica and the
writes passionately in the
from here to Port
be the longest scientific expccli,•
/iPSCrt
Neto Scientist, must be
tion ever mounted around the Australian desert.
Stanley.
licensed. Expect long

Falklands visit

m

\

'■

II

world.
The World Ship Trust,, an
international conservation
organisation based in London,
is backing the project’s work
in the Falklands which will involve restoring some ol the

b

Sunday Express
14 8 83

The £8 million project sponsored by induslnalists and companics
•
, . ,,
memoratc Sir ^ter Rafeighs
achievements and the 100th
anniversary of the founding of
Virginia.

pi

speeches on them in
the next Parliamentary
session.
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Robert Maxwell
buys a Penguin
IT has always seemed inevitable that Robert
Maxwell would sooner or later become a
press baron. His strong character, his
fascination for politics and his success in the
printing industry make him one of the
country s natural newspaper proprietors.
\a a/11 th^fore. Phased to announce that
Mr Maxwell has fulfilled all our expectations
by acquiring a newspaper. Admittedly, it is
not a very big newspaper. In fact the Penguin
News, the Falkland Islanders’ Thunderer, is
jolly small. It has a circulation of 800, is
lavishly printed on a cyclo-styling machine,
and is currently being edited by a
schoolmaster, Mr Derek Evans, who finds it
difficult to produce the paper regularly.
Details of the negotiation between
Maxwell and Mr Graham Bound, the
energetic soul who has been writing and
editing Penguin News all by himself for
many years, are not yet clear. However, I
understand that Mr Maxwell has promised
investment and new equipment.

Mail on Sunday 14.8.83: Business section
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New snag hits
Maxwell £17itt
take-over bid
WATSON: Battle for support

BUCCANEERING publish
er Robert Maxwell has got
more than he bargained
for in his £17 million bid
for John Waddington.
Now a major unit trust
group has joined in tire fray.
M & G Group has been
buying shares in the garaes-topackaging combine with both
hands. It now holds 400,000,
worth around £1 million and
representing 6.4 per cent of
the Leeds-based Waddington
group's ordinary capital.

Battle
And it could hold out to blitz
the take-over prospects of
Maxwell's British Printing and
Communications Corporation.
News of this key stake came
as a surprise to BPCC’s mer
chant bank advisers Henry

k

By RICHARD MILNER
Ansbacher & Co on Friday.
With the 13 per cent held by
Britannic Assurance, it could
leave Waddington chairman
Victor Watson almost levelpeggmg in terms of investor
support.
What may raise eyebrows in
the City is that M & G is 42.5
per cent owned by merchant
bankers Kleinwort Benson,
which just happens to be
advising Waddington in its
defence. For this could raise .
questions of potential conflict
of interest.
M & G is the only unit trust
into the
Waddington^id^attte in a big
way. According to the company register, it held 90,000

shares on May 23 and 240,000
on July 25.
Managing director David
Hopkinson rejects any sugges
tion that M & G is helping
out Kleinwort Benson. ‘There
is no relationship, there never
has been and there never will
be,’ he insists.

Reject
M & G fund manager
Gordon Craig also denies any
connection between the investment buying and the bid
defence. ‘Even before the first
bid (£11 million from Norton
Opax on May 17), we already
had just over 250,000 shares in
Waddington,’ he said,
‘The others were bought in a

MAXWELL: Faces a blitz bid

bid. which is the correct way
to make money on the Stock
Exchange.
‘We bought some in March
at 7Op. We haven't bought any
since June 3, when the price
was 170p.
Kleinwort Benson executive
Christopher Kirkness, who
is handling the Waddington
defence, seemed disconcerted
by the size of the M & G stake
— holdings of five per cent or
more in any quoted company
should be reported to the
Stock Exchange.
Whether M & G will reject
the BPCC bid before the 250pa-share cash offer expires on
August 23 remains to be seen.
Acceptance would throw up
hefty speculative profits for its
unit holders, but could prompt
some embarrassment for its
associated merchant bank.
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IMF calls Argentina meeting
BY ALAN FRIEDMAN AND MARGARET HUGHES IN LONDON AND JIMMY BURNS IN BUENOS AIRES

J

THE International Monetary “ helpful
move ”
towards York. The loan books will be
Fund will convene a special normalisation but still requires kept open until August 25. If
board meeting on Monday morn- evidence that removal of the British banks receive permising to discuss Argentina’s curbs is “ generalised and sion they would have about ten
economic programme and debt
permanent ” before itis con- days to sign the loan.
problems.
vniced Argentina has indeed
jn Buenos Aires, government
The meeting, called yesterday,
lifted sanctions.
officials said Mrs Thatcher had
is seen by bankers as a reactionMr Bill Rhodes, Citibank head
c|eariv taken a political posito the British Government's of the Argentine bank advisory tion, whjch was a breach of a
temporary ban on UK b#nk group, said last night that “ zenlleman’s
agreement ”
participation in a $1.5bn (£lbn) remittance of profits to British UIfder which UK banks had
internanonal
loan
for compan.es had been made tins agreed t0 sign the (1.5bn loan

voke hardline sectors of the
armed forces which have
opposed the lifting of sanctions,
They said the survival of Sr
Jorge ‘wehbe as the Argentine’s
Economy Minister was linked to
the outcome of the loan negoatiations.
Thc Argentine junta has priwatoi„ STwE
hi
has until tfweiri o^nex? week
f„^eCn to Buenos Afres with

The Catcher GovernmentIt is thought likely the IMF
told banks on Thursday it did
board will approve the Argennot want them to sign the loan tine programme on Monday,
until the IMF board had met removing the British Governand approved Argentina’s IMF- ment’s main objection to the
agreed programme. Britain is commercial bank loan. Whitealso concerned that Argentina hall officials said last night they
should
stop
discriminating would expect the Government
against UK companies.
to give banks the green light
Downing Street, the Foreign once the IMF board has given
Office, the Treasury and the its approval. British bank parBank of England have heard ticipalion in the loan amounts
from Argentina over the past
to $100m.
48 hours that financial sanctions
Participants inthe Argentine
against British companies were loan have been told that the
being lifted. Whitehall said it formal signing is scheduled for
regards this development as a Tuesday and Wednesday in New

wl^ h^sfJdhv^ifnar.ieJ0 H
u'1 c

Daily Telegraph
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17 KILLED
IN CHILE
CLASHES

By TONY ALLEN-MILLS
in Santiago
^east ^ Pc°Ple were
killed and more than
GO
wounded when
a
national protest against
- - Chile’s military dictator
ship erupted into one of
the
worst
nights
of
violence seen here since
the days of the 1973 coup
against Marxist President
Salvador Allende.
of
Chileans
Thousands
demanding the return of dem
ocracy, defied a dusk-to-dawn
curfew to clash with troops in
a series of bloody confronta
tions that raged into the early
hours yesterday.
Most of the victims of the
countrywide violence were shot
by soldiers who had been under
orders from President Augustus
Pinochet to “ act tough.”
Three children were among
those killed. One of them, an
cight-vear-old girl, was tut in
the head by a richochetin*

A

his position in the Government
will be in jeopardy,
• Christian Tyler, World Trade
Editor, adds: British American
Tobacco said yesterday it had
been advised officially it could
now repatriate earnings from
its majority-owned NoblezaPiccardo cigarette plant. Among
major UK companies with dividends or profits to be released
are ICI and Shell, in most cases
the sums are very small in relation to total profits.
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bullet as she lay asleep in her
bed.

was

utTnclTons
*‘2; “nCUOnS agamSt UK
P
'
0° Thursday, UK companies
received written messages from
Ihe Argentine Government,
allowing them to remit funds.
The method for transferring
funds out of Argentina for all
foreign companies is to export
government-issued dollar bonds,
known as Bonex, which can be
cashed in the secondary market
in New York.
Argentine government officials
said yesterday that Britain’s intransigence threatened to pro-

ARGENTINIAN
EVANGELIST to
VISIT LONDON

through
window, and a nine-year-old
boy was blown to pieces when |
he stepped on an explosive
By Our Churches Correspondent
device left in a street.
Luis Palau, the Argentineborn evangelist now resident in
Chilling brutality
Portland, Oregon, is to hold a
According to a report given mission to London beginning
to Gen. Pinochet, the shootings with a public rally in Trafalgar
were “ the result of what Square on Sept. 3.
happened when our troops
The 10-month mission will
were violently attacked by
culminate in a series of nightly
subversives.” .
meetings at Queen’s Park
But eve-witness reports from Rangers soccer stadium in
that
Santiago suburbs indicated
June next year.
the Chilean troops had behaved
At rallies in Wembley arena
with chilling brutality.
on Oct. 21 and 22 Senor Palau
Thousands of young soldiers will be supported by James
poured into working class Irwin, the astronaut,. who
quarters to enforce the curfew, i landed on the Moon during the
'and their gunfire rattled across; Apollo space flight,
the city during most of the
night.
I WAR SHOWPIECE
Thursday’s day of protest
the.
fourth
organised
by
A helicopter captured during
was
opposition leaders and
. trade
the Falklands campaign is to
unionists to pressurise the
go on show at the war museum
military into speeding up the
at Duxford. near Cambridge.
The machine, an American Bell
return ' of democracy, not due
Huey, operated from Port
until 1989.
Stanley racecourse as an
Argentine field ambulance.

FALKLANDS PLAY
GETS STATE AID
The controversial play “ Falk
land Sound." which the man
agement of the Plymouth
Theatre Royal banned earlier
this month because of possible
“ sensitivity ” of local people
who had participated in the
South Atlantic war, is to be
seen in the city after all.
Plymouth’s smaller Serenade
Theatre offered to stage the
play, and now the Arts Council
has agreed a grant.

i
3

I
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ARGENTINA
YIELDS TO
BRITAIN
f

Concessions wrung
by loan delay
By I AM BALL in .Yew York

A RGENTINA bowed to British pressure
yesterday and agreed to free British
assets frozen because of theFalklands conflict.
The climb-down is the price of a commercial
deal vital to repayment of Argentina’s vast
international debt.
But Mrs Thatcher’s Government, wary of
Argentina’s behaviour during diplomatic
negotiations before the South Atlantic fight
ing, is understood to be holding out for
evidence of “ deeds, not words ” before any
agreement is signed.
At stake is a five-year £1,001 million loan
which the Argentine junta has been negotiat
ing for the past 10 months with a syndicate of
263 British, American, Canadian, European
and Japanese banks.
The loan is crucial to
Argentina’s efforts to re
schedule its £26,300 million
foreign debt, exceeded only
by advances extended to
Brazil and Mexico.
Aires
Buenos
Unless
obtains the new loan soon,
it will not be able to re
finance all the principal fall
ing due this year on its cumu
lative debts. Technically,
Argentina would be in
default.
Sr Jorge Wchbe, the Argen
tine Economy Minister, has

j arrived in New York for a
much-delayed loan signing cere
mony with representatives of
the banks invloved.
American bankers have sug
gested privately that the British
banks participating consortium
would have signed the final
document days or weeks ago if
matters had been left entirely
i in their hands.
But there were unmistakeable
signs yesterday that the Gov
ernment had been offering some
tough “ guidance ” to the
British banks as to how they
should proceed in the closing j
stages of the loan talks.
Some 11 months after Britain
lifted its financial sanctions
against Argentina, British banks !
in Buenos Aires have been able
to resume repatriating funds to
London, but other British subsidaries in Argentina have so
far been unable to move money
abroad.

Tense atmosphere
The atmosphere surrounding
the New York negotiations
between the loan consortium’s
advisory committee and Argen
tine representatives -turned
suddenly sensitive yesterday.
Mr Guy Huntrods, a director
of Lloyds Bank International,
who had been a key figure in
the talks, took the night flight
1
back to London on Thursday.
His bank is the British repre
sentative on the consortium’s
advisory committee.
Tn a number of last-minute
commitments, some politically
embarrassing from the view
point of domestic public
opinion, the Argentine junta
, has been trying this week to
j remove all grounds for the
| lingering objections by the
! British banks.
The final move came yester
day when Sr Luis Mey, vicepresident of Argentina’s Central
Bank, announced that all res
trictions on the remittance of
profits and dividends by British
companies based in Argentina
had been lifted.
The response in Whitehall,
evidently communicated force
fully to the British banks, was
that Britain wanted to see the
cash.

‘ We need time ’
In London, the Foreign Office
said it welcomed the removal
of the remaining restrictions on
British companies. But a spokes
man said: “ We will obviously
need time to establish whether
this, in fact, is happening and
will continue.”
Earlier this summer, clearly
worried about the delay in the !
completion of its credit arrange
ment, the Argentine authorities
pledged they would adopt a
more “ flexible ” approach in
dealing with British banks and

companies with blocked funds.
Lloyds Bank International re
ceived permission to transfer
money back to London and Bar
clays was advised that restric
tions were being lifted. But
British trading companies and
other subsidiaries were still
being frustrated.
For its part, Britain had,lifted
by the end of last year all fin
ancial sanctions against Argen
tina, enabling Buenos Aires to
withdraw more than £600 mil
lion held on deposit in the City.
While it seeks to keep alive
the “Malvinas Issue”—at the
United Nations, in the Organisa
tion of American States at home,
the Argentine government would
have to swallow a great amount
of pride in making a public
announcement that all sanctions
and financial restrictions against j
Britain had been lifted.
In the loan negotiations, the
British stand has been receiving
a good deal of sympathy from
non-British banks.
The International Monetary
Fund, which extended a separ
ate credit to Argentina in Janu
ary, has also taken up Britain’s
case. The justification here is
that it is against IMF rules for
member-countries to engage in
discrinatory practices.
The proposed contribution by
British banks is a substantial
part of the proposed loan—9-8
per cent, of the total. The loan
has been bitterly criticised in
Britain since it was first
revealed.
Britain might now want to
delay the final loan instrument
until Aug. 24, when the IMF
board is expected to meet to
review Argentina’s economic
performance.

\kASSOCIATES/f
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IMF calls talks on
Argentine crisis
By Our Banking Correspondent
The International Monetary doubts remain whether Mrs
Fund has scheduled an emerg- Thatcher, the Prime Minister,
ency board meeting for Monday who has taken a close interest in
to review Argentine compliance the matter, will be satisfied even
with its programme, in an if the IMF gives its approval,
attempt to break the log jam
Other restrictions on British
over British banks participating companies in Argentina are still
in a $1.5bn (£lbn) commerical in force. These include having
bank loan for Argentina.
an Argentine overseer and being
The British Government has forbidden to sell assets or
told British banks not to sign property. These restrictions are
the loan until there is firm not a concern of the IMF, which
evidence that discriminatory considers them domestic issues,
financial sanctions against BritWhitehall sources said yesterish companies in Argentina day they understood that once it
have been lifted.
was clear the IMF was satisfied
IMF°' condi ti<on "and "the3board
mHowe0vUi?gt“rbnmenfdedpartIhc al dear the Government ments could not confirm this
wfil withdraw us objec„ons to
banks signing.
There was strong indications
yesterday that Argentina is now
allowing British companies to
take money out of the country,
in line with the statement from
the central bank vice-president.
Scnor Luis Mcy, that all
restriction on lifting profits and
dividends had been removed.
Government sources
firmed privately that there was
firm evidence of this and that
some had already removed
money. About 80 companies are
involved, but until this week
only Lloyds Bank International
had been able to lake money
out of the country.
However, there was no
official confirmation of this and

proval from the IMF would be
sufficicnt to make the Govcrnmcnl change its mind on
anowing British banks to sign
^eSl.Sbn loan,
It was pointed out that there
was no guarantee that Mrs
Thatcher would not want
further concessions from the
Argentinians.
The IMF board is being
recalled from recess in an
uhprec^cntcd move to convenc Mondays meeting,
^ Thc jMp which was count• on a $4bn ioan from Saudi
Arabia l0 help close a funding
gap this year, now expects only
about half that amount, monetary sources said in Washington.

£
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British give cool
welcome to
Argentine move
By Rodney Cowton
Defence Correspondent

1

i

The Foreign Office yesterday
welcomed the announcement
from the Central ank of
Argentina that discriminatory
financial restrictions on British
companies had been lifted.
A spokesman for the Foreign
office said, however, that time
would be needed to establish
whether the restrictions actually
were lifted.
Britain sees this as a useful
step towards normal relations
with Argentina, but its welcome
for the Argentine move is
qualified because it was the
British understanding that these
restrictions were to have been
lifted as long ago as last
‘
September when Britain lined
financial restrictions.
This move, and also the
recent call for an early resump
tion of negotiations on the
future of the Falkland Islands,
are seen in Whitehall as part of
a process on the part of
Argentina to prepare the ground
for a debate on the Falklands in
the United Nations General
Assembly.
Business news, page 11
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Dawn
patrols
—THE
WELL-liked
_
.
clilef
Press officer to the British
Embassy in Washington,
Peter Hall, is returning to
London this month to take
up a post in the Foreign
Office Research Depart
ment.
Hall, it is said only partly
in jest, was worn out by
his 4 am starts during the
Falklands crisis when he
had to accompany the then
British ambassador, Sir
Nicko Henderson, to TV
studios. Sir Nicko suddenly
acquired the taste for early
morning television and
appeared over 50 times on
breakfast shows during the
hostilities.
He is to be replaced by
Andrew Burns, whose wife
Sarah was sacked from her
advertising job on Private
Eye, at the height of the
Eye’s quarrel with Gordon
Kirby, because of her hus
band’s Foreign Office con
nection.
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ARGENTINE
LOAN TALKS
‘NEAR END’
By IAN BALL in New York
rpEN months of negotia
tions on a $1-5 billion
(£1-01 billion) commercial
lodn to Argentina by 250
British, American, Cana
dian,
European
and
; Japanese
banks
were
moving towards a success,
ful conclusion in New York
yesterday, according to
bankers involved in the
talks.
While they denied reports
that Scnor Jorge Wehbe. Argen
tine Economy Minister, was ex-,
pectcd to sign the final docu
ment in New York today, they
said that a signing ceremony
early next week was possible.
The five-year loan is in addi
tion to the substantial credits
the International Monetary
Fund extended to Argentina in
January. The consortium of in
ternational banks that has been
negotiating with Buenos Aires
made a bridging loan to the
Argentine Government last Dec.
31.

British objections ’
Objections by British banks
participating in the consortium
were offered yesterday as the.
1 reason for some last-minute
uncertainty over the fate of the
loan.
The British banks had
imposed as a pre-condition for
the loan the lifting by Argentina
of the sanctions and financial
restrictions she imposed on
British companies at the time
of the Falklands war.
Senor Wehde reportedly has
informed the British companies
that these sanctions have now
been lifted. But the attitude
among the British representa
tives on the Argentine-loan
consortium’s. advisory com
mittee is that Buenos Aires
must offer hard evidence of this
before it can hope to receive
its $1-5 billion.
Obtaining the new inter1 national credits is a key ele
ment in the new economic
measures announced in Buenos
Aires on Wednesday.

SHIP BLAST CLAIM
An Argentine ultra-national
ist group claimed responsibilityyesterday for causing explo
sions which damaged a ship in
Port Stanley last week. The
ship was unloading granite for
a war memorial to British ser
vicemen who died in the Falk
lands conflict.—Reuter.

navy alert at
COCONUT ISLE
The Royal Navy frigate
Andromeda, 2,450 tons, was
put on stand-by last night to
enforce the departure of Mau
ritian coconut hunters from an
Indian
.uninhabited
,
Ocean
island 130 miles from Britishowned Diego Garcia, site of an
American nuclear base.
Diego Garcia is part of the
Chagos Archipelago, claimed
by Mauritius. A Mauritian ship,
the Romova. is anchored off the
island and the crew asked per
mission to look for coconuts.
This was refused.

ARGENTINA TO
CONTROL ALL
INTEREST
Argentina’s military Govern
ment yesterday
announced
tighter state controls on the
economy aimed at dampening
inflation and bringing relief to
the country’s debt-ridden indus
try.
The measures, which include
total state control of interest
rates and tighter restrictions
on prices and wages, were
announced in a Government
statement after a Cabinet meet
ing.
It said the new measures
were designed
to ensure
Argentina’s smooth transition
to democracy by next January,
following elections on Oct. 30.
—Reuter.

;
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THE BRITISH Government —the major factor delaying
yesterday told the major clear- signing of the loan—the British
ing banks not to sign a $1.5bn Government considers this IMF
(£lbn) loan for Argentina. The action as “somewhat precipidecision came in spite of Trea- tate.” One Whitehall official
sury awareness that the Inter- said: “We need first to be satisnalional
Monetary Fund was fied that this is the beginning
.
satisfied that the Argentine of a normalisation in relations
Government was in the process which will be maintained.”
aLinsftl B?itairndal SanCti°nS
The $L5bn commercial bank
against Britain
loan is part of an international
• kt oaJ? "!as
SI6*?ed package designed to help
in New York today. Downing Argentina to avoid defaulting
Street said last night that “ it is 0n its $39bn of foreign debt,
the Prime Ministers view that The Bank of England has ex
it would be premature at this pressed its support for the loan
stage for the banks to sign the as a means of preserving the
loan.”
stability of the international
British
governmenl
offiBY ALAN FRIEDMAN AND MARGARET HUGHES IN LONDON cials at three departments con financial system.
AND JIMMY BURNS IN BUENOS AIRES
There appear to have- been a
firmed that they had been
informed through “ appropriate number of schools of thought
official channels ” that some within the Government on what
sanctions were being lifted. In action to lake in regard to the
Some favoured going
Buenos Aires the government loans.
ahead on the basis of the
informed British companies that Argentine
that
they could make remittances sanctions areassurances
being lifted.
abroad
with
immediate
effect.
_
„r
Others felt it premature for
In New York, where bankers British banks to sign at this
were holding a crisis meeting, stage while a third group hoped
it is understood that the $1.5bn that the banks would decide to
Argentine loan need not be delay the signing for a few
slopped by the British boycott, days until there was firm
It might be possible for British evidence of the lifting of
I banks to sign at a later date, sanctions.
JnnlHhLJark^77r!nnhaV8
In Buen0S
an Official
d 1 ta 0f £100m t0 of the Bank of London and
Tn Tnnrtn.1
„ ... , South America said yesterday
haru-o .
’ , s
< ®ritl®h that all British companies had
,.aStedr,not to be received written messages from
namleJ
The Government the
Argentine
government
m!09* authorising them to remit their
Thpv °innMed uU! not
Jle^.d01?* caI! an order. They profits for 1982. He pointed out,
nnt sIjnp y sa?-,.n?i!hai^s 10ulci however, that the Argentine
hai S,1?n< Unlli 1 ie ^ f board government had not withdrawn
has met and approved the all controls, such as the overArgentine economic adjustment seers who are still in place in
programme.”
all UK-owned companies in the
This IMF meeting cannot take country.
place until the board reconArgentine government officials
venes after its summer rccnrr
in a fortnight. At this meet said that the lifting of sanctions
a , significant
concession,
ing the Argentine government was
.
. .
_
has lo satisfy the IMF that it Si.ven what lsae?n, lr! Buenos
has met iu economic tarrcets Alres as Mrs, ;i}alcher s uttra-nand is not discriminating against sigence in refusing to negotiate
Britain or any other member of 2n , lhe„, JVa ^ an^s.
lsswethe IMF. This would allow the
Jo^e ^ebbe, the Argentine
IMF to disburse the third Economy Minister, left for New
yesterday
having
tranche of its $2.15bn standby York
expressed ccvfidence that the
credit to Argentina,
It is five-year
Joan would be signed
understood that the IMF is re
viewing the date of the meeting. by next Tuesday at the latest.
Both the Argentine Economy
Several British bankers as
well as some government offi Ministry and the central bank
to avoid giving major pub
cials commented privately that want
licity
to the partial lifting of
the decision to urge British
banks not lo sign the Argentine the sanctions so as not lo pro
loan was not a matter of com- , voke nationalist felings.
mercial logic but rather a
political maneouvre by the
Thatcher Government.
One
broker commented that Mrs
Thatcher appeared to want to
make the Argentines “sweat
some more.”
Although the IMF has in
formed the commercial banks
that it is satisfied with the
Argentine assurances that it was
lifting sanctions against Britain

Thatcher delays
banks signing
Argentine loan
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Maggie blocks
international
loan to Argentina
MRS Thatcher last night intervened to block a
£1,000 million international loan to Argentina.
* British banks were to have contributed £100 million
to the loan being made through the IMF which should
have been signed in New York today, but they have been
told not to go ahead until
all controls on British
By Daily Mail Reporfer
funds in the Argentine
are lifted.
Argentine banking sources
ways denied that but last
night’s decision is a clear
claimed last night that all
warning to the Argentine
restrictions on British com
government that Britain is
panies were lifted.
keeping a close watch on its
They were free to send
handling of the economy.
money out of Argentina, said
Banks from all the mam
Central Bank official Luis
industrialised countries are
Mey, clearing the way for the
reported to beamong those
signing of the loan.
ready to lend money to Argen
tina.
„ . ,
Protests
It was not immediately
clear
how
the
British
banks
But in Britain, Treasury
officials said the restrictions would respond to the Govern
had not been removed al ment’s move.
• An Argentine nationalist
though financial controls
group has claimed it planted
involving banks were eased
on the freighter Kraka,
bombs
some months ago.
causing a fire as granite
- , .
The loan has already blocks
were being unloaded
brought protests from Oppo
from
the
ship
in
Port
Stanley
sition MPs at Westminster
who warned that the cash for a war memorial to British
could be used to buy more servicemen.
The Defence Ministry said
arms for use against British
last night there was no evi
forces in the Falklands.
dence
sabotage was involved.
The Government have al-
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Banks told not to
sign Argentine loan
By Peter Wilson-Smith, Banking Correspondent
The Bank of England is
The big British banks will not
go ahead with today’s planned believed to be monitoring
1 signing of a $1.5bn loan for progress of British companies
Argentina, in line with the trying to remit dividends. But it
wishes of the British Govern- was not clear last night what
ment, a spokesman for Lloyds progress was being made.
Lloyds Bank International
Bank International said yester
has already managed to take
day.
However, other international money out. Shell, with interest
banks arc likely to proceed with in Argentina, said yesterday
the loan signing early next week that some restrictions had been
in the hope that British banks lifted but it was still being
will sign later.
hampered by general laws from
The Government is con- getting foreign exchange,
ccrned that Buenos Aires is still
ICI has not tried recently to
restricting British companies remit dividends from its Argenfrom remitting dividends from tine subsidiary but it believes
Argentina. It wants British consent would be forthcoming,
banks, which are due to
The $1.5bn loan was due to
contribute about $150m of the be signed in May but there have
;$1.5bn, to hold off until the been numerous delays. Now
I International Monetary Fund Argentina has agreed to waive a
confirms financial discrimi- sovereign immunity clause in
nation has ended.
the loan document and amend 1
IMF loans to Argentina are domestic bankruptcy laws,
conditional on no discrimi•
nation and the $1.5bn commer- • Buenos Aires (Reuter)I cial bank loan is in turn subject Argentina has lifted all restricto Argentina meeting IMF non on British companies in the
conditions
country remitting profits and
However, the IMF is under- dividends abroad, according to
stood to be broadly happy that Central Bank vice-president
Luis Mey.
Argentina is no longer discrimi- Sehor
Senor Mcy said the restric
nating fiancially against the
British. There is, however, some tion had been lifted by a
confusion in Britain over decision of Argentina s ruling
'whether bureaucratic delays, military junta last week, clear' rather than political decisions, mg the vvay for Argentina to
may be blocking payments.
sign the S1.5bn loan.

Argentina puts i
on the brakes 73
1 •

Buenos Aires (Reuter) Argentina’s military Govera-t,'
ment has announced tighter<>
state controls on the economy ’
to curb inflation and help,
industrial debts.
.o-.ni!
The measures, which include
total state control of interest,
rates and tighter restrictions on >
prices and wages, were an
nounced in a governments
statement after a Cabinetmeeting yesterday.
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Pilots’ claim inquiry
The Armed Forces Minister, rents, removals, and the cost of
Mr John Stanley, is to investi- flying their wives home.
ner pUo<TjSt *the t.IW
Defence Ministry is refusing to
pay their expenses for returning to Britain to fight in the
Falklands War.
The pilots are said to have
been based in America and
Australia on exchange postings,
Their expenses could total
£1,500 each, involving overseas

^ure for sorting out grievances
about pay an^ conditions,
Although
_ the Ministry paid
.
for wives to accompany their
husbands on the two-year overseas tours it is 6aid to be refusing to repay the cost of
flying them back.
1

Falklands
'sabotage’
AN
ARGENTINE
ultranationalist group has claimed
that it caused an explosion
aboard a ship in the
Falklands.
But the Ministry of Defence
said last night they had no
evidence that a fire on board
the Danish freighter Kraka
last week was a deliberate
act of sabotage.
The sabotage claim came in
a communique to Reuters
yesterday from an organisa
tion calling itself the Artigas
Giachino
Commando.
It
claimed the group had placed
bombs on board . the ship
which were detonated as the
vessel lay at anchor in Port
Stanley.
A spokesman for the
Ministry of Defence said : “As
far as we are concerned there
was a fire on board the ship
which was put out.” The lire
happened as the Kraka was
unloading granite blocks for a
war memorial.
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Daily Mail
12th August 1983

Argentine
loan is
blocked
\

MRS Thatcher last night
intervened to block a
£1,000 million international
loan to Argentina.
British banks were to have
contributed £100 million to
the loan being made through
the IMF which should have
been signed in New York
today, but they have been
told not to go ahead until all
controls on British funds in
the Argentine are lifted.
The loan has already
brought protests from Oppo
sition MPs at Westminster
who warned that the cash
could be used to buy more
British
arms for use against
_
forces in the Falklands.
The Government have al
ways denied that but last
night’s decision is a clear
warning to the Argentine
government that Britain is
keeping a close watch on its
handling of the economy.
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Argentine ski town
recovers from
the doldrums
By TONY ALLEN-MILLS in Buenoi Aire$

\ FTER a vigorous day on some of the finest
ski slopes of the Southern Andes, a glass
of mulled wine and a few choice morsels of
smoked deer help one forget about
Argentina’s economic us that everyone wanted to go
• •
CriSIS

T^nlitiral on holiday to forget the defeat
political a jocai touri$i official said last
weekend.
»
turmoil.
Business has been steady !
That seems to be the since then despite the 300 per
cent, annual inflation rate that
of
thousands
of I has sliced into Argentine s livview
Argentines who this year jng standards,
have been flooding south to
Bariloche, a picturesque ended most hotels were dis“No Vacancies " signs .
ski resort on the shores of playing
and Banloche was on course for
a record year of around 500,UUO
a beautiful lake.
Just over a year ago Bari- W^s-Argentine resort's sueloche was in the doldrums, ccsg *s Slfrprising because its
its ski slopes deserted as the tourist facilities are among the
South Atlantic war kept most expensive in South
winter
holidaymakers
at America.
_
home
A week’s ski pass on Cerro
, .
r-ifedral costs £40—two weeks
The months of May and June
g for a bank clerk—while
1982 were the worst in Baridnuble room at a hotel on
loche’s history - just 7 000 ^^^res of Lake Nahuel
visitors m each, compared to Huapi can cost up to £100 per
a monthly average of oO.OOO
during 1981.
Many of Bariloche’s visitors
have been wealthy
Forget defeat
Argentines
.
But when the conflict ended,
The collapse
^e. pe^1fn<:
to the surprise of some tourist the difficulty of Qbtammg dollars
officials, business recovered. In have now put■ iF®rfei*?1nhl5aJve
Julv 1982. 70,000 holidaymakers beyond the reach of all but. th packed the slopes of .Cerro richest f|J?JjJjesirantv
"
Catcdral, Bariloche's pnncpal
obUgSi S™k '
skiing mountain.
“ After the war it seemed to domestic holidays.

■

onfl
and
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Small firm wins
£13m Falldands
airport contract
OFFICERS
IN JUNTA
ON TRIAL

By JOH.y PETTY Shipping Correspondent

\ SMALL private company yesterday beat
"leading shipping groups to win the biggest
contract so far to move equipment from
Britain to the Falklands.
Cencargo, based at Gros-1
venor Place, Westminster,
will ship all the materials (
needed to build the new
£215 million strategic air
port for the islands.
It beat off intense compe
tition from other British
firms to win the £13 million
deal from the Laing Mowlem
consortium, which is lo
build the airfield.
The deal has been approved
by the Property Services
Agency, the Government body
handling the project.
Cencargo was formed in 1979
by Mr Mike Hendrcy, whose
previous experience was in
specialist marine engineering
and later in shipbroking.

British crews
One of its ships is the Sir
Lamorak, about 2,500 tons, the
Royal Fleet Auxiliary vessel
which replaced the Sir Tristram
lost in the Falklands fighting,
i Another is the roll-on ship
' Merchant Navigator, of about
the same size, which has also
carried cargo to the Falklands.
| All the ships used in the con1 tract will be British-registered
and British-crewed, said Mr
Hendrey. “We intend to use
Avonmouth as the British load
ing port on a trial basis.”
A 14,000-ton ship, whose
name is not yet being released,
will be used to take pioneer
camp equipment to Mount
Pleasant. It will remain at the
islands for two-and-a-half years
to act as a floating terminal at
which other ships will unload.
It will have 150-ton derricks
and a Bailey bridge ramp so
that lorries can be driven on
board. Its holds will be used
for storage.
The contract includes moving
250,000 tons of materials from
Britain to the Falklands,

i

i

Bj MARY SPECK
In Buenos Aires
gOME of
Argentina’s
senior military brass
are getting a bitter taste of
democracy as they begin
marching
through
the
courts to account for seven
_years of summary arrests
and disappearances.
Judges, emboldened by the
elections scheduled for Oct. 30,
are ordering into court mem
bers of the military high com
mand accused of flouting the
constitution to dispose of their
political opponents.
Until the debacle of last
year’s war over the Falkland
Islands, the judiciary was held
firmly under the thumb of the
military administration. But
now judges and prosecutors are
taking their cue from politicians
who want the military to begin
atoning for crimes committed
during the war against subver
sion of the 1970s.

Illegal arrests
“The judges know their
appointments will have to be
approved by the Parliament
after elections,” said Senor
Alfredo Bravo, president of the
Permanent Assembly for Human
Rights. “They can’t afford to
ignore cases against the mili
tary any more.”
Senior military officials have
not yet been accused in civilian
courts of direct participation in
thousands of cases of kidnap
ping, murder and torture,
allegedly committed during the
“ dirty war.”
Instead, judges are nabbing
the Army and Navy’s most
senior officers for illegal arrests,
abuse of power and obstruction
of justice.

Construction News
11th August 1983

Falklands orders:
UK has lion's share
says consortium
ALLEGATIONS that equipment from Caterpillar.
r .
The consortium’s statement
non-UK manufacturers goes to great lengths to stress
were set to get the lion’s that both these firms employ a
UK workforce and obtain a.
share of construction hiPh
high proportion of components
equipment orders tor the from British manufacturers.
I
Falkland Islands airfield
Volvo’s B1S4861 dump trucks,'
contract have been sharply for example, are rated to have a
refuted by the consortium UK manufactured content of
•
... U...IA a
some 40 per cent. The company;
preparing to build It.
employs around 10,000 people in
A statement from Laing- ji,c UK and more than 300
Mowlcm-ARC joint venture ini- British companies manuiacture
plies that the vast majority of components for the company as
plant and equipment for the job a whole,
will come from UK sources and
The UK-manufactured pro
other plants will have a high UK portion of Caterpillar equipment
content.
purchased for the falklands
It gives the following list for amounts to some 18 per cent, the
plant of tptal UK origin;
statement says, with 61 per cent
Road trucks and Land
Rovers,
,
,
, obtained from EEC countries.
British Leyland; crushers. Good- ^ rcmaindcr js ()f US origin
win Barsby; compressors and
“unobtainable in Britain
allied equipment. Compair; a,,u
or the EEC” the statement con
generating sets. Pelbow and cludes.
Tripower; compaction equip
ment, Aveling Barford: fork lift
The consortium was reacting
trucks, JCB; pumps. Sykes; swiftly to a statement issued last
dumpers and concrete equip- week by the
ederahoni of
menl, Benford; and tractors and Manufacturers of‘ Construetu n
trailers Fords.
Equipment and Cranes, which
Off highway trucks are to complained that a high proporcome from Voivo BM (UK) and tion of orders was likely
the bulk of other earlhmoving overseas.

I
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WAR ‘NOT
FALKLAND
SOLUTION ’

o

Argentines pay
homage to dead

By FRANK TAYLOR
in Washington
rpiiE chief of the Argen
tine
Air
Defence
Command, which includes
a majority of the country’s
combat aircraft, says an
By TONY ALLEN-MILLS in Buenos Aires
other war will not solve
the Falklands dispute.
QIX French-built Supefl-Etendard fighterBrigadier David Giosa said in
an interview with the American
bombers flew low over Buenos Aires at
magazine Aviation Week and
Space Technology: “We are
midday yesterday to pay homage to pilots who
not structuring our Air Force
to fight over the Malvinas
lost their lives in the Falklands conflict last
i(Falklands) again.”
year.
He believed war has no solu
tion to the dispute. It was “ up
The
occasion was Argen of stuff, but by British standards
to the United Nations.” Much
most of it being junk—second
the same sentiment was ex tina’s Air Force Day.
pressed by pilots, said the magahand planes from Peru, Israeli
The six aircraft flew in cast-offs: nothing that is going
j zine.
formation with a gap be to help them conquer the Falk
Still short of planes
lands,” one diplomat observed
tween the two leading planes
A visit to Argentine air bases as a symbol of those shot last week.
The Air Force’s main addition
by an editor of the magazine
since the Falklands war has been
showed there was still a need down by British forces,
for aircraft to replace the ones
Similar gaps were left in n’ne Super-Etendard aircraft
lost in the Falklands war last formations of transport air ordered from France before the
year.
craft and helicopters that invasion, but not delivered in
time.
At the Moreno base near joined the flypast.
Buenos Aires there were only
Tn a speech, Brig. Augusto
Exocets fitted
12 instead of 24 Mirage 3EA Hughes, Air Force CommandcrEach
.. t .
.
.
in-Chief, said that despite the ,
, plane is assumed to
One pilot is quoted as saying: ,osses suffercd during the war, have been supplied with an
“We were really mad at some Argentina’s ajr force had not Exocet missile of the type that
international Press reports that emj,arked on a massive re- Proved Argentina s most danArgentine pilots wereflying
equjpment programme.
gerous weapon during the war,
suicidemissions
against the
but reports of how many more
British.
Tash limit on arms
missiles the Junta managed to
“We were fighting against a
purchase since then have been
better-equipped enemy, and we
He said the Air Force had wildly conflicting,
had to improvise at times.
imposed a^^max.mum l.rmt^
recently reliably reincreasing Argentina’s foreign Ported that Argentina was now
debt—currently running at £26
possession of more than 100
u:ii:nn
Exocets, but that figure m,. .
.
eluded the sea-launched version
Western diplomats say Argen- which js far less 0f a danger
tina’s purchases of arms since t0 Britain’s defence forces bethe Falklands conflict have cause no Argentine vyarship
been small-scale and
low S{-ands much of a chance of getquality.
ting within firing range of the
“ They have been buying a lot Falklands.

r

Desperate Doings
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UK banks to
block loan
for Argentina

XTOT long ago a group of
coconut merchants were
reported to have landed
illegally on a remote atoll near
the highly secret American
military base on Diego Garcia
in the Indian Ocean, which is
still under British rule, The
authorities, when last heard of
were proposing to evict these
merchants, whose nationality
was not known. Since then we
have heard nothing.
Haven’t we been here before?
Are these coconut merchants
Argentine, belonging to the
same group of general dealers,
members of whose Scrap-metal
Division, by landing on South
Georgia, made the first move
in the Falklands War?
Is dauntless Senor Davidoff,
I former chief executive manager
of the firm’s Scrap-metal Divi
sion in the South Atlantic, now
in charge of the Coconut Divi
sion in the Indian Ocean? When
last heard of, this enterprising
businessman was thought to be
! making a last stand for Argen-

By ANNE SEGALL

O

BRITISH BANKS will block contribute roughly $150 million
tomorrow’s planned signing (£100 million), one-tenth of the
of a controversial $1*5 totTal- .
billion (£1 billion) inter- , Unti! recently, the loan has
national loan for Argentina
th® ful1 public packun'ess the Argentine author!ties take conciete steps to that it was needed to save
lift sanctions against British Argentina from default and
companies,
first
imposed hence preserve confidence in
during the Falklands conflict, the
international
financial
The banks are believed to systembe acting under instructions
But there are signs that
from the British Government tbe Government has become
which has moved towards a increasingly frustrated with
noticeably tougher stance on Argentina's failure to lift sanenew money for the junta in tions against British companies,
recent wreeks. They are also Britain, for its part, removed all
being supported by other inter- financial sanctions last Septemnational banks.
ber- thereby allowing the ArgenMeetings were being held in
"f1rLy„A1 bib
New York yesterday between
£?'°T ™a"‘on)
“ °
British and other international
,
bank representatives, the IdUnder Argentine sanctions,
ternational Monetary Fund and ®ntlsb companies have been
Argentina’s economv minister.Prevented from repatriating
Dr Jorge Wehbe, in a last- funds and havf. bee" subjected
minute attempt to resolve the !° sPe(claI scrutiny by teams of
1
inspectors appointed by the
issue.
Junta.
It ,is against . IMF rules for
.In June, the Argentine authomember countries to engage in rities promised to adopt a more
discriminatory practices and “flexible” approach but in
the fund has taken up Britain’s practice has done very little,
case forcibly.
So far, only Lloyds Bank has
The IMF has effectively been given specific permission
threatened to call a halt to its to transfer money back to Briown lending programme in tain while an application for
Argentina unless discrimination Barclays to do the same is
against British companies stops, believed to be close to success.
British banks would not be Non-banking companies, howdrawn yesterday on the extent ever, have so far drawn a comof British Government guidance plete blank,
on whether they should sign
It is not clear what kind of
tomorrow’s loan. The issue face-saving compromise for the
was described as “ extremely Argentines might be acceptable
sensitive.”
to the British Government and
Mr Guv Huntrods. a director the International Monetary
of L B I in charge of the Latin Fund.
American division, was in New
It is generally accepted that
York yesterday for the talks the Argentine junta might find
with Dr Wehbe and the IMF. it politically difficult to openly
The proposed loan for Argen- repeal the sanctions legislation,
tina has been fiercely criticised but the British Government is
in Britain since it was first likely to insist that individual
announced
last
December, applications to transfer funds
British banks are expected to are met in full.

tine scrap-metal
marketing
ideals amid fearful and inhos
pitable glaciers of no commer
cial value.
.
Did he escape and is he now
running another business operation thousands of miles away
in an even more sensitive
area? His adventures would
provide material for a rumbus
tious yarn from the gifted,
brine-caked pen of Capt. Conn
Legum, popular author of The
Beira Patrol.” “ On the Trail of
the Sanctions-Busters
and
other rumbustious tales of the
Seven Seas.
.
.
It is far too long since his
countless readers heard from
his storm-tossed inkwell.

.

\
1
\
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ARGENTINA OFFER
By Our Staff Correspondent
in Buenos Aires
Argentina has , told the
United Nations it is willing to
resume
direct
negotiations
with Britain on the Falkland
Islands “without prior condi
tions which may hamper or
delay the resumption of talks.

daily telegraph
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Pilots in Falklands
scramble lose cash
By DESMOND WETTERIS ISaval Correspondent

mHREE naval pilots, rushed home last year from
1 exchange postings in America and Australia to
are now
fly Sea Harriers in the Falklands conflict, l. heavily out of pocket because, of the Defence
Ministry’s continuing refusal to repay more than
•^
Ar

a small fraction of their expenses.
These expenses, which at a conservative estimate
total some £1,500, involve overseas rents, removals,
and the cost of flying the
men’s wives home.
In addition, although the
Ministry paid for the wives to
on their
accompany the pilots exchange
tours,e^t wilTno^reimburse the
cost of flying them ba,c.k.t0+Ht^
original postings to which their
husbands have now returned.
A year ago, with the first
complaints about the slow
repayment of expenses incurred
by men brought home in a
hurry, the Ministry said that
the matter was “ being sorted
nut.” Nobody would be out or
pocket because of his Service
commitments.

Paid only £300

<0

One of the three pilots, who
is unwilling to be named because of Service rules forbid
comment
on
ding public
internal matters, was flying
with
an American , naval
fighter squadron in California
when he was recalled.
He was given a verbal
assurance by a British admiral
in Washington that the cost of
bringing his wife home would
be paid. “If not I’ll pay the
bill myself,” the admiral told
him;
Despite this assurance and
protests to the Ministry by the
Flag Officer Naval Air Com
mand, Vice Admiral Sir John

Cox, the officer said he had so
Spitted claim
far received only some £c>00.
In one letter forwarded to
This was to 'cover the rental him, the Pay Department’s
of his house in America during General Finance Branch One
his absence of four to five stated that he had “ made
months- two-way air tickets for arrangements for his wife’s
his wife and removal expenses, flight home before there was
“ We’were told that the war any proposal let alone cermight last a year and in such tainty that its cost would be
circumstances I wasn’t going to met from public funds, yet he
leave my wife alone thousands, did not opt for a standby flight
of miles away beyond reach of for her.”
The officer points out: “ Ini
any help from the family or the
tially I was given six hours to
Service here.
“ Her position would have pack and fly home and even
been very difficult if I had been though this was later extended
killed or seriously injured - to 24 hours it didn't give much
particularly as we learned later time to make such detailed
that it was officially anticipated arrangements.”
losses among Sea Harrier pilots
What has particularly annoyed
might be as high as 75 per him is that in one letter the
cent.”
Pay
Department
virtually
The officer who is in his accuses him of dishonesty,
thirties and has been flying jet
The letter said: “He appears
fighters at sea since 1965, said to have substantially to have
he was luckier than one of the overstated his claim for residual
other two pilots in similar housing costs in the United
circumstances.
States during his absence. He
“ Mv father gave me a loan evidently based his claim on
of £1,000 and if it hadn’t been the ceiling rental figure for the
for that I’d now be heavily in United States and not on his
debt—as I know is the case actual rental, which British
with one of the other two.”
Defence Staff in Washington has
£5?0%“«gwh[chP7s ™nagS water ^ ™e!
deducting^1 it S' from his and not*75. e-ludm^water
toayiive?nUShishhouse°Tn Engfand
while he was in America.
He received no rent. But the
Ministry calculated the amount
temight have received and adjusted upwards the terms of a
£5,000 loan made to him by the
Navy in 1978 as part of the
down payment on the house.
aowu y y
single letter6front the Ministry's

The officer said: “ I feel like
consulting a solicitor but I
d°u**w°u‘d d£™^°dodSea?
“ seems even the becona oea
^rd s °®ce in charge of nava
^^^r$™erless t0 shM
f „ A'1™ ?,C.
. *
“Regard ess of what they
said was the rent, m fact I
undercharged for the amount
when 1 submitted

Sint1 Aail acodrrelpon°deSnc|Phas A Defence Ministry spokes.
K 'addressed through either man said la* night: . We .cam
his Commanding Orticer or tne
whirh arp a -nrivatp
Naval Pay andRecords Centre ^t$er wblcl1 are a pnvate
at Gosport.
“ gut there are well-oiled
lines of communication by
which any officer or man can
take a complaint to the highest
level of the Admiralty Board
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Junta’s
UN bid
for talks
r

Junta ready to push on
with ‘dirty war’ amnesty
From Jeremy Morgan
in f nos Aires
Argentina’s military regime
appears ready to confront
opposition to its planned
amnesty for crimes during the
” dirty war ” of the 1970s.
Independent observers detected several signs that the
regime was steeling itself to
press ahead with earlier plans
to impose the pardon during
the first half of this month, despite mounting civilian criticism and division within the
armed forces.
In a move apparently designed to bolster the army
commander, General Cristino
Nicolaidcs,
at
yesterday’s
meeting of the ruling military
junta, sources said top generals
would ” ratify- ” their support
for the controversial measures,
The amnesty, which would
cover offences during a bitter
confrontation with leftwing

opponents in which thousands navy was prepared “ in the last
to
accept
the
of people disappeared, has instance ”
largely become the army’s pro planned law to preserve the
ject because of growing doubts junta and the promised transi
tion to democracy next January.
in the other two services.
Spokesmen for President
General Nicolaides is under
pressure within the army to Bignone warned that the state
produce results and may even of siege, imposed over eight
]iave been given something of years ago to give the author
an ultimatum when he met ities wide powers of arrest and
other senior officers on Tues- detention without trial, would
day night.
not be lifted unless the
Unconfirmed
reports
say amnesty was in force.
But given that the regime
General Juan Carlos Trimarco,
commander of the First Corps has insisted that, at most, the
based outside the capital, told state of siege might be lifted
his chief that the amnesty for one day, when elections are
would have to he decided held on October 30, this
appeared less of a threat than
“ within 48 hours.”
Sources in the navy, which a last-ditch attempt to garner
non-military
support for the
has opposed the amnesty on
the grounds that it should not pardon.
Establishing the amnesty,
include some of the terrorists
the armed forces fought during without provoking a public fur
the “ dirty war,” said it was ore whose consequences might
prepared to modify its posi- be unforeseeable, appears to he
getting more difficult with each
tion.
It was suggested that the day.

By Patrick Keatley,
Diplomatic Correspondent
ARGENTINA has sent a
letter to the SecretaryGeneral
of
the
United
Nations proposing a fresh
round of negotiations over
the future of the Falkland
Islands. But last night in
Whitehall, on the personal
authority of the Prime Minis
ter. officials said that Britain
will not enter negotiations of
any kind in present condi
tions.
Mrs Thatcher’s rebuff to
the junta will be pul into
more formal language later
this month, when tiic For
eign Secretary. Sir Geoffrey
Howe, will be sending a
letter to Mr Perez de Cuellar
at the UN. But the message
then, as now, will be t h e
same: We cannot negotiate
with people vi'ho are continu
ing a slate of undeclared hos
tilities against us by sea and
air, and we will not enter
negotiations with people who
declare that they hold abso
lute sovereignty.
Anticipating the British
argument that Argentina has
a bad human rights record
the letter to the UN says:
“ Argentina is prepared to
pay special attention and just
respect to the traditions and
life style of the inhabitants
of the islands.”
Asserting a “ readiness to
resume negotiations ” aimed
at “ a just and lasting solu
tion,” the letter says that the
UN resolution—an advisory
one—known as GA 37/9 “ in
no way allows for the imposi
tion of pre-conditions which
might obstruct or delay the
resumption of negotiations.”

Argentina says loan ready for signing
By Peter Rodgers,
,
The Argentine economy mmister, Mr Jorge Wehbe, claimed
to widespread scepticism yesterday that a $1.5 billion loan
from international banks would
be signed by Tuesday at the
latest.
.
But there is no sign that the
British
Government
coficfioH thot iraoRtin, c Z
4nSSlift lalfgfinaSSal sane"
S1®1
agLt
Rritkh
companies. One possibility is
that signing by the British

banks
ne!rt IIMF
poned until after the next imi
board The^Bfitish3 banks^will
time. The British banns win
not sign without a signal from
the Government that they c
*0 ahead.
confirmed in
Mr wenoe cormrm
?^engt^ir^J^att^ay ^yinf
i■sto signthe
agreement^One possibility is
that other banks which have
sent staff to New York, could
to save future journeys sign

^lrstilfSofbetaplImented!
coum h
v
regarded as more likely that
jceaiuc
j
?nvre^^
^
responsible for
checking that Argentina has
dropped financial sanctions
against Britain, one of the conditions for a separate IMF loan
to go ahead, to which the in.ternational bank loan is tied,
The Bank of Eiigtondto the
key contact point between gov-

TreSury ^ and’6 blhfS Foreign
Office are deeDlv involved.
The message‘yesterday from
the Argentine Government saying that it £^wiSin^to resume
negotiations over the Falklands
with Britain is a new factor in
this. Mrs Thatcher -has turned
down the proposal but some
banking sources believe that
the refusal of the proposal will
be used by Argentina to justify
^^Iritish <^crimination
against British firms.
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‘No’ to Argentina
Britain rejected an Argentine
call for talks over the Falklands in the framework of a UN
General Assembly resolution
passed last November.
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Whitehall cool
to junta’s
Falklands plea

<0

By Rodney Cowton
Defence Correspondent
The Foreign Office yesterday
reacted coolly to an Argentine
call for an early resumption of
negotiations about the future of
the Falkland Islands.
The demand, in a letter to
Senor Javier Perez de Cuellar,
UN Secretary-General, said that
the sooner negotiations were
resumed, the better would be
the chances of a “just and
lasting solution”.
A spokesman for the Foreign
Office said it had not seen a full
text, but the letter had to be
considered in the context of
recent incidents around the
Falklands.
Generally, the Argentine
letter is seen as preparing the
ground for this autumn’s
meeting of the UN General
Assembly.
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I Argentina blocks UK payments
From Jeremy Morgan
in Buenos Aires
eim^has^uthorised^fe^ paymciiio
w British companies
____
ments, to
ancTbanks sTnceTtannounced
in early June that the Special

its pledge to improve the posi- York tomorrow. Although thelre
But there has so far been nc
tion of 'British companies.
are reports that the loan agree- presidential decree putting t/ie
Creditors are pressing the ment will be signed on Friday, pledge into practice, and US
regime
annul
sceptical
-■— *to —
’ the- ” laws
1
----- x;--, bankers- noted
■ ' several
--1 banks
1—1— have
1----- demanded
j-------- 1 ~J ** somecompanies
earlier
confident
forecasts had thing in writing” before
they
blockingBritish r-------:...........
.............
*.....................4“
hof'
from remitting profits,
divi- failed to materialise in an sign the agreement,
dends, royalties and other accord.
The Argentines have warned

the restrictions imposed during peaI *he
ln May
Argentines bankruptcy l»w,
the Falklands crisis last year. las* year, provided the move disagreement persists over the
—
British companies have been
issued
Argentine
treasury The COMBINED debtor nations of South America have
bonds denominated in hard cur- agreed to meet in Caracas, Venezuela, early In September with
rency, but the commission has \JS government and financial officials in what looks ominouslly
not allowed these to be trans- UKe the first formal session of a South American debtors’ club,
ferred overseas, blocking actual The combined South American nations have a foreign debt iof
over $400 billion. The prospect of these countries getting
payment.
Banco de Lend res y Sud together to force a mass renegotiation of their combined debt
America, the local subsidiary is perhaps the most nightmarish prospect the Wesern banking
of Lloyd's International, a key system could face.
bank in the loan negotiations,
-------was permitted to remit $3.2 mil...... .. . .
_
.
.
....
lion last month. But
bankers was considered “in the inter- refinancing of $5 biUion in
say most other applications
°J, the Argentine repub- debts,
from an estimated 180 British lic- . But the. regime . *lso
The government promised
companies have been“ buried in retained the right to reintro- some time ago to alter the
bureaucracy.”
duce the ban
if it saw fit. terms of the special five-year
Leaders of the 263 banks
Hopes that a compromise bonds and promisory notes it
scheduled to take part in a was near were renewed yester- plans to use to cover these reproposed £1.5 billion loan, have day after government officials scheduled debts, so that they
already warned that agreement confirmed
that Argentina’s would
also
carry interest
cannot be reached unless the economy minister. Dr Jorge charged
at United States
Argentine government fulfills Wehbe, was flying to New “ prime rate.”-

posecj <515 binton five-year syn
Seated loan, which has beer
supposedly “ imminent ” here
for at least two months.
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Buenos Aires warned against
ship and plane intrusions

Exclusion zone
‘fire’ orders for
Falklands forces
By Patrick Keatley,
that British units would shoot
Diplomatic Correspondent
to kill or even to cause
British forces in the Falk- damage to Argentine ships or
lands have been told to use aircraft. Warning shots are
live ammunition if necessary to more likely,
ward off further intrusions into In Port Stanley last night,
the exclusion zone by Argen- the Civil Commissioner, Sir
tinian planes and ships.
Rex Hunt, confirmed that
The Argentine government granite blocks for a muchhas been warned of the danger delayed Falklands war memorthrough third parties because
had been damaged by a
the British Government refuses shipboard fire in Stanley harto have direct contact with hour.
Buenos Aires until it declares
The monument is a tribute
an end to hostilities.
by the 1,800 islanders to BriThere were two incidents tish servicemen who died re
last week involving intrusions capturing the Falklands last
by Argentinian fishing vessels year. The islanders originally
and a military jet amid specu- planned to unveil it in June,
lation that the junta was try- © An RAF medical officer
ing to provoke a British has received special recognireaction which would give it a tion for his work during the
propaganda bonus for the Falklands campaign in combat
forthcoming UN debate on the ing air crew fatigue during the
Falklands.
long flights from the UK to
Mr Ray Whitney, the junior the South Atlantic,
minister at the Foreign Office
Wing
Commander
John
who deals with Falklands Baird, aged 46, received the
affairs, said during a BBC in- Richard Fox-Linton Memorial
terview yesterday that British Prize yesterday from the Air
land, sea and air units had Officer Commanding-in-Chief,
been given orders to shoot, if RAF Strike Command, Air
necessary.
Chief Marshal Sir David
He declared : “ At the end of Craig,
the day, we are determined to
protect the Falkland Islands.
The Argentinians are aware of
that. If necessary we shall take
military action. That is why
this sort of thing is very dan
gerous.”
The FO and the Ministry of
Defence officials are acutely
aware that Argentina may be
staging provocative intrusions
into the 150-mile zone in order
to bring about the kind of
shooting incident which can be
used to create sympathy for
Argentina at the UN.
The debate on the future of
the Falklands, initiated by
Argentina, is scheduled to take
place in a few weeks’ time. Mr Ray Whitney—blunt
For this reason it is unlikely warning of danger
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Falklands duty: WRACS arriving in the islands get their first glimpse of Port Stanley. They are
^®"^:Trivates
Fiona Garvock, Marie Ferris, Lorraine Ewing, and Lance-Corporals Lorraine Sanderson and Anne Burman.
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Falklands war helps to boost
Ordnance profits by £56m
BY PETER RIDDELL

The Government will initially age for the four years to March
THE PROFITS of the Royal
1983 to 8.3 per cent compared
Ordnance Factories soared in continue to own the factories with
the financial objective of
thp vear to last March. This but intends in . due course to

SHS SSHS
accounted im y
wai;
aThe *trading
fund nrrmints
accounts of
01
the factories, published yesterday, show a surplus atier
interest of £68.2m m tne'. it
months to the end of March
compared with £12.1m in tne
previous year.
The factories supply mumDefence but
the Ministry ot ueiencc out
also to some overseas customers. They already, operate on
^ceivingpaymentslo^pplies

flotation of shares.
The factories ha(j, .had. an indifferent commercial record in
th0 early i9BOs, with a belowtarget rate 0f return on capital,
This
the result of the loss
f ^e Iraman market and a
reduction in demand. TherepQrt does not mention the
^alklands but notes that during
^ 1982-83 financial year there
« a retUrn to a much more
gtable environment.” ThereexeL^Te

mentsher G°Vernment d6Part' ahsence of seri°us dUmptton to

l=rSS
brought forward °n this parliamentary session to put their
operations on to a more commercial basis under the Companics Act

By Ivo Dawnay

THE FALKLANDS AIRPORT
consortium yesterday defended
its decision to buy some con
from
equipment
struction
foreign-own companies.
A state was released to avert
possible criticism of the LaiingMowlem-ARC group for its deci
sion to buy off-highway arti
culated dump trucks from
Volvo BM (UK), the British
arm of the Swedish automotive
group, and other equipment
from Caterpillar, the U.S.owned earthmoving equipment
company.
The consortium said that 40
per cent of the contents of the
14 Volvo articulated dumper
trucks, worth about £lm, com
missioned for the work are
British-supplied. Caterpillar was
the only company with the
appropriate range of earthmov
ing equipment.
Of this 18 per cent would be
provided by the company’s
British division.
The consortium said that it
was impossible to provide all
equipment needed for the air
port from British companies.

eSdveV

= SSSS =

overseas contraCtS’
A return of 18.5 per cent on
average net assets employed at
current values was achieved in
1982-83. This boosted the aver-

Airport group
defends foreign
purchases

the last financial year will be
maintained
number of in
new1983-84
major“when
projectsa
be moving from the
development to the production
phase.”
sales rose by 28.8 per
*
£448 5 in 1982^3 cornprevious year.
P"edcu^t cost^surplus after
™
t was £54.9m
year,
^
^
As part of the moves towards
a more commercially based
formerly'°a’ doctor of. IBM

the factories into a free-standtag
commercial °^anisation, and
for directing and expanding fte
bustness of Hie factories fboth
within the UK and abroad.

!
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Lord Carrington and
the problem of
Fortress Falklands
By JOHN DICKIE, Diplomatic Correspondent

FORMER Foreign Secretary Lord Car
rington last night described the Govern
ment’s £400 million-a-year Fortress
Falklands policy as something ‘which
for 20 years we've been trying to avoid.’
In a candid television interview, he
admitted for the first time that the way
last year’s South Atlantic crisis escalated
took the Government by surprise.
Lord Carrington said in the interview
with TVS—shown on Channel Four—that
„
he felt the withdrawal of the Endurance
from the South Atlantic just before the
conflict as part of a defence cuts package
was the ‘wrong thing to do’.

Lord Carrington : Candid

He added: ‘The reason for
„ that was
..
that they did not think at the time that the
Falklands Islands were in the front line in
the sense that there was any immediacy
and immediate danger in the Falkland
Islands/
Lord Carrington, who resigned after the
Argentine invasion went on: 'The Foreign
Office were always saying and pointing out
that you had to reach a solution which was
acceptable unless you were going to have
a sort of Fortress Falklands policy.
# November’s unveiling of the Falklands
Liberation Monument may be postponed for
the second time after a blaze on the ship
taking it to the islands.
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Lord Carrington and
the problem of
Fortress Falklands
By JOHN DICKIE, Diplomatic Correspondent

FORMER Foreign Secretary Lord Car
rington last night described the Govern
ment’s £400 million-a-year Fortress
Falklands policy as something ‘which
for 20 years we've been trying to avoid.’
In a candid television interview, he
admitted for the first time that the way
last year’s South Atlantic crisis escalated
tooK the Government by surprise.
Lord Carrington said in the interview
with TVS—shown on Channel Four—that
he felt the withdrawal of the Endurance
from the South Atlantic just before the
conflict as part of a defence cuts package
was the ‘wrong thing to do’.
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Falkland gift
A FLOCK of 150 hardy Rom
ney Marsh sheep costing
£5,200 will be shipped to the
Falklands next month as a
gift from the National Far
mers’ Union in Kent.

Lord Carrington : Candid

He added : ‘The reason for that was
that they did not think at the time that the
Faiklands Islands were in the front line in
the sense that there was any immediacy
and immediate danger in the Falkland
Islands.’
Lord Carrington, who resigned after the
Argentine invasion went on: ‘The Foreign
Office were aiways saying and pointing out
that you had to reach a solution which was
acceptable unless you were going to have
a sort of Fortress Falklands policy.
G November’s unveiling of the Falklands
Liberation Monument may be postponed for
the second time after a blaze on the ship
taking it to the islands.
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Falklands threat
by Frank Draper
INCURSIONS by Argen
tinian
aircraft
and
trawleds in the 150 - mile
exclusion zone around the
Falkland Islands were des
cribed in London today as
provoative and dangerous.
Mr Ray Whitney, Parlia
mentary Under-Secretary of
State at the Foreign O'ffice,
said on BBC Radio 4: “They

are likely to make the situa
tion worse rather than
better.”
Two trawlers have been
ordered out of the zone by
the Royal Navy, and an
Argentinian Electra aircraft
was intercepted by
RAF
Phantom fighters at the week
end.
Mr Whitney said he thought
the Argentinian action was a
public relation exercise by
the military junta

McMillan
Scott
Associates
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Caterpillar wins new airport deal

Falklands contract for US firm
By Our Business Staff
Two of the contracts for
building the new £215m Falk
lands Islands airport have been
awarded to non-British compames.
The contracts, thought to be
substantial, have been won by
the United States Caterpillar
I company and Volvo of Sweden.
; The consortium which won
the overall project contract a
month ago, Laing-MowlemAmey Roadstone, announced
the contracts yesterday and
emphasized British participation
It said that 18 per cent of the
Caterpillar contract for earthmoving equipment will go to
the company’s factories in
Britain; and that the off-highway dump trucks to be supplied
by Volvo have a British-manufactured content of 40 per cent,
The consortium lists the
British suppliers of equipment,
saying that orders are being
placed “largely with British
firms”. An official would not
say how much was being spent
on each purchase or what
percentage of the total purchases
each contract represented.

/
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In the case of Caterpillar, the
statement says that its equipment was chosen “as it is the
only single manufacturer able to
supply the range of equipment”,
Caterpillar has two factories
in Britain, at Glasgow and
Newcastle, which generated
sales worth £149m last year. Its
EEC and US Plants will fulfil
the rest of its contract.

The consortium says of the
Volvo trucks, ordered through
the British office: “While this is
essentially a Swedish company,
the equipment in question ...
have a British manufactured
content of some 40 per cent”.
Contracts awarded to British
suppliers are: road trucks and
Land Rovers - British Leyland;
crushers
Goodwin-Barsby;
compressors - Compair; gener
ating sets
Petbow and
Tripower; compaction equip
ment - Aveling Barford; forklift
trucks - JCB: pumps - Sykes;
dumpers and concrete equip
ment - Benford; tractors and
trailers - Ford.
• The British Government is
concerned that Argentina is
deliberately provoking confron
tation around the Falklands,
official sources said yesterday
,R
(Reuter reports).
The Ministry of Defence has
reported four incidents in the
past week in which Argentine
fishing trawlers and an aircraft
ventured into the 150-mile
exclusion zone around the
Falklands.
Argentine split, page 5
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Post-Falklands Argentina: Part 2

Split on relations with Britain
i

In the second of two articles on
Argentine thinking on the
Falklands. ANDREW THOM
PSON. our Buenos Aires corre
spondent, reports politicains'
views on the furture of nego
tiations.
There is divided counsel
among Argentina’s politicians
over whether the country
should sign a formal cessation
of hostilities with Britain. No
one is thinking of renewing
hostilities: the argument is over
the best way to advance the
diplomatic claim to sovereignty
over the Falklands.
Scnor Oscar Camilion. a
former foreign minister and
now one of the key foreign
policy specialists in the Movenient for Integration and
Development, a small but
influential political party, is
decidedly in favour of signing a
formal cessation of hostilities,
“The hostilities have ended and
we should recognize it”, he
says, arguing that in thc absence
of a formal treaty the British
Government can justify its
“Fortress Falklands” policy.
While members of the Argcnnine Government believe that a
high level of British expenditure on thc island will become
increasingly unpopular with thc
taxpayers.
Scnor Camilion
draws the opposite conclusion,
“Whenever you spend a large
amount of money in one place,
vou create vested interest”, he
comments. “We should support
anything which reduces, rather
than increases the number or
British troops on tfi'e Malvinas
(Falklands).”
A similar, although slightly
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Senor Camilion: ‘Fortress
Falklands’justified
...
different position, is taken by
Senor Leopoldo Tettamanti of
the Peronists. He would like to
see an Argentine decision to
sign a formal cessation of
hostilities linked to British
troop withdrawals and „
promise to negotiate thc future
of the islands.
Like other politicians, Senor
Tcttamanli rejects the argument
that the Falkland Islanders have
a right to self-determination. He
says thc islanders are “a sector
of the British people, living on
land which is not their own”. A
future Argentine Government
would have to invite Britain to
negotiate within thc framework
of the United Nations. “This
negotiation will have to be on
the basis of a recognition of
Argentine sovereignty and of
the legal security of the
islanders, whose customs and
future must be guaranteed”, he
said.

Seiior Tcttamanti visualizes
an interim United Nations
administration during nego
tiations and to supervise the
transition. His ideas are not
entirely shared by other leading
Pcronists, who tend to argue
that Britain should make the
first move towards a thaw in
relations.
“That resolution recognized
that hostilities had ended, and
called for peaceful negotiations
on the sovereignty dispute.
Peaceful negotiations mean
peaceful negotiations: that is
what wc want,” she said.
Sefiofa E,sa Kel,y of thc
Radicals is sceptical about the
need for a formal cessation of
hostilities. She fears that Britain
js seeking such a declaration as
a way 0f closing the whole
sovereignty debate,
She argues that if Britain is
really interested in peace in the
South Atlantic, it should have
accepted Resolution 37/9 of the
United Nations General As
sembly, voted last November.
Diplomats in Buenos Aires
a&r?e that the advent ..of Ma
civilian government willchange
die current deadlock belwee
Britain and Argentina,
“I don’t think anything will
change immediately”, one said,
“because no one is sure of the
stability of thc next civilian
government. But assuming it is
able to consolidate its position
internally, I expect it to launch
a major diplomatic initiative
over the Falklands around this
time next year. We might see
some movement then.”
Concluded
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Britain’s bill for clearing
islands £15.2 m, says report

US has paid no
rent for base
on Diego Garcia
inhabitants and the possible \
future use of the base.
The British presence on the 1:
island is supervised by a j
junior Royal Navy officer and j
about 30 sailors who are res- i
ponsible for all legal and
administrative affairs on the
base,
There are several thousand
US workers and service per
sonnel working on development
of Diego Garcia — reputedly I
as a base for the projected
Rapid Deployment Force, the
report reveals.
It says that expansion of the i
US naval facility on the island ,
is extremely broad and includes
development of the existing j
airfield ; development of a ,
small harbour, including the
construction of deep water
quays: facilities for power
generation and water dislribution boring wells and the con
struction ol communication
*Accommodation and recrealion buildings costing about
Mauritius was paid £4 mil- $300 million are also being
lion for the resettlement ol the constructed,
inhabitants of Diego Garcia
The only money lhat Britain
and its surrounding islands has made to offset its costs has
and £3 million for the loss ol been from the sale of copra
the territory.
(dried coconut kernels) and!
Britain also paid £6.5 million stamps. There has been no in
to the Seychelles Isles for the come at all since the 1979-80
construction of a new airport financial year,
to compensate for the loss of
The Foreign Affairs commit-'
three islands and another £1.13 tee has also revealed that so
million was paid
to free- far justover £2 million has
holders, £100.000 was paid for been paid to settle 451 claims
a cargo vessel to service Copra for compensation for civil
plantations.
losses in the Falkland Islands.
Britain has been criticised The Foreign Office is expected
for secrecy over the develop- to have to find a total
ment of Diego Garcia, its treat- tween £3.5 million and £4. mil-,
ment
of
the
original lion.
I
By Julia Langdon
Political Correspondent
The US Government has not
paid Britain in rent, or any
other form. for using the
Indian Ocean island of Diego
Garcia which is being developcd as an American inilitary base.
A Commons report, pub
lished yesterday, reveals lhat
Britain lias spent £15.2 million
clearing the way for a base on
the Chagos Archipelego. It re
calls that, in 1966, the US con
tributed
£5
million
by
offsetting defence contracts.
But the report goes on : “ No
other rents or payments have
been made to Her Majesty's
Government by the US Government, or offset arrangements
made.”
The £15.2 million has been
spent on compensation grants
wiUUntneresfs “the Tsfands"3'8
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By DESMOND WETTERN Naval Correspondent

OASTERS, swivel chairs and kitchen cling
film were among some of the common
place domestic items pressed into service
on board ships of the Navy’s task force in the
South Atlantic last year to keep vital equip
ment functioning.
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Caterpillar, the American
company has won the contract
to supply earth-moving equip
ment to build the £215 million i
Falklands airport. E ighty-two
per cent, of work on the
contract will be done in the'
United States or Continental
Eurone.

Vice-Adml Sir Ted Horlick, the Chief Naval
Engineer Officer, in a paper published by the Fellow
ship of Engineering on his private lecture to members,
said that on two occasions in the Falklands conflict
domestic toasters provided destroyer Glasgow without exspares to keep radar sets ploding the essential air ducts
for her gas turbines were re
running.
built using plywood.
In another instance kitchen cling film was used to
cover aircraft cockpit instruments and control panels
because for long periods
there was 100 per cent, relative humidity in the atmosphere.
The crew of a Lynx anti
submarine helicopter wanted to
mount a machine gun for an
operation
but lacked the
instructions or the equipment
needed to fit one.
After some thought it was
found
that the upturned
swivel section of a revolving
chair made an ideal mounting
allowing the gun to be
installed in the aircraft’s door.

But per^apS ^ most remar^.
able repair of all was that by
naval divers from the oil rig '
support ship Stena Seaspread,
being used as a fleet repair
ship, who replaced a frigate’s
broken propeller blade under
water, a job that previously has
always required a ship to be
drydocked.
*n a recorded message to the
meeting Rear Adml Jeremy
Black, who commanded the
Invincible during the conflict,
^aiA t^lat a replacement cooling
condenser for the ships Sea
-^arf missile system was paracnuted into the water for collectl.°n by the ship m the ex
clusion zone
From the time the ship sent
an urgent signal for the spare
until its arrival on board he
calculated it had been travelling
aS
But, he added, he was relieved
that not too much reliance had
been placed on the new policy
of maintaining ships by replacing equipment from shore
stocks,
-

‘Jury rig’ cable
Adml Korlick points out that
in
many
instances
ships
Servafs Sid ‘ doSffor
taining much of their equip
ment.
.
T . ...
When the carrier Invincible
returned home she had spent
155 days at sea, thus beating
the peacetime record established some two years pre
viously by the American
nuclear powered carrier Dwight
D. Eisenhower off the Gulf of
Oman.
Other examples of adapta
tions included converting an
electric motor with a defective
commutator into a radio communications jammer to upset
Argentine forces’ links with
their bases.
After the Sea Wolf missile
frigate Brilliant was hit by aircraft cannon fire it was found
that vital power and control
cables for the missile had been
severed.
Despite the problem of
identifying the many wires
within the multi-core cable the
crew, after 72. hours, had
localised the damage and were
able to make a - “jury rig”
using twin core telephone cable.
After a bomb had passed
through the engine room of the
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Provocation fear
over Falklands
THE Foreign Office said
last night that it was con
cerned over incursions by
an Argentine jet and
trawlers into the Falklands
150-mile exclusion zone.
It was difficult to say
whether deliberate attempts
to provoke were being carried
out, said a spokesman.
He said the Government
had not made any official
protest to Argentina over the
incidents—four in the past
week.
He refused to comment on
reports that the Government
suspected they were part of
an Argentine campaign to
win sympathy for their claims

to the Falklands before an
autumn debate In the United
Nations on the future of the
islands.
In potentially the most dan
gerous incident, two RAF
Phantom fighters intercepted
an Electra patrol aircraft as
soon as it entered the western
edge of the zone, and turned
it back.
The Defence Ministry said:
‘The standard international
signals were given to the
Argentine plane and it was
instructed to leave. It com
plied without delay.’
The incident was filmed by
an Argentine camera crew on
board the Electra,

&

RICHARD GARDNER reports from the Folklonds
on the return of the war veterans 97 Field
Battery whose guns are firing • • •
THIRTEEN months after the
Argentine forces surrendered on
the Falkland Islands the 105mm
guns of the Royal Artillery have
been firing again — this time on
exercise, but always ready for
action at short notice.
Veterans of the Falklands con
flict, 97 Field Battery Royal
Artillery (Lawson’s Company),
are back in the islands providing
artillery support for the resident
battalion, currently 1st battalion,
The Royal Irish Rangers. The
battery home base is North
camp, Hants, and they are due to
return in the autumn before
moving out to Germany.
The light guns used by 97 have
been in the Falklands since the
war and were in action right
through the land cam|
ending up covering Stanley itself
irom positions near S ;ppcr Hill.
The 105mm gum. have shown
themselves to be excellent
weapons, capable oi bein
lilted into position with a mini
mum of preparation.
They maintained high rates ol
lire lor protracted periods and
undoubtedly were a major con
tribution to the collapse of Ar
gentinian morale in the final
days.
During the recent exercises
live ammunition was used and
the guns were llown into the

.do

cho>en locations by Chinook
•
m
helicopters ol the
Chinooks can cany
several gun crews in the cabin
wnii guns and ammunition slung
externally at the same time.
1 his has revolutionised the
mobility of the Royal Artillery
held regiments, especially in the
Falklands where the local terrain
prevents the cross country use of
conventional gun tractors.
Once in position the guns can
be towed locally bv a fleet of new

■

tracked vehicles ideally suited for are self-contained and can be
use in boggy ground. The Hag- made ready for a rapid redeployglund BV206 is a Swedish sue- ment within
'
minutes. All the
cessor to the Snowcat and it con ammunition and support equip
sists of a pair of tracked cabins.
ment is packaged for easy heiiIt can carry up to 17 personnel lilt, tents and other items being
in warm and dry conditions and stowed on the guns themselves.
has wide rubber tracks with a
The BV206 vehicles can also
very low track pressure to weight be ‘Chinooked’ if required,
ratio, akin to that of a skier! It though in this most recent deoperates in boggy ground and ployment they travelled back to
deep snow and can swim rivers base independently, and there
and streams with ease.
are few hills that are too steep to
The artillery units in the field climb.
■
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THE SOLDIER

Lance Bombardier Ken Kite reads -a ***
letter from home during a lull in the
., exercise.
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Strikes hit Argentina
as democracy nears
By TONY ALLEN-MILLS in Bueno6 Aires

T used to be known as the “ English disease,” but
1disruptive
the problem of widespread industrial unrest and
strikes is fast turning into the “ Argentine
affliction.”

&

L

first division matches, leading
to threats of a players’ general
strike and government inter
vention to protect the money-,
spinning weekly state football
pools.
Others on strike or threatening l0 stop work include
^eackerSf cjvji servants, bakers,
sevverage workers and the
h of petrol stations who
demonstrated in front of the
Energy Ministry to demand an
increase in their profit margins
on the government-fixed price
0f fuek
A ffeneral strike call earlier
.
h
k was widely sup^ bringing the C0Untry to
almost a standstill for 24
bours>
The Peronist-dominated trade
union leadership is well on the
way to building up a power
base and could cause serious
problems for the new civilian
Rapid decline
government due to be elected
The rapid decline in the pn Oct. 30.
standard of living of most
---Argentine workers is now being
matched by a sharp increase in
union militancy that even the
military junta has been power
less to curb.
Last week alone there were
more than 20 strikes affecting
a wide range of businesses and
industries. Among recent inci
dents were:
3.000
construction
workers
marched on the Interior
Ministry wearing overalls and
safety hats to demand better
pay.
1,500 policemen occupied their
headquarters in Tucuman
province to demand pay in
creases and warmer winter
uniforms.
400 television journalists struck
for 48 hours over pay, black
ing out news programmes.
20.000 dockworkers paralysed
shipping activity during a 24hour strike.
A contract
row between
management and players of
the River Plate Football Club
led to a players’ walkout.
The management responded
by fielding a reserve team in

As the Argentine military
junta prepares for democratic
elections, trade union leaders
flex their muscles in a more
relaxed political climate.
„ .
,
t ..
,,
During the past lew months
the country has been rocked
by an avalanche of strikes
affecting every sector of society
from forestry workers to football players.
A headline in one Buenos
Aires newspaper last week
read: “Strikes Galore”. Industrial disputes have become so
common that some papers just
run lists of the previous days
stoppages.
Fanning the flames of shopfloor discontent is Argentina’s
drastic inflation rate, currently
running at an annual rate of
about 300 per cent.

Conflict casts a
shadow on Rolls
By TONY ALLEN-MILLS
in Buenos Aires
unwanted
HPHE
most
x Rolls-Royce
in
the
world is sitting in a Buenos
Aires showroom where a
smart young
salesman
sadly admitted yesterday
that post Falklands Argen
tina was not the place to
be promoting the virtues
of British technology and
craftsmanship.
Even before last year’s war
Rolls-Royces were the rarest of
cars in Argentina. Shipping
costs and crippling import
duties put them well beyond
the
pocket
of
all
but
millionaires.
Today the only Rolls to be
seen on the streets of Buenos
_ ... .
Aires belongs to the British
Embassy—and that was only
recently taken out of the garage
where it was stored for
security reasons after the in
vasion of the Falklands.
The privately owned 1978
Silver Shadow, that is now on
sale for £65,000, has been
parked in the window of the
showroom in the chic Buenos
; Aires suburb of Recoleta for
more than six months.
The salesman diplomatically
declined to identify the Argen
tine who is selling the metallicsilver, leather-upholstered car,
registration number C 0500, nor
would he give reasons for the
sale.
But he conceded that it
would take a brave Argentine
to invest in so ostentatious a
British product in the present
atmosphere of hostility.

McMillan
Scott
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Post-Falklands Argentina: Part 1:

Public prefers the peaceful path
In the first of two articles on Argentine
thinking on the Falklands, our Buenos
(“V Aires correspondent, ANDREW THOMPSON. examines the mood of politicians
and the public
On current form, the forthcoming
elections here will begin to change
attitudes over the Falkland Islands
dispute. The polls will be held on October
30. and a new civilian government will be
in place by the end of January, 1984.
Argentine politicians are convinced that
the return to constitutional rule is a vital
precondition for the formulation of credible
foreign policy. “After seven years of
military rule, we are going to have to
rebuild our international relations at all
levels.” said Scnora Elsa Kelly, a foreign
relations expert of the Radical Party.
Seiiora Kelly recognizes that the
country's chronic political instability, w ith
its history of coups and foreign policy Uturns, has damaged its ability to act
seriously in the international arena.
She flatly rejects the familiar argument
of successive military governments: “In my
party, we don’t believe that our country’s
bad international image is caused by an
campaign”, she insists. The
-5 anti-Argentine
first priority, she says, is to reestablish the
rule of law within the country, and

regime was guilty of “taking the country
thereafter formulate domestic and foreign
into an imprudent war, in both political
policies which are democratic, in that they
will reflect the desires of the majority of and military terms”. Britain, on the other
hand, was guilty of “insisting on
Argentines.
maintaining control of part of our
When it comes to analysing last year’s
territory”* Now, he says, “It is time to
war, the politicians are at a disadvantage,
think of the future.”
because there has still been no full
. . .
domestic post-mortem. The Artentine
One of the key factors in determining
version of the Franks Commission report Argentina’s position m the future is public
has vet to be produced. The inter-forces opinion, which the politicians say has been
commission, presided over by retired ignore or manipulated by military regimes.
General Benjamin Rattenbach, is complet- Surprisingly, there have been few opinion
ing its investigations, but it is doubtful if it polls on the issue of the South Atlantic,
will be published in full. Most politicians Nevertheless, the indications are that the
are convinced, in anv case, that the next majority of the population continues to
congress will organize its own investi- demand sovereignty- over the Falkland
Ration
Islands, and wants it achieved by peaceful
Despite this, there is a willingness to
negotiations,
The next government, the politicians are
reexamine and reinterpret the historical
convinced, needs to demonstrate to
record. Senor Leopoldo Tettamanti, a
former ambassador and Foreign Ministry Argentine public opinion — and not least to
official belonging to the Peronist Party-, is the armed forces - that democracy and
convinced that “both the Argentine and the peaceful diplomacy can achieve successes
British people saw last year’s war. which in the South Atlantic where the Galtieri
cut short so many young lives, with horror. brand of militarism could not. The focus of
It is not yet the‘ right moment to analyse the current debate is therefore how- to get
the responsibilities of both governments, the British Government to agree to serious
but certainly, none of them is free from negotiations,
blame.”
Tomorrow: A formal cessation
of hostilities
In Senor Tettamanti’s view, the Galtieri
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Twenty miles out in a black
Mediterranean night north-west of
Crete the aircraft begins its
approach. The guide-lights line-up
and at 140 miles an hour the
aircraft touches down. It does so
with an impact that sends a shudder
through the ship and with a noise
which wakes visitors in their bunks
below decks.
As the aircraft catches the
arrester wire the pilot pushes his
engines to full power, ready for a
rapid take-off should the landing
fail. Despite this sudden surge of
power, the wire brings the Phantom
to a standstill in not much more
than 300 feel. On land, without
benefit of arrester wires, it would
/thy\ anywhere between 5,000 and
&7*d0 feet to slop.
On deck, even through car muffs,
the entire world seems composed of
engine roar and the smell of
aviation fuel.
A deck landing at night is one of
the trickiest feats of aviation, but it
is daily routine on the United States
ship Coral Sea, which has seen

Rodney Cowton examines the view that
there would have been no South Atlantic
battle had the British had this ship

By catapult into
the next decade
more than 300,000 landings, by day their arrester wires and steam
and night, using the arrester wires, catapults which can hurl a modern
since it was commissioned in 1947.
aircraft into the air, accelerating it
This ship is among the smaller from standstill to 180 miles per
members of the American fleet of hour in a couple of seconds.
aircraft carriers. The 51,820 tons
Britain’s Invincible class carriers
displacement and 65 aircraft com
pare with the 83,000 tons and 100 with a displacement of 19,500 tons
aircraft of the huge Nimitz class, do not have steam, catapults, and
but it nevertheless packs more can operate only helicopters and
airborne punch than the entire vertical take-off and short-take-off
armada which Britain sent to the and landing Harrier aircraft. The
Harriers performei.d prodigies in
Falklands 15 months ago.
After much anguish a decade and the Falklands and there are many
more ago, Britain decided that it who think that V/STOL is the way
could no longer afford to build and forward for naval flying, but at the
operate conventional carriers with moment it cannot match the

Parsons in
i resignation
mystery

I

abilities ofthe catapult-launched
5 nencan aircraft.
Rear-Admiral Kendall E. Moranvillc, aboard the Coral Sea, said: "if
you (the British) had had a ship like
this in the South Atlantic, you
would not have lost a single ship,
There Probably would not have
been a battle.
Carriers art the most potent
surface fighting ships in the world,
but there are voices which say that
they are also the most vulnerable.
When a conventional carrier is
launching or recovering aircraft it
has to sail into the wind, and has to

blest shall be exalted, and the
Hawkeye is a wow. It sits there on
the deck, its wings peacably folded
a gigantic dinner plate carried
above its fuselage. And this, above
all else, is what Britain did not have
in the South Atlantic.
For that ungainly disc is chock
full of electronic goodies. Put up
two Hawkcycs and you have a 180
degree view of any aircraft coming
at you from a distance of some 400
miles.
make a steady speed of roughly 28The steam-catapult carrier re30 knots. This makes it relatively
easy for a marauding submarine to mains the centrepiece of the
plan an attack,
American surface fleet, and even at
|sj0t that the carriers are inno- 36 years old they are not yet ready
ccnls afloat. On that black Mediter- to let the Coral Sea go.
rancan night, a Russian nuclearThis autumn, having completed
powered submarine has already a round-the-worl<I cruise and the
been located perhaps 200 miles exerciscs ofr Nicaragua, the Coral
away off Libya, and was being Sca wilj g0 in for a $200m refit,
carefully plotted.
After 15 months she will reemerge,
jn terms of speed, agility and carrying the US Navy’s latest
striking power, the least of the aircraft, the F/A 18 Hornet, which
aircraft on the Coral Sea is the js capable of nearly twice th speed
Grumman E2-B Hawkeye. But in of sound. At 36, it will have anothci
this high-technology age the hum- io years of life in it.

Officials at 10 Downing
street were puzzled last night by
a rCport that Sir Anthony
Parsons, Mrs Margaret Thatchcr's special adviser on foreign
!
affairs, was resigning.
Sir Anthony is understood to
be abroad and out of touch with

,
!
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;
:
j
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Sir Anthony Parsons.
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the office. The Prime Minister's
staff said that they could neither
confirm nor deny the report,
which appeared in one Sunday
newspaper, that Sir Anthony
would give up his part-time post
in the autumn.
Mrs Thatcher appointed Sir
Anthony last November, soon
after his retirement from the
Diplomatic Service.
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RAF INTERCEPT
ARGENTINE
FISHING BOAT
By Our Buenos Aires
Correspondent
For the second time In a
week British aircraft on Satur
day intercepted an Argentine
fishing vessel in the disputed
waters around the Falklands,
news agencies in Buenos Aires
said yesterday.
.
The confrontations coincide
with Argentine’s plans to bring
its claims to the South Atlantic
islands before the United
Nations General Assembly next
month.
In the latest incident Roberto
Denna, a fishing skipper, said
bis boat was “buzzed three
times ” by the R A F. On Friday
two Phantoms intercepted an
Argentine patrol plane in the
150-mile exclusion zone and
another fishing vessel was
\M buzzed

I
!

:

Another colony is
‘lost’ to Britain
A
LITTLE-PUBLICISED
move
last week by Hongkong’s legisla
tive council may help alleviate
the Foreign and Commonwealth
Office’s continuing embarrassment
over the future status of the
territory known in Chinese as
“Fragrant Harbour.”
1 From now on, decided the council,
Hongkong is not to be known offici
ally as a Crown Colony—I gather it
will simply be called the Territory.
Councillors agreed amendments to
standing orders which,, among other
things, remove all references to
• “ colony.” Attorney-General Michael
Thomas said that they simply brought
the orders into line with current
legislative practice.
The changes were based on the re
port of a working party set up last
year by the Governor, Sir Edward
Youde. He has just returned to the
“ colony ” from talks in Peking on
Hongkong’s future.
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Falklands: US to
back Argentina
..

{.

HUGH O’SHAUQHNESSY says Britain faces another UN defeat

(Xfu
’ cyj

AMERICA will vote against
Britain on the Falklands
*
issue when it is debated in
the United Nations in the
autumn.
The decision by the Reagan
Administration last November
to support an Argentinebacked resolution calling for
negotiations between Britain
and Argentina on the future of
the islands, caused a fury in
Whitehall.
Despite intensive diplomatic
efforts in New York last year,
Britain secured only a handful
of votes against the resolution,
which was seen as a major
political defeat for the
Thatcher Government. Britain
seems to be heading for similar
defeat this year.
The British Government is
carefully watching the run-up
to the Argentine elections,
scheduled for 30 October.
This weekend Dr Ronald
Crosby, a wealthy rancher and
veterinary expert who is
seeking the presidential nomination for a small group of
splinter right-wing Argentine
parties, has been given a visa
to enter Britain and is in
London with his family seeking
a meeting with the 'Prime

Minister, which he claims has the Argentine trawlers found in
been arranged for Tuesday .
the protection zone earlier in
Whitehall denies all know- the week was detected re
ledge of the appointment but entering the zone,
officials do not rule out The Argentine Foreign
informal contacts with him Ministry moved- swiftly to
dining his stay in Britain.
make diplomatic capital out of
The principal Argentine the incident involving the two
parties, the Peronistas and the fishing boats on Monday*
Radicals, are both critical, in The ministry announced that
varying degrees, of the conduct it was studying the terms of a
0f Qenerai Galtieri in launching formal protest it plans to
an jnva$ion of the Falklands deliver.
last year.
Little firm evidence has
gut both parties demand that emerged that the boats were
Britain should come to the acting under direct orders from
negotiating table to discuss the the Argentine Government,
handover of sovereignty to a Indeed, a military spokesman
cjvjjjan Government In Argen- said that the incident clearly
tjnaj which is due to take office embarrassed the navy high
on 30 january.
command by exposing its
jimmy BURNS reports from inability fo offer protection to
Buenos Aires: Britain could Argentine vessels venturing
face further Argentine harass^, into waters publicly claimed by
ment of the Falklands over the. Argentina,
v.
■Howeyer, there are some
next few weeks,
On Friday an Argentine Argentine officials who favour
aircraft and a ship were forced a less cautious stand over the
out of the 150-mile protection Falklands. The fishing .iboats
zone around the islands by are believed to have been in
British forces, according to the touch'with some members of
British Ministry of Defence.
the Argentine Navy. And the
Two British Phantom captain of one of-the vessels is
fighters intercepted an Argen- believed to have privately
tine Electra patrol plane when expressed his wish to reach the
it entered the western edge of islands ‘ flyingthe Argentine
the protection zone and one of flag.

Fleet St gets call-up
THE Ministry of Defence is The journalistic programme will reporting that might apply.’

1

correspondents.
Fleet Street editors last week
received a letter from Brigadier
David Rarasbotham the Army’s
director of public relations,
inviting them to nominate a
journalist to join a NATO exercise in Germany in late October

chief of .he Press Aviation
The letter says: We will be
going through the whole?
accreditation procedure, which
includes obtaining editorial
endorsement for the various
conditions such as indemnification and the conditions of

^ *^Sc
equipment! for ffve t0 [O mUes
acrQ8S country; not so arthritic
jjjat be • cannot sleep on the
ground in a sleeping bag in
October; and not so asthmatic
that he cannot remain for up to
six hours in a gas mask.

L

Daily Mail
6.8.83

Stanley
ship
(2%

PORT STANLEY :
Two explosions
aboard a blazing
freighter shook this
- Falklands
harbour
last night.
Crews from British war
ships helped to control the
fire in which eight men in
the Danish vessel Kraka
were overcome by fumes.
Kraka, on charter to
the Defence Ministry, was
unloading paint, tyres and
granite for a monument
to the war dead. A statue
of Britannia was on board.

►

Mail Ion Sunday
7.8.83

Argentina
in huge
new arms
build-up
ARGENTINA has begun
a huge rearmament pro
gramme that has taken
British defence experts
by surprise.
Now Britain may be
forced to respond by sending
more planes and ships to the
Falklands.
News of the Argentine
arms build-up came as the
Defence Ministry yesterday
confirmed that an Argentina
patrol plane and a ship were
on Friday forced out of the
150-mile protection zone
around the Falklands.
The build-up involves a 50
per cent increase in Argen
tina’s pre-invasion air
strength of Israeli-built
Dagger jets and Americanbuilt Skyhawk bombers.
The Argentines have also
developed — it is thought
with Israeli help — a sophis
ticated new air refuelling
system that would enable
the planes to stay in the air
over the Falklands for up to
an hour.

Worrying
Last night, the Defence
Ministry conceded it could
have important implications,
but insisted that British
defences are under continu
ous review.
In another worrying devel
opment, the Argentines have
converted their only aircraft
carrier so it can fly the
Super Etendard jets capable
of launching the Otomat
super missile.
The Mail on Sunday dis
closed last month that
Argentina has been seeking
the missile, which has a
longer range than the
deadly Exocet.
The build-up does not
necessarily mean the Argen
tines are planning a new
war. But Britain will be
forced to increase its Falk
lands defences. They are
already budgeted to cost
£624 million this year.

•1
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Ships 6test’ Falklands zone
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From Jeremy Morgan
the islands, said the Peronist Captain Denna claimed that
in Buenos Aires
daily, La Voz, although it didhis trawler, the Ribera Vasca,
Speculation that the Argen- not specify which side of the fished within 10 miles of the
tine military might be seeking boundary.
Falklands before it was interto provoke incidents with Bri- The report coincided -with a cepted by the frigate,
tish forces in the Falklands claim by Captain Roberto There was no official cornmounted yesterday after an un- Denna, skipper of one of the ment 0n the later incidents, or
confirmed report saying several two trawlers escorted out of the the possibility that other
Argentine fishing vessels were zone by a British frigate last Argentine vessels might have
near the islands.
week, that he had been oyer- entered the zone. Diplomatic
Nine Argentine trawlers flown by British aircraft since sources noted growing official
were working near Britain’s 150- that incident while fishing 120 irritation at Britain giving
mile zone of exclusion around miles south west of the islands, permission to ships of several
____
_______________—-------• nations to fish around the
islandsIt was also suggested that in
creased tension in the South
Atlantic might be seen as one
way of distracting attention
from domestic difficulties and
the boats may have been
encouraged to enter the zone
to revive publicity over the
Falklands. due to be discussed
by the UN General Assemble
next month.
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Bredon parent's fight on

Couple probe
Faikiands fund

'We
want
whats

I gj-

J-

w

A BREDON couple whose son was killed in the Faikiands
war are fighting for a full-scale probe into the South Atlan
tic Fund.

Mrs Janet Stuart and her
husband Raymond of Oak
By Admag Reporter
Lane, Bredon say the £15
million fund is veiled in
secrecy and they want its to legal action in the High
—
administration fully in- Court.
oUlQBIineS
Mrs Stuart, who has two
vestigated.
The Stuart’s - whose son other children, Alison 17,
“We feel the fund is not,
Matthew was killed aboard and Douglas 12, said: Our being run properly or in ac- ;
HMS Argonaut at San boys died for a principle cordance
with
the
Carlos Bay on his 18th bir- and We are fighting for a guidelines laid down by the
thday - are spearheading a principle and for justice.” former Attorney General,
campaign which could lead
“The fund was raised by Lord Goodman, for adpublic donations; it was a ministering such a fund”,
gift from the British people said Mrs Stuart, who has
and they should know received £2,500 - the sum
where the money is going.” given to all families of
Mrs Stuart is secretary of single men.
‘‘Families of single men
an organisation of parents
who lost sons in last year’s have been put through a
war. The organisation, the means test. My son died
Association of Parents of Iwith a married man; the
Unmarried Sons Killed in fund put a value on him but,
the Faikiands Campaign, thought my son worthless,
was established aboard the
‘‘People did not give
Cunard Countess after a | money according to rank or
pilgrimage to the islands in status.”
“We got as far as we
April.
could on our own, then we
had to take legal advice”, I
isaid Mrs Stuart.
'
“There area number of
to
us.
We
are
options open
not doing this for the
money - it’s the principle of
the thing;we are trying to
find out how the fund is be
ing administered.”
“If we can save other
people in a similar situation
in the future from the
distress we have been
through it will be worthwhile.”
Association’s
1 The
solicitor has made an
analysis of the Fund’s Deed
of Trust and the letters
received by Mrs Stuart since
she began her enquiries.
He has written to the
Ministry of Defence, who
are responsible for the
South Atlantic Fund, ask
ing for information and is
jwaiting'forva;reply

;
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Euro-MP
barred by
Argentina
From Derek Brown
in Brussels
The British Labour Euro-MP
Mr Alf Lomas has been re
fused a visa to enter Argentina
in a European Parliament dele
gation investigating disappear
ances of political prisoners.
The other nine delegation
members,
including
Com
munists and Christian Democ
rats, are already in Buenos
Aires.
No reason for refusing the
visa was given to Mr Lomas,
MEP for London North-east,
the only British member of the
fwup. He believes that it re' ed from hostility to Britain
and his past criticism of the
regime.
4‘ If it is to do with the Falklands, it would be a bit ironic
in that I was always for a
negotiated
settlement,”
he
said, adding that the refusal
would only make him more de
termined “ to oppose and
expose the cruelty of the dicta
torship.”

M o D says Argentine trawlers
were not in Falkland Sound

By David Fairhall,
150-nautical mile Falklands
The Ribera Vasca’s skipper,
Defence Correspondent
Protection Zone “ without inci- Interviewed by a Buenos Aires
The
two
Argentinian dentl
radio station, gave his position
trawlers found inside the FalkApart from the Royal Navy’s w2?e1? intercepted as 10 miles
lands protection zone did
not fhai'acteristie delay in produc?a<ie °ur
reach San Carlos Water or the lng lts own account after re- contribution to Argentine soveFalkland Sound, as earlier re P°r,ts
Buenos Aires, the
J!e “A4 i
^ „
ports suggested, the Ministry Defenc? Ministry presented the , Xhe
Fa k'
of Defence said yesterday. The e.nc?unter more as fishing ini10^ff Zon? fnow
two factory trawlers
the tiatlve than an attempt to test njaintained is different from
Ribera Vasca and the Arcos the islands’ defences.
wartime 200 natutical mi e
SeTKfn!hhclic°ontMOnday ^ “ r Ar?enti“ ‘°°k * different militarf veS “d Sr “aft
south 0® hCaDeP Mer0Pd'fthmi fn ^ •It,was " a ne^ example of are completely excluded. CiviWest Falkland fishing?[ltauins Pr°vocative conduct, lian craft flying the Argentine
lVehcStye?nda^esrSSeSCeof
S&
alfoyer and escorted o'm of the Sini"ry said'3' ’ ’<S f°re‘En been^ee^iveT11 requests have

6High risk’ project
for Western Isles
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By Peter Hetherington
time and five part-time jobs. It
be established by the
government-backed will
The
Shields Fish Meal and
Highlands and Islands Develop North
ment Board has decided to Oil Company, a wholly owned
«.. .
stake its reputation on another Mpai
rlmnaw whSE
high risk fisheries project in 1Ia,al:?.nd..0li, £on?P?ny' .wh,’,ch
the Western IslesS
project '
the
It has won the approval of
The board will
the Secretary for Scotland, Mr
, provide a
George Younger, for a £4.2 23,000 square ft factory costing
million fish meal and oil plant around £2 million while investat Ardveenish on the Isle of *n§ a further £400,000, and the
Barra (population: 1200). The company will qualify for a
go-ahead comes a year after regional development grant of
the collapse of a similar board £32,000.
venture, at Breascleat on the
island of Lewis. The board, necessary equipment will be
which lost well over £3 million moved from Hull to the Weson that project—its largest tern Isles, although some new
single investment—was criti- plant will be introduced. The
cised by the Commons Public plans for the. venture have
Accounts Committee.
stemmed from the considerable
The new venture^—into which" 'resources of so-called industrial
the board will sink anoSer {fh species-pout sandeel, and
£2.4 million—is said to be blue whiting—available around
more financially sound because
Western Isles.
guarantees have been received________________
from 30 fishermen that they
will land at Ardveenish, which
already has a new fishing pier
and an existing fish processing
factory.
But if the project fails —
and the board acknowledges it
is a high risk—the government
would certainly ask more
searching questions about its
management, and overall policy.
But the chairman, former
Hong Kong management con
sultant Mr Robert Cowan,
believes it is a risk worth
taking, because of the fishing
potential in the area, although
he warned yesterday of the
r “ dangers of complacency.”
The plant will create 30 full-
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FALKLANDS
TEAM TO
FLYOUT
By Maj-Gen Edward Fursdon
Defence Correspondent
rjTHE first major shipment
of men, engineer plant
and materials for the £215
million strategic airfield
for the Falklands is due
to leave Britain in two
ships in early September,
the end of the South
Atlantic winter.
An
advance
party
of
geologists and surveyors is fly
ing there this month to under
take preliminary site work.
The joint venture consortium
of Laing-Mowlem-Amey Roadstone was awarded the contract
for the construction of runwavs,
taxiways and aircraft hardstanding.
The contract also includes
fuel installations, hangars, and
accommodation for the RAF
at the Mount Pleasant site.
One of the first tasks for the
workforce is to provide access
to the site. This will be done
by building a rock-filled cause
way stretching out towards a
jetty head formed from an
anchored vessel.
The gap between the ship
and the causeway is to be
spanned by a Bailey bridge.

ir

ARGENTINE PROTEST
By Our Staff Correspondent
in Buenos Aires
Argentina intends to protest
to the United Nations about the
expulsion of two factorv fishing
vessels from the 150-mile exclu
sion zone round the Falkland
Islands earlier this week, the
Foreign Ministry in Buenos
Aires said yesterday.

L

D Mail 4/8/83
Times 4/8/83

Falklands
intrusion
confirmed
By Rodney Cowton
Defence Correspondent
Two Argentine trawlers have
been escorted out of the 150mile exclusion zone around the
Falkland Islands by a British
destriyer, the Ministry of
Defence confirmed yesterday.
The trawlers were detected
fishing in the zone at about
midday on Monday in company
with trawlers of other national
ities south of Cape Meredith in
West Falkland.
The crew of the destroyer
told the trawlermen that they
should get permission from the
British Government before
entering the zone. They were
then escorted out without
incident.
Reports from Buenos Aires
quote the Argentine Foreign
Ministry as describing the
British action as “a new
example of Britain's provoca
tive conduct”. Argentina would
denounce the incident at the
United Nations.
Although Argentina has
never signed a formal ceasefire,
the Foreign Ministry said it
would maintain “the de facto
cessation of hostilities which
exists”.

Landing
near
atom
base
Daily Mail Reporter
BRITAIN is seeking to
evict a group of men who
have landed illegally on a
remote
n d i a n Ocean
island near a top-secret
American nuciear base on
Diego Garcia.
The Foreign Office con
firmed last night that a

0CE4Hgg§g|g

ship had landed the men —
coconut fibre merchants —
on a small atoll in the
Chagos group.
But though the incident
seems similar to the Argen
tine ‘invasion’ of South
Georgia by scrap metal mer
chants, who triggered off the
Falklands war, no gunboat
diplomacy is envisaged in
the Indian Ocean.
Diego Garcia was formerly linked with Left-Wing
governed island of Mauri
tius, 1,500 miles away.
Shortly before Mauritian
independence in 1968, it was
detached but remained under
British rule.
There is still a British pre
sence on the island of a 39strong Royal Marine party,
although it is leased to the
United States as a military
base. A listening post, bigger
even than the British com
munication HQ at Chelten
ham, operates from the
island.
A Foreign Office spokesman
said the merchants had been
told to leave.
*lt seems that a couple of
their small boats have been
damaged and they need to
repair them.’
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Embassy protests after
coach parties turn back

French blame
policy on blacks
on Britain’s
Nationality Act
Construction News 4.8.83

Falklands:
Germans to
supply plant

I

FEARS are growing that the UK
construction equipment industry
may lose out on the supply of
plant to the lucrative Falklands
Islands airfield project. British
truck makers are already express
ing concern that the bulk of an
ticipated requirements will be
bought from German manufac
turers.
A Federation of Manufac
turers of Construction Equip
ment and Cranes statement says
its members believe much of the
equipment will be bought
overseas.
It is pointed out, however, that
such is the nature of the contract
and the terrain in the Falklands
that the most suitable equipment
for the job would naturally be
made in countries other than the
UK.
The FMCEC’s statement says:
“Despite hopeful noises from
some sectors of the UK economy
there is still no sign of any
reliable and sustainable upturn in
heavy construction work in the
UK and demand for construction
equipment remains subdued and
bitterly competed for in overseas
markets.
“In these circumstances it is a
matter for concern that money
spent on behalf of UK taxpayers
in the development of resources
in one of the few remaining areas
of the world which still look to
the UK for protection and their
future prospects is likely to
benefit foreign manufacturers
rather than British”.
■ m mm
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By Angela Singer
spirit of the EEC Convention
Black British day-trippers on signed between England and
60-hour, identity cards are France in 1971 British pass
being turned
away from port holders should come and
France because of Britain’s g° freely.”
Nationality Act, the French
According to sources within
Consulate in London said yes- the
immigration
service,
terday. The British Embassy in hundreds of black tourists
Pans yesterday delivered a from Britain have been turned
note to the Ministry of the away from Calais and Boulogne
Interior over the series of inci- this year. Coach-loads of day
dents.
trippers have been segregated
Last night a spokesman for into blacks and whites, and a
the French Embassy in London thick hie of people who have
said : “ The French government been refused entry to France
for its part proposed to the has been compiled by the BriBritish government in May 1983, tish immigration authorities,
that talks be started with a the sources said,
view to updating the agreement
it was the practice until the
in the light of the new British end of June after day trippers
nationality legislation.”
had been refused entry to
Under the Act, which came France and returned to Britain
into force on January 1 this for a British immigration
year, British citizens are officer to call France to ask
divided into three categories : why the holder of the 60-hour
n British citizens, born in the identity card had been turned
) UK or to UK parents; citizens back,
j of dependencies, like the FalkThe routine answer would be
for admission to EEC countries, that
the person or persons
tish overseas citizens, born in appeared
to be British, and
I former colonies and who chose unless theynot
could prove they had
^to remain British when their a right of abode
in Britain they
countries
became independent. would be presumed
^
not to be
Only the first category, British' British. At the end of June,
citizens, have automatic right immigration officers in Kent
^ were told to stop this practice.
THE CANADIAN GovernMrs Viola Henry a health
ment is refusing entry visas vlsitor from Enfield, Middlesex,
to British Overseas Citizens w , organised a coachtrip last
on the ground that their pass- weekend which came hack
ports are meaningless. Under because 10 black people were
new immigration regulations, refused entry to France, said
visas will be issued only to yesterday that she thought the
people whose passports guar- Kationality Act had changed
antce rcadmission to the French attitudes.“Last year we went to Le
country of issue. Visas have
been issued only to those Touquet in France without any
British Overseas Citizens who trouble,” she said. “ The majorhad the right of readmission ity of people were black and
stamped in their passports.
most took identity cards.
“This time, when we got to
r
.
. .. TTT- . . .. Calais, the immigration officer
of entry to the UK and right examined our passports and
of abode and freedom of move- started asking where people had
for admission to EEC countries, been born. He took away all the
Overseas citizens need a visa identity cards and asked who
for admisson to EEC countries, had organised Lie trip. He said
snch as France. Yesterday a i would be prosecuted for
spokeswoman at the French Con- bringing in illegal immigrants
sulate in London said : They and so would the coach driver,
arc not full British citizens and he took our passports,
and they are subject to im
“ Eventually he gave our pass
migration control in the UK as ports
back and said he’d over
well.”
look it this time, but 10 people
The Home Office in London
.. born in the West Indies would
said
yesterday
that
ine be refused entry.” The party
Nationality. Act should have
made no difference because returned home.
^ ,
there had been British passThe British Embassy in Pans
port holders without right of ?aid yesterday that a complaint
abode since 1968. But the had be?n £a.de t0 .the French
spokesman agreed that the e>rternal affairs ministry conFrench authorities were using earning Mrs Henry s coach
the Act, which makes the Pa.rt.y- French officials at the
separate categories easier to ministry had said the group
define, as a basis for tightening were Jamaicans who were not
b carrying British passports.
up.
“ If they are going to follow
The embassy said the pro
file letter of the law they are test also covered other incidents
quite justified,” he said. “ But in June at Boulogne and Calais
if they were to follow the involving black British citizens.
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Navy
sees off
Argentine
ships
by Lynda Murdin
ARGENTINA today accused
Britain of provocative conendangermg
and
duct
peace and security around
the Falkland Jslands.
The claim was made alter a
Royal Navy vessel escorted two
Argentinian factory fishing
boats outside the 150-nnle ex
clusion zone. The skipper of
one of them said in a radio
interview they had been
stopped ten miles south-west
of the islands.
_ . „
The Argentinian Foreign
Ministry said Argentina would
denounce the incident m the
United Nations which is due
to discuss the Falklands con
flict at next nicmths Gensial
Assembly.

Protection
In
London today the
Ministry of Defence confirmed
twS fishing vessels had been
escorted out of the protection
zone and said Vhe act had
been carried out by a Bntisn
warship”.
, .. .
“ The situation Is that the
Argentinian fishing vessels
were within the Falkland
Islands’ protection zone which
stretches 150 miles around the
Falkland Islands and excludes
Argentinian vessels.
iney
out of the area
were escorted
a
by a British warship,
spokesman said. the ArgenAccording, to
tinian Foreign MimsUy the
two vessels were fismng along
side several Polish boats
when they were buzzed bv t\\o
British military helicopters
and ordered to leave the aica.

l

| political legacy.

j would shudder at such a notion.

xciumsi congress, tentatively
scheduled for Aug. 27.
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Falklands catch

ARGENTINE FISH
SHIPS STRAY
NEAR ISLANDS

BUENOS AIRES : The
captain of an Argentine
trawler reported that his
ship and another fishing in
the Falklands exclusion
zone had been ordered
away by a British Navy
frigate.

By TONY ALLEN-MILLS
in Buenos Aires
Two Argentine factory fishing
boats have been escorted from
Falklands waters by a Royal
Navy frigate after straying to
within 10 miles of the islands.
The skipper of one of the
boats, the Ribera Vasca. said
by radio yesterday that a British
type A22 frigate intercepted his
ship on Sunday as it was load
ing fish to the north of San
Carlos Waters.
A recording of the instruc
tions received from the British
vessel said in part: “ You have
entered a prohibited zone. You
should have obtained prior per
mission from
the
British
Government. Stop fishing and
leave, the prohibited zone. We
will escort you out of the zone.’’

Daily Telegraph
3.8.83

Isabel Peron
plans return
to Argentina
By TONY ALLEN-MILLS
in Buenos Aires
gENORA Isabel Peron.
former President of
Argentina who was ousted
by a military coup in 1976.
is planning Lo return Lo
! Buenos Aires from exile in
Spain.
According to reports from
Madrid yesterday, she is plan
ning to return in time for ihe
Peronist party’s crucial election
congress later this month.
Senora Peron. 53, who suc
ceeded the legendary Evila as
wife of the late Argentine dic
tator Juan Peron, has been
living in Spain since she was
allowed by the Junta to leave
Argentina in 1981.
She was freed from house
arrest on condition that she
took no further part in Argen*
tina’s domesic politics. In her
absence, the Peronist party has
splintered into warring fac
tions, each of which claims it
is the true heir to the dictator’s
political legacy.

Resolute silence
At their congress this month
the Peronists are due to select
their candidate for the general
elections in October. Whoever is
chosen will be favourite to be
come Argentine’s first endian j
president for seven years.
Although Senora Peron
tumbled from power m T^grace
and was later convicted ot
embezzling public funds 5j|
over
remembe'r^Juan'peron wholied
in .1974.
,
. , .
The Pcronist heavyweights
iostling for selection as presi
dential candidate all lay claim
to “Isabelita’s favours. But
her resolute silence on. political
matters has so far given none
of them any public cncouragement.
t1
,
It has occasionally been
mooted in Peronist circles that
the best means of uniting a
squabbling party would be to
choose Senora Peron as the
presidential candidate.
Non-Pcronists who f remember
the economic and political chaos ,
that rocked her previous regime |
would shudder at such a notion.

Less clear
At Peronist demonstrations
and rallies, rival groups parade
banners of their heroine, some
supporting Isabel but many
j ultra-traditionalists preferring
Evita, the true goddess of
Peronism.
Some sections of the parly
hold Isabel Peron responsible
for the traumatic years of reces
sion that followed the collapse .
of her government, and the I.
Junta take-over.
Peronist sources differ in
their analysis of Senora Pcron’s
intentions in returning to
Argentina. She is bound to
have a uniting effect on the
party, but it is less clear
whether she will intervene in
the candidate selection process.
According to yesterday’s re
ports from Madrid, Senora
Peron will leave Spain for
Paraguay in the second half of
August to meet party leaders in
Asuncion. A triumphant return
will then be stage-managed to
permit her to attend the
Peronist congress, tentatively
scheduled for Aug. 27.
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National Eisteddfod

Falklands war poem
wins bardic crown
By BRENDA PARRY
rjlHE dramas of the Falklands war were poignantly
A painted at the Royal National Eisteddfod of
Wales in Anglesey yesterday in the poem that won
the bardic crown.
Given
the
theme
of
“ Bonds,” the author of the
poem, Miss Eluned Phillips,
from Cenarth, Dyfed, only
the second woman to win the
Eisteddfod crown in over 200
years, linked the Celts from
Patagonia with the Welsh
Guards injured in the bomb
ing of the Sir Galahad.
Her metaphorical soldier,
who was blinded in the incident,
was to meet a wounded Argen
tine whose ancestry went back
to Wales.
“ In spite of the pain and suf
fering, their Celtic background
united them and forged a very
special bond — not to mention
an awful realisation that Celt
was fighting Celt,” said Miss
Phillips.

* Nothing political’
Refusing to reveal her age,
the winner of the crown, a petite
figure with laughing eyes, must
be at least 70 years old. “ Mv
Aunt Hannah lived to within
two weeks of her 100th birth
day and she never admitted to
being more than 26,” sa-id Miss
Phillips.
In her poem, she referred not
to the Falklands but to the Mal
vinas. Asked why, she said is
was simply because the sound
of the Malvinas was musical
and fitted better in her poem.
There was nothing political
about her poem, apart from
pointing out the tragedy of Celt
fighting Celt and “ for me, there
should never be war,” she said.
Thinking of families whose
sons had died or been injured
in the war, she said she hoped
her work would help and not
offend.
Miss Phillips, a professional
writer, won the Eisteddfod
crown at Bala in 1967. The only
other woman to win the crown
was Dilys Cadwalader in 1953.
During the colourful crown
ing ceremony, in all its trap
pings of Welsh pageantry, the
judges described Miss Phillips’s
poem as “showing a sensitivity
above the ordinary.”

Daily Telegraph
3.8.83

NAVY PLAN TO
MOTHBALL
HERMES
By Our Naval Correspondent
The
24-year-old
carrier
Hermes, 28,500 tons, the Navy’s
largest warship and flagship of
last year’s South Atlantic Task
Force, is expected to be moth
balled by the end of this year
because of a shortage of Sea
Harrier crews.
Paying off the carrier will
ease the strain on the pilots
and the problem of maintaining
the number of serviceable air
craft. With the loss of seven
Sea Harriers in the Falklands,
the Navy has only 27 available
until the first replacements
leave the factory in 1987.
Although both Chile and
India have expressed interest
in buying the Hermes it is un
likely she will be sold unless a
much higher bid is made. She
will probably be retained in
reserve at least until the latter
part of the decade, after the new
carrier Ark Royal has joined
the fleet in 1985-86.
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\ Argentine boats stopped
Buenos Aires (Reuter) - Two
Argentine fishing boats were
intercepted by a British frigate
near the Falkland Islands and
forced to leave the 150-milc
exclusion zone, a Buenos Aires
radio station reported yester
day.
Radio Continental broadcast
a radio-telephone interview
with the captain of the Argcntine factory ship Ribera Vasca,
who said his vessel and another
Argentine fishing boat were
slopped 10 miles south-west of

the Falklands on Monday.
Senor Roberto Dcnna said
the motivation for going so
close to the Falklands had been
political. “We made our little
contribution to (Argentine)
sovereignty,” he said.
According to Schor Dcnna,
his ship and the Argentine
fishing boat Arcos joined a fleet
of 40 Polish. Soviet and
Japanese boats fishing near the
Southern entrance to Falkland
Sound.

Rolling back
Lizzie a large mobile field
bakery once used by the 8th
Army in the Second World
War, has been demobbed from
service in the Falkland Islands.
She was called out of retirement
from the Museum of Army
Transport in Beverley, Humnerside.

The Times
3.8.83

I Britain and China open fresh round of Hongkong talks
'/’eking (Reuter)- Chinese and
bntish
officials
yesterday
opened a fresh round of detailed
•talks on Hongkong’s future,
their last before a scheduled
summer
summer break.
break.
In the pattern set at two
previous meetings last month,
neither side would comment on
the morning’8 talks.
The teams, led bv Mr Yao

Guang, the Chinese Deputy,
Foreign Minister and Sir Percy
Cradock, Britain’s Ambassador
to Peking, are due to hold
another session this morning.
Sir Percy is to leave at the
weekend for
he
--- London
--------- where
----------and Sir Edward Youde, the
Governor of Hongkong, will
report to the Foreign Office on
the negotiations.

China told the British
Government last September it
intended to regain sovereignty
over the colony by 1997, when
Britain’s 99-year lease on most
of the terrkory expires.
• HOfvGKONG: China will
now grant travel passes to
Hongkong residents with investments in the neighbouring
“special economic zone” of

Shumchtm, authorizing iimmediate Dassaee arm« “th*.
vanishing border” fRirharH
Hughes writes).
'
“We want further to simplify
the immigration procedures for
Hongkong people entering and
leaving the zone”, the Mayor of
Shumchun, Mr Liang Xiang
said.
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Peron plans
return to
Argentina
Madrid : The former Argen
tine president, Mrs Maria
Estela Peron, is preparing to
return home in the second half
of this month, sources close to
her said yesterday.
Mrs Peron. who has been liv
ing in Spanish exile since 1981,
would first fly to Asuncion, to
meet leaders of the Peronisl
party and prepare ihe second
leg of her trip to Buenos
| Aires, the sources added.
Plans for her return arcbeing handled by Mr Milo
Vogel ic, a former member of a
Croation guerrilla group, which
fought for -the Nazis during
the Second World War.
The Paraguayan president.
General Alfredo Stroessner,
who gave Mrs Pcron’s late hus
band. Juan Domingo Peron.
shelter in Asuncion after his
overthrow in 1955. is said to
be a personal friend of Mr
Vogetic.
Mrs Peron, now holidaying
in the southern Spanish resort
of Euengirola. was overthrown
by the military in 1976

Guardian
3.8.83
Boats halted
TWO Argentine fishing boats
were intercepted by a British
frigate near the Falklands
islands and forced to leave
the 150-mile Exclusion Zone,
a Buenos Aires radio station
reported yesterday.—Reuter.

J.o.oj

The Standard
3.8.83

Navy pounces on
ntina?s ships
by Lynda Murdin
ARGENTINA
today
accused Britain of proendangering°npeace £d

SStSM

security around the
Falkland Islands
The claim was made after a
Royal Navy vessel escorted two
Argentinian factory fishing
boats outside the 150-mile exelusion zone. The skipper of
pne of them said in a radio
interview they had beend
slopped ten miles south-west
oft)5e islands.
me Argentinian Foreign

United Nations which is due
to discuss the Falklands conflict at ncxt month's General
Assembly.
In
London today the
Ministry of Defence confirmed
two fishing vessels had been
escorted out of the protection
zone and said the act had
been carried out by “ a British
warship”,
A spokesman refused to say

whether this was a frigate
and declined to reply to
Argentina’s taunt of ” provo
cation.”
“ The situation is that the
Argentinian fishing vessels
were within the Falkland
Islands’ protection zone which
stretches 150 miles around the
Falkland Islands and excludes
Argentinian vessels.
They
were escorted out of the area
by a British warship,” he said.
According to the Argen-

tinian Foreign Ministry the
two vessels were fishing along
side several Polish boats
when they were buzzed by two
British military helicopters
and ordered to leave the area.
L#ater they were observed by
two more helincopters. Then
a British frigate appeared and
made them leave the zone
under threat of using force, it
said.
In a comunique the Ministry
described the incident as ” a
new example of Britain’s pro
vocative conduct which
endangers peace and security
in this setor of the Argen
tinian sea.”

Daily Telegraph
2.8.83

Galtieri’s fate
still hangs
in balance
By TONY ALLEN-MILLS
in Buenos Aires
rpHE fate °f General
x Galtieri, the man who
started he Falklands wai,
is still hanging in the bai, ance in Buenos Aires with
! no sign of the definitive
| report being prepared by a
1 special military commis
sion on Argentina s handl
ing of the war.
During the last year there ,
has been frequent specuUtion
hi the Argentine Press that
Galtieri will shoulder much of
the blame for his country
humiliating defeat.
Some reports have suggested
that the General, who was
1 stripped of the Presidency at
the end of the war, may face
severe sanctions, including a
! jail sentence and loss ot
i military pension and privileges.
Galtieri has already served a
30-dav sentence under military
arrest because of a magazine
interview in which he criticised
the conduct of his fellow senior
officers during the war-particularly that of General
Menendez.
the
short-lived
i military governor of the islands.:
.

Bitter complaints

Since his release more than
two months ago, Galtieri has j
rarely been seen in public.
j
The commission of inquiry
has been examining Argentina s
conduct of the war for most
of this year. General Galtien,
General Menendez. and, the
other two members of,the junta
that ordered the invasion of the
island head a long list of senior
officers who have been inter
viewed by commission members.
The report was due to be
presented to the Argentine
public last month. Civilian
politicians have complained
bitterly that they are still m the
dark about what went wrong
more than a year after the war
| ended.

Anger was heightenend by the
comparatively brusque manner
in which Britain conducted its
own post-mortem on the war.
Publication of the Franks
Report in Lond<yj last January
prompted several Argentine
columnists to comment that
they learned more about the
war from the British than from
their own side.
No official explanation has
been given for the delay in pub
lication of Argentina’s report.
According to reliable sources in
Buenos Aires, one factor has
been disagreement among the
three Argentine services over
how the blame for defeat
should be apportioned.
During the last year interservice rivalry has occasionally
erupted bitterly into public
print. Air force officers, in par
ticular, have made no secret of
their contempt for the Argen
tine navy’s failure to contri
bute to the war effort once the
General Belgrano was sunk.
Both the navy and the air
force have condemned the
army’s handling of the ground
war, and with General Galtieri
and General Menendez both
holding each other responsible
for the army’s weaknesses in
combat, agreement on appor
tioning the blame appears to
have been difficult.
Another possible reason for
the delay is Argentina’s cam
paign in the United Nations to
| force Britain to the negotiating
table to discuss the long-term
'future of the islands.
I The U N is due to begin dis
cussing the Falklands in Sep
tember and some reports have
suggested that Argentina’s
report may be delayed until
after that.
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Air threat’ to Falklands

S'S,

aircraft ^

fueil,ng probe"', gWingThem to?4f ^Urt ME high
- - tfSTSS* ^Teh
Tci-apfi h Dngger .a,rcraft the
Israeli-built version of the
I rench Mirage 111/5. has
nrn£?y *5eeTn
t?d. with a
>>[abtn WltI1 Isfae 1 J.ielP accorda reP°rt ,n Flight Inter, ...
r
thF fllght tJ.ia!s are successful,
innar^nHentin,ian, "V1*

i

Fo,Ie crews to fl-v then*- At present.

«nD?fcCnl ‘V ?n.lend* *° modifv the Argentinians are believed
all its remaining Daggers and to have
*
only two KC-130
Mirage Ills,
tankers.
I

A tough
line on
Falklands
From Jeremy Morgan
in Buenos Aires
ONE of the two men most
likely to become Argentina’s
President, when an elected
government
takes
power
early next year, yesterday
ruled out
quick moves
towards a formal ceasefire
with Britain over the Falk
lands.
Dr Rau! Alfonsin, who only
days ago secured the Radical
Party’s nomination as presi
dential candidate in elections
next October, said that his
government favoured solving
the dispute through diplo
matic negotiations.
But he warned in a radio
interview that there was no
possibility of an “ immedi
ate ” ceasefire if he won
office, while Britain con
tinued “ unshaken in its road
of aggression and colonia
lism.”
Dr Alfonsin, a 57-year-old
lawyer of vaguely ieftwing
political views, was given
little real chance of defeating
Argentina's biggest political
movement, the Peronists,
when he announced his can
didacy six months ago
But after a surprisingly
easy and early victory in the
Radical Party’s internal polls,
and with the Peronists still
in confused disarray over
their presidential nomination,
he has emerged as a heavy
weight alternative for the
October 30 elections.
Dr Alfonsin’s denial that
he would quickly sign a
ceasefire with Britain if he
won office was seen yesterday
as an attempt to dispel suspi
cions that he would be
“soft” on the Falklands dis
pute.

islands with enough fuel for
aiT combat.
But fitting one refuelling
Pr°be, as reported by Flight, is
still some way from an opcrational capability, which P reQuires a larger fleet of in-flight
refuelling tankers and the

His electoral rhetoric has
so far taken a strongly antimilitary line, and, although
this has been toned down re
cently. It still includes a
pledge to reduce military
spending and the power of
the armed forces.
Observers believe that the
Peronists, still favourites to
win the election, wouid be
less likely than a Radical
government to shift away
from the position adopted by
the ruling military regime '
after last year’s defeat.
The regime has vet to
acknowledge a formalend of
hostilities, maintaining that a
buttle but not the war was
lost when General Menendez
surrendered at Port Stanley.

• Dr Alfonsin : favours
diplomatic measures

j
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Gen. GaltierVs fate still
hangs in the balance
By TONY ALLEN-MILLS in Bueno, Aire,
Cwpaign ta U N.
rpHE fate of General Galtieri, the man who started
Nq officiai explanation has
A the Falklands war, is still hanging in the balance
j been given for the delay in pubin Buenos Aires with no sign of the definitive report
'
Kpinp nreDared by a special military commission on
Buenos Aires, one factor has
De 8 ‘ , ,
ti;nnr--------------------- ,
. . . , been disagreement among the
Argentina S handling ui jntervjew in which he criticised ^ree Argentine services over
the conduct of his fellow senior ( how the blame for defeat
the
— war.
, — officers during the war— should be apportioned.
During the last year there particularly that of Generm
puring the last year interhas been frequent specula- Menendez,
the
service rivalry has occasionally
tion in the ArgentinePress
military governor of the islands. erupted bitteriy iQto public
that Galtieri willshoulder
since his release more than prjnt. Air force officers, in parmnch of the blame for his two months ago, Galtien nas ,
have made no secret of
^untrv’s humiliating defeat,rarely been seen in pubbc.
^ contempt for the Argencountry s
The comrmssion cf inquiry tjne navy’s failure to contn♦KSt°mthJePGeneral who8 was has been examining Argentina s bute t0 the war effort once the
Presidency at conduct of the war for most
Belgrano was sunk.
thePend o°f St
anfS'e
Both tbe navy and the air

rairesen^CrUDd^sg .? fSaSiS army's
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military pension and pnvileges_
a ° hea(j a iong list of senior war, and with General Galtieri
Galtieri has already served a ,s^an° ne^Qa haVe been inter- and General Menendez both
30-day sentence under military offic s
members, bolding each oiuer ,espons:oie
arrest oecause ot a magazine »ieweQ u> comfor the armv’s weaknesses m
The report was due to be ^mbat, agreement on apporpresented to the Argentine tionin£, the blame appears to
public last month. Civilian have been difficult,
politicians have complained
fAr
bitterly that they are still in the
Another possible reason for
dark *bout what went wrong the delay »s Argentina s camin the United Nations to
more than a year after the war paign
force Britain to the negotiating
ended
Anger was heigbtenend by the table to discuss the long-term
comparatively brusque manner future of the islands.
The UN is due to begin dis
in which Britain conducted its
cussing the Falklands in Sep
own post-mortem on the war.
tember and some reports have
Publication of the Franks suggested that Argentina s
Report in London last January reoort may be delayed until
prompted several Argentine
columnists to comment that after that.
they learned more about the
war from the British than from
their own side.
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Canberra attacked
by Spanish mob

THE LINER Canberra, a
veteran of the Falklands
campaign, came under fire
during a luxury cruise.
Passengers dived for cover
as a mob of Spaniards hurled
rocks and lumps of wood at
the ship in the port of VigoThe crowd was chanting
‘Malvinas’, the Argentines’
name for the Falklands, and
slogans against Britain dump
ing nuclear waste in the seas.
Tourists said police stood
by as the mob continued the

Joint meeting
PORT STANLEY r Talks are
going on to allow British
troops to buy Falkland's meat.
Sale is at present forbidden
because local slaughtering is
not up to EEC standards.

attack and daubed black paint
on the liner.
Holidaymaker Peter Heddercott, of Sydenham. London,
S.E., said: ‘One of the stones
narroly missed my daughter’s
head.
‘Some men were whipping
up the crowd who are digging
up the quayside to get stones.'
One elderly woman passen
ger broke an ankle as she
ran up the gangplank to
escape the mob. She had
been on the quayside being
photographed.
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Noble dead
THE VICTORIA CROSS posthu
mously awarded to Sgt Ian McKay
of the-3rd Battalion, the Parachute
Regiment, during the battle for Port
Stanley in the Falklands, has been
sent by his widow, Marcia, to the
Imperial War Museum.'
McKay and three others attacked
a strong Argentine position on Mt
Longdon on June 11. As his companions fell, he stormed the strongpoint alone but was killed at the
moment of his victory which had
relieved two beleagured platoons.
His V.C. and other medals are now
with other recently acquired Falk
lands exhibits. It is hoped they may
eventually be incorporated into the
museum’s Victoria Cross and George
Cross display, which already includes
seven V.C.s.

RADICAL POLL
] PLATFORM FOR
*
ARGENTINA
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By Our Buenos Aires
Correspondent
The Argentine Radical party
launched the presidential cam
paign of Raul Alfonsin at the
weekend by approving a plat
form that calls for the “total
subordination ” of the armed
forces to the, law and the solu
tion of all international con
flicts by peaceful means.
It demands an Investigation
into last year’s war over the
Falkland Islands and says that
“the legitimacy” of Argen
tina’s claim to the archipelago
“cannot and should not be
used to justify the illegitimate
methods used or to evade re
sponsibility ” for Argentina’s
defeat.
1
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FUND PAYOUT
IS ‘FAIR ’ .
SAYS PRINCE

J

of Wales defended
the administration of the South I
Atlantic Fund, of which he is 1,
patron, when he received the
freedom of Merthyr Tydfil on
Saturday on behalf of the Welsh
Guards, of which he is Colonel.
Son!f*10 hiillion from around
5 mdlJon contributed has gone
JfL79° Jntenm grants to the
families of dead servicemen and
to the injured to help meet im
mediate financial need.
He said a carefully assessed
& grant would be distriand compassion
ately. What remained would go
to the principal service charities. ,
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PEKING PLANNING
NEW ROLE
FOR HONGKONG
i
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By GRAHAM EARJSSHAW in Peking

jpEKING is planning to create a huge
economic zone in southern China with
Hongkong at its core, apparently in the hope
of using the British colony’s industrial
power to help extinguish the' region’s
lingering poverty.
But the Chinese emphasised yesterday that the
idea did not mean that capitalist Hongkong was
going to be absorbed immediately into the Chinese
socialist system.
A senior official in Canton
i Shiukwan
said the zone would initially
cover just the Pearl River
and would eventually take in
(
a number of surrounding pro
vinces, as well as Hongkong
and the Portuguese territory
of Macao.
He said the aim was to
develop “ a domestic and inter
national economic centre.”
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Threat denied
The idea has caused con
sternation in Hongkong, which
is terrified of losing its free
doms and prosperity because of
the change of status now being
discussed by British and
Chinese officials.
As a result, the official China
News Agency yesterday speci
fically declared that the zone
plan was not a threat to Hong
kong.
“The aim of the zone is to
strengthen economic links
rather than bring Hongkong
and Macao in the (Chinese)
economic system, it quoted the
Canton official as saying.
The proposed South China
economic zone seems to be simi
lar to one set up recently in
East China around Shanghai. In
both cases, large • industrial
cities are to be used to help
develop the surrounding, rela
tively. poor Provinces.

^This principle goes com
pletely against the ideas of the
frte Chairman Mao, who
ieliberately neglected estab
lished industrial centres, and
tried to disperse industrial pro
duction throughout the country.
The Maoist scheme has
proved to be a complete failure,
nnd China’s present government
js going back to the preCommunist pattern of letting
the coastal cities become econo
mic magnets pulling the rest of
"the country along with them.
The announcement of long
term plans to include Hongkong
within the economic planning
of southern China comes as the
political future of the territory
is still hanging in the balance.
Britain is pushing for a con
tinued role in the administra
tion of Hongkong after 1997
when its lease on most cf the
colony expires, and most of the
five million Hongkong- people
want the British to stay.
The Chinese, however, have so
far said they want local Hong
kong Chinese to run the ter
ritory after 1997.
But whatever arrangement
emerges from the present SinoBritish talks, there is no doubt
that Hongikong will in the
future become mnch more
dosely related to the vastly
poorer and more backward areas,
of southern China

--

Falklands
aid defended
by Prince
By a Staff Reporter
The Prince of Wales has
defended # the South Atlantic
Fund against criticism that
there have been unnecessary
delays in paying money to
the dependants of Falklands
victims.
Prince Charles, the fund’s
patron, said at the weekend:
“Some people may have
wondered why it has seemed to
take so long for grants to be
paid^ut.
'**rbfc, reason has been that,
owing to a wish for a reflective
interval pn the part of the
families, it was decided on a
combination of an interim grant
t&.help meet immediate financW • needs, followed by a
carefully
assessed
further
grant’*.
^Ilie second grant, the Prince
slid, guaranteed money was
c^stributed fairly and compas
sionately “to ensure the
bereaved are adequately pro
vided for”. The Prince was
receiving the freedom of Merthyr-Tydfil, Mid-Glamorgan,
on behalf of the Welsh guards,
of which he is colonel.
The fund had received £15m,
and 700 grants totalling more
than £10ra had been paid out.
Further grants would be made
before the fund was wound up.
The Prince said the remain
ing money would be shared by
charities covering the Services,
to support Falklands casualties
who had yet to emerge.

Vacation village
From Mr Frank Hooley
Sir, The reply (Cmnd 8979) by the
Government to the report by the
Select Committee on Foreijp Affairs
about the building of an airport on
Providenciales in the Turks and
Caicos Islands should not be the end
of the matter. It should rather be the
beginning of a thorough investigation into the administration and
development of this small British
dependency.
The Government’s reply sheds no
light at all on the mystery as to why
Club Mediterranee, though bound
by a legal contract, failed to build its
vacation village by the due date of
December 31, 1982; yet foreign
speculators apparently found it well
worthwhile to invest Si3m in the
tiny island of Providenciales, presumably because of the construction
of an mtematiqri! airpc.t there
(paid for with your money and
minc)’
The Government claim that as a
result of the airport project budgetary aid to the TCI will be
substantially reduced. However,
they have already lost two years’
revenue from the Club Med village
(even if it is eventually completed by
•December 31, 1984, and I remain
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sceptical about that), and the village
itself will be 174 beds smaller than
originally envisaged.
By contrast, the cost to the
taxpayer of the airport has gone up
from £4.69m to £6.11 m.
The reply takes umbrage at my
suggestion in the House on March
14 (Hansard, col 46) that the ODA
(Overseas Envelopment Administration) had fiddled the figures to
make the project show a real
financial return; in fact, Whitehall
was so incompetent in its appraisal
that a senior ODA official gave the
wrong set of figures in evidence to
the Select Committee and did not
even know at the time that he was
giving the wrong figures. Whether
the calculations were “fiddled” is, I
suppose, a matter of semantics; at
Ahe minimum they were“massaged”.
There ^ two further serious
' questions which arise from the
50vemmenfs re^y. '.he .decs
committee’s genuine worry about
drug trafficking is airily dismissed as
“based on opinion not evidence",
The minister himself gave evidence
that the local police had formed a
special drug squad and that the
United States Drug Enforcement
Agency had undertaken several
imyor operations in the islands
against the trade (select committee
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From Richard Hughes
mail
Hongkong
and
expatriate
Chinese
members of Hongkong's Legis
lative Council have applauded
last week’s radical changes and
reforms in constitutional pro
cedures.
After nine months of study,
iinder Governor Sir Edward
proYoude’s instructions,
cedures will be streamlined and
the Council’s discussions will be
£more open to the public.
The constitutional changes
coincide with the discussions
between Peking and London on
the future of Hongkong after
1997. They are likely to
strengthen Hongkong’s insist
ence on local autonomy and
ipersistence with non-Marxist
/“hard life, trade, liberty and the
• pursuit of capitalism”.
} A senior member of the
< Council, Mr Roger Lobo,
./confirmed that nominated
members had been consulted
and had contributed to the
.changes in the constitution.
The Chinese and Englishlanguage press both front-paged
the reforms.
PEKING: Plans eventually to
dinclude Hongkong in a huge
//economic zone to extend over
‘■much of south China are aimed
• at strengthening economic links
i.and
co-operation
between
-^Guangdong province and Hongrikong and Macao, and not at
: banning the capitalist system in
bthe territory, according to a
'/senior Chinese official (Reuter
reports).

report, p24). The select committee
was also told that the Governor and
Chief Minister, no less, had had
high-level discussions in Washing
ton on the subject as recently as
December, 1982. Maybe Whitehall
should take the trouble to re-read its
own evidence.
Secondly, the reply indicates that
the TCI are now becoming a
“finance centre” with a view to
“attracting off-shore investment
business”. Put less politely, they are
to be a haven for tax evasion and
similar dubious operations. Perhaps
the Commons could inquire just
how much the working people of the
TCI will benefit from this particular
kind of “development”.
It is my belief that Parliament
would be neglecting its duty to the
people of the TCI - and I mean the
people, not business and financial
interests - if it did not now press for
a rigorous examination of all aspects
of the administration of this
territory, and explore with some care
for whose benefit the so-called
“development” - paid for with our
money - is taking place.
Yours sincerely,
FRANK HOOLEY,
6 Mayland Drive,
Sutton Coldfield,
West Midlands.
July 20.

